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Abstract

Wave packet dynamics and autoionization of doubly excited states in molecules can be
studied by combining an intense, short-pulse infrared (IR) laser and a extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) source with a Reaction Microscope, which allows for coincident measurements of
ions and electrons. Furthermore, this detection system is capable of measuring the three
dimensional momentum of each charged particle involved in the ionization process.
This technique was used to investigate the autoionization of doubly excited

H2 molecules,

a process that occurs on a timescale of a few femtoseconds. Since this reaction time is of
the order of the molecular motion, the nuclei can no longer be regarded as stationary.
The coupling of the dissociation dynamics of

H2+

to the corresponding electron, which is

emitted through the autoionization of doubly excited states, leads to a symmetry breaking
in the dissociation. In the conducted measurements, this translates into a localization of
coincident electronion pairs. In order to study the temporal dynamics of these processes,
the molecules were further probed with delayed IR pulses, revealing dynamics within the
autoionization.

Zusammenfassung

Die Dynamik von molekularen Wellenpaketen sowie die Autoionisation von doppelt angeregten Zuständen in

H2

sind in der vorliegenden Arbeit mit Hilfe eines intensiven, ultra-

kurzen infrarot (IR) Lasers, einer zugehörigen extremen, ultravioletten Strahlungsquelle
(XUV) und einem Reaktionsmikroskop untersucht worden.

Das Detektionssystem er-

möglicht hierbei koinzidente Messungen von Ionen und Elektronen, mit den entsprechenden
dreidimensionalen Impulsen aller geladenen Fragmente, die aus einem vorangehenden Ionisationsschritt resultieren.
Die Kombination dieser Techniken wurde verwendet, um die Autoionisation von
Molekülen, die auf der Zeitskala weniger Femtosekunden stattndet, zu studieren.

H2
Da

diese Prozesse im Zeitbereich von molekularen Schwingungen ablaufen, können die Kerne
nicht als stationär Objekte behandelt werden.

Darüber hinaus ndet bei der Ionisation

mit XUV Photonen über die doppelt angeregten Zustände eine Kopplung zwischen den

H2+

Ionen und den zugehörigen Elektronen statt, durch die eine Symmetriebrechung in der

Dissoziation hervorgerufen wird. Im Experiment zeigt sich diese über eine Lokalisierung
der koinzidenten IonElektron Paare. Um die zeitliche Dynamik zu visualisieren, wurden
die doppelt angeregten Moleküle mit zeitversetzten IR Pulsen geprobt und oenbaren eine
im Vergleich zur Wellenpaketdynamik deutlich verringerte Kopplung an den IR Laser.
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1 Introduction
Pioneers of laser physics, such as Charles Townes and colleagues, who built the rst maser
(a laser in the microwave regime) [GZT54], or Theodore Maiman [Mai60], who succeeded
in realizing light amplication in the optical domain, could not have imagined, how diverse
laser applications in natural sciences would become.

Particularly in the eld of atomic

physics lasers are used due to the extremely high temporal and spatial coherence, and feasible intensities that can be up to

1022

times higher than the intensity of sun light at the

1
distance to the earth [Yan+08]. Since the 1960s the processing of laser systems followed
two main, almost contrasting directions. The rst resulted in very stable monochromatic
laser systems, which currently are indispensable in highresolution spectroscopy, as well as
in the preparation and trapping of ultracold atomic samples into specic states [And+95].
The other has led to pulsed, broadband lasers which opened new research areas within
atomic and molecular physics. Among these, attosecond science has become an important
eld within the last 12 years, with constant progress in attosecond source developments,
pulsecharacterization techniques and most signicantly, applications for quantum dynamical studies.
Guided by the fast development of laser systems in the 1970s and 1980s, investigations
of nonlinear processes in lightmatter interaction have become possible with high eld
intensities.

For example, the conversion of photon energies to the soft and extreme ul-

traviolet regime (XUV), triggered by strongly driven valence electrons in the laser eld,
was reported. An important milestone in this context was achieved in 1987 by McPherson
et.

al., who studied multiphoton ionization processes in rare gases and observed pho-

ton energies of odd multiples of the fundamental, incident light [McP+87]. In subsequent
years, principal features of this highharmonic generation (HHG) were analyzed, such
as the plateau building behavior which means that the photon energies extend to a high
harmonic order at a nearly constant conversion eciency [Fer+88]. Only one year after this
discovery, rst numerical calculations emphasized, in view of a high XUVphoton ux, the

2 and a clean linear polarization of

importance of the socalled phasematching condition

the incident light eld [KS89]. Further ndings were obtained by calculations and experiments, including the atom response to the eld, the propagation of the generated light and

1
2

The highest intensity is probably provided by the HERCULES laser, operating at
rate of

0.1 Hz

with a pulse duration of

30 fs

and a single pulse energy of almost

300 TW at a repetition
10 J.

For ecient HHG as many atoms as possible must contribute and the emitted photons have to add up
constructively in the laser propagation direction. This condition is termed phase matching [Cha11].
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the role of the laser focusing and dispersion eects in gaseous targets [LSK91; LB93]. An

Electric field

XUV photon
Figure 1.1: Threestep model of the HHG. First, the atomic Coulomb potential is lowered

by the strong and comparably slow varying electric eld such that an electron tunnels out.
The electron is accelerated by the eld for a halfcycle period of the laser and returns to
the vicinity of the nucleus. In addition to elastic and inelastic scattering, the electron may
recombine with its parent ion, thus emitting a highly energetic XUV photon.

exciting moment in this fast growing research eld was evoked by the assumption, that the
HHG could be a promising candidate for an attosecond beam source [HMH93]; however, it
took several years, until the temporal duration of the harmonics became measurable and
controllable [Glo+96; Pau+01]. In 1996 it could be shown that the highharmonic light is
conned in attosecond pulse trains (APTs) which contain several singleXUV pulses that
are temporally spaced by the half period of the generating laser beam [ALL96].
A theoretical background for the HHG and its attosecond nature was given in 1993 by
Corkum and Kulander [Cor93], who introduced an intuitive, semiclassical interpretation of
the HHG in a threestep model which was based on the work of Keldysh [Kel65], as well
as Ammosov, Delone and Krainov [ADK86]. In this theory, the strong laser eld ionizes an
atom and drives the free electron such that it gains kinetic energy and recombines with its
parent ion, emitting a photon with high energy (see Figure 1.1). A short time afterwards,
the theory on HHG was supplemented by Lewenstein and colleagues with a more precise,
quantummechanical and analytical model. These contributions helped to distinguish the
HHG in terms of short and long electron trajectories, since both lead to the generation of
XUV light; however, with dierent properties. Two important characteristics, related to the
question, whether HHG is suitable as an attosecond laser source or not, are the coherence
and the divergence of the beam.

The rst of these issues was addressed in [Zer+97]

where the authors showed in a twofold HHG process with a subsequent interference of the
beams, that the highharmonic light exhibits a high degree of coherence. Furthermore, it
could be demonstrated [Bel+98], that long electron trajectories feature a comparably large
divergence, suggesting an enhancement of the short trajectories in experimental setups.

2

In the late 1990s, highharmonic radiation was preferentially produced with ultrashort,
femtosecond pulses from Ti:Sapphire lasers [Nis+97a; Sch+98], which allowed for the generation of single attosecond pulses (SAP), and photon energies above the water window

3

[Spi+97]. The advancement of the Ti:Sapphire laser systems in terms of generating single
cycle, carrier envelope phasestabilized pulses and the invention of gating techniques further led to several signicant improvements on the generation of SAP [Dre+01; San+06].
In addition to these progress, attosecond pulse characterization methods were pushed
forward, in order to provide more control over the HHG. The rst measurements were based
on a crosscorrelation of HHGXUV pulses [Kob+98]; however, with the development of
the socalled RABBITT technique, a powerful characterization method became available
[Pau+01]. In this method, the XUV and its generating infrared (IR) eld are spatially
overlapped on an atomic target and temporally delayed with respect to one another. Electrons are ionized by single XUV photons and eventually absorb (or emit) photons from the
collinear IR beam, giving rise to sideband electron energies (which can be distinguished
from electrons that are ionized by a single XUV photon). As a function of the time delay
between the XUV and IR pulses, the sideband signals oscillate and, thus, represent the
temporal phase of the harmonic pulse trains.

Recently, this technique was extended to

study electron dynamics in atoms [Mai+03; Mau+04; Klü+11]. Note, for SAP there exists an analogous method to RABBIT which is referred to as streaking [Kie+02; Sch+10].
A comprehensive overview of the most important developments in attosecond physics is
provided by several review articles, such as [CC10; KI09; NS09; GCK12].
In this work, stateoftheart technologies for the generation of ultrashort, femtosecond
IR and attosecondXUV laser pulses were combined with a reaction microscope (ReMi),
thus, enabling unique quantumdynamical studies below the timescale of molecular vibrations.

The present setup oers several advantages in comparison to other laser and

detection systems.

First, the photon energies and the duration of the attosecond laser

pulses allow to induce simple singlephoton transitions at a welldened time.

Fur-

thermore, multiphoton or in general strongeld processes with infrared or optical lasers
are not required in order to excite, for example, highlyenergetic states.

Second, both

the attosecondXUV and the femtosecondIR laser beams are inherently phase correlated,
since the highharmonic generating IR pulses transfer their phase information onto the corresponding XUVAPTs. This fact is crucial for pumpprobe measurements with subcycle
resolution.

Third, the utilized detection system is the most advanced device to analyze

ionization processes, because the threedimensional momenta of all charged particles are
recorded, resulting in fullydierential data sets and angular distributions. In addition, the
ReMi allows for the detection of multiple, coincident particles and, thus, an eventbyevent
analysis of ionization processes.

3

The water window ranges between 280 and

540 eV.

Water is transparent for X-rays in that region, in

contrast to carbon and nitrogen. The radiation is therefore used to study biological samples.
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Two typical experimental schemes in the eld of lightmatter interaction are especially
suited to utilize the full capabilities of a ReMi. These are sequential and nonsequential
doubleionization as well as molecular fragmentations. In contrast, photoinduced single
ionization of atoms, for instance, can also be studied in less complex detection devices, such
as timeofight [Hen+01], magneticbottleelectron [KR83; Rij+00] and velocitymap
imaging [Bor+96; EP97; Mau+08] spectrometers. In single ionization, ions and electrons
exhibit identical absolute momenta and they are emitted backtoback. As their dynamics
are imprinted primarily along the polarization axis of the laser, a measurement of two
components of the threedimensional momentum vector is usually sucient to explore the
complete process.
Following these arguments, it is convenient to operate ReMis in ionization experiments
with molecules and study processes, where the specic structure of the molecule, as well
as its orientation in the laboratory frame of reference, becomes relevant.
system in this context is the molecular hydrogen

H2

A prototype

and its associated ion, the

both consist of two protons and two or one electron(s), respectively.

H2+ ,

which

In comparison to

other homonuclear, diatomic molecules, the nuclear dynamics can be extremely fast, even
in the order of

10 fs

and, thus, reach the range of electronic correlation times [SBM06].

A process, where the nuclear motion and the electronelectron interaction both become
signicant arises for example from the population of doublyexcited states. These highly
energetic states are totally repulsive resulting in two neutral, but excited hydrogen atoms
in the nal state. However, under some conditions, this dissociation is accompanied by a
molecular Auger, autoionization process with a probability that strongly depends on the
instantaneous internuclear distance [SM97]. In other words, the autoionization width of
a particular Auger decay channel changes as a function of time, since the corresponding
doublyexcited molecular state dissociates and, thus, the internuclear distance increases
continuously. Vice versa, if autoionization occurs during dissociation, the new electronic
potential curve might be a binding state of the molecular ion, such that the electronic
transition directly inuences the nuclear dynamics.
These considerations illustrate how the nonseparable autoionization and dissociation
eects, reecting electron and nuclear dynamics, transform the apparently simple molecule
into a complex fourbody quantumdynamical system, demanding for advanced, fully
quantum mechanical theoretical descriptions [Mar99]. Studying this form of interaction
between nuclear and electronic dynamics was one of the main goals in this project and the
technique to initiate and trace these processes was based on single and twocolor pump
probe laser pulse measurements. In this context, the combination of short laser pulses and
high photon energies along with the ability of fully characterizing the nal momentum state
with the ReMi were crucial in order to distinguish several collateral dissociative ionization
processes, often leading to the same nal state:

H + + H (∗) + e− .

One of the processes investigated is the direct, singlephoton induced groundstate
dissociation and the nuclearwave packet dynamics, that can be traced with a time

4

delayed, ultrashort IR laser eld. Hereby, the rst XUV photon ionizes the molecule and
excites coherently several vibrational levels in an almost instantaneous step, giving rise to
the formation of a wave packet that oscillates within the potential energy surface of the
bound

H2+ (1sσg ).

Its properties can be investigated by the absorption of an additional

IR photon, by means of a projection onto the dissociative continuum of the hydrogen
molecular ion, revealing time dependent structures, such as fast

305 fs)

(∼ 26 fs)

(∼
∼ 1200 fs

and slow

oscillations. Here, they are all followed over an extended time interval of

such that a Fourier analysis of the temporal wavepacket dynamics yielded a high energy
resolution and enabled to extract and identify contributions of individual vibrational states.
Similar results obtained with intense ultrashort laser pulses have been presented before
[Erg+05; Erg+06c], as well as with XUV light [Kel+09], but the present measurement is
the rst to combine XUV and IR pulses within a kinematically complete detection system.
A dierent process which can be induced by photon energies starting from

∼ 27 eV

is

the simultaneous resonant excitation of both electrons to series of doublyexcited states,
as mentioned before. The same photon energy suces to ionize the molecule directly, giving rise to Fano proles in the photonabsorption cross sections and a fast autoionization
process of the doublyexcited states [Fan61; SM97]. The transition, involving electron
electron correlation and nuclear motion is governed by selection rules and, thus, by the
symmetry of the states, yielding signicant consequences with respect to autoionization

4 and energies [BD74; SM97; SM99b]. Here, the coincident detection technique pro-

times

vides the possibility to identify several of these states, by the energies and the angular
distributions of the particles, as well as through the initial orientation of the molecule
in the laboratory frame of reference [HE02]. Furthermore, a large contribution of ionized
and directly dissociating molecules is identied. As all of these processes exhibit quantum
mechanical overlap regions in energies, it is possible to encounter the same nal state via
two or more competing pathways. This interference can ultimately result in an asymmetry
or socalled localization eect, whereby ionized electrons and dissociating ions propagate
preferentially in the same or in opposite directions [Laf+03] and [Mar+07]. However, it is
important to note, that more conditions must be fullled in order to measure this form
of entanglement between ions and electrons.

In addition, there exist other possibilities

to cause asymmetry eects with laser elds, as shown in [Red+12; Kli+06; Kre+09] for
molecular hydrogen and [Gol+97] for molecular oxygen.
In this work, the described asymmetry has been observed for the rst time in a complete picture, showing the full energypartition range between electrons and ions for all
congurations between the laser polarization and the original molecular axis. Hereby, the
doublydierential correlated energy diagram and the electron angular distributions in the
molecular frame of reference were used to identify the involved doublyexcited states of

4

Doublyexcited
when the

H2

Q1

states of

Σ+
u

symmetry have in contrast to

Πu

states a short autoionization time,

molecule is close to its equilibrium distance.
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H2

as well as the relevant nonresonant states of

H2+ .

Thus, it was possible to distinguish

dierent localizationprocesses in two oppositional orientations of the molecule; one where
the internuclear axis and the polarization of the laser are parallel with respect to each other
and another, where they are perpendicular. A simple representation of this asymmetry,
for instance, is given in Figure 1.2 (b) for the rst, parallel case. The red and blue energy
ranges denote coincident ions and electrons which are emitted preferentially into the same
(red) or into opposite (blue) hemispheres, respectively. The corresponding kinetic energy
distribution of the electrons is shown in Figure 1.2 (a).

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.2: (a) Measured kinetic energy distribution of the electrons for parallel transi-

tions. Here, the molecule and the polarization axes are parallel. (b) Asymmetry for the
same events.

The red and blue sections denote energy ranges where ions and electrons

preferentially y into the same or into opposite directions, respectively.

Furthermore, the results include pumpprobe measurements on the population of doubly
excited states, with the objective of inuencing and potentially controlling the process of
autoionization dynamically. Although the observed eects have been small, it was possible
to obtain pivotal ndings, which can be used as a guideline for future experiments. For
example, we identied dierent IRdependencies for the two mentioned molecular orientations with respect to the polarization axis.

In parallel transitions, rst indications of

sideband structures in doublyexcited states were measured and conrmed the theoretical
results recently presented in [SRM12]. In contrast to that, a strong IRcoupling between
the doubly excited
transitions.

H2∗∗

and the antibinding

H2+

states was observed for perpendicular

In addition, the ion yield as a function of pulsedelay, indicates that the

autoionization width of doublyexcited states of dierent symmetry varies strongly, thus
oering a rst direct measurement of the lifetime of doublyexcited states, in comparison
to the method, described in [Gar+06].
Following this brief motivation on quantum dynamical studies of small molecules with
XUV and IR laser pulses, this thesis will begin with a theoretical chapter, introducing basic
concepts on short laser pulses and HHG. A description of ultrashort laser pulses and the
eect of dispersion will be given, as one of the technical parts of this work was the design

6

and commissioning of a stable hollowcore ber system in order to increase the spectral
width and to achieve shorter pulse durations. Furthermore, basic theoretical concepts on
the lightatom interaction will be presented with an emphasis on HHG as a consequence
of electron recollision with the parent ion. Chapter 3 will explain general features of small
twoatomic molecules and describe detailed properties of the hydrogen molecule and its
associated ion

H2+ .

An introduction to the quantum dynamical representation of molecular

states and the denition of symmetries is included to facilitate the discussion on transitions
and angular distributions of electrons. Finally, the section will close with considerations of
laserpulse molecule interactions, including scenarios with highly energetic, but low intense
XUV radiation as well as low energetic, but intense femtosecond IR laser pulses. In chapter
4, the complete experimental setup will be presented, starting with the laser system and
the subsequent spectral broadening via hollowcore ber. Then, the experimental realization of the HHG will be described, including details on the versatile characteristics of the
generation chamber and measured spectral proles. The last section in the experimental
discussion will address the reaction microscope and present possibilities to identify coincident particles in ionization processes.

Furthermore, the extraction of molecular frame

photoelectron angular distributions (MFPADs) in fragmentation of diatomic molecules will
be illustrated. In chapter 5, singlepulse XUV and twocolor XUVIR pumpprobe experiments with molecular hydrogen will be shown. The discussion will begin in section 5.1 with
the XUVphoton induced groundstate dissociation and the generation of vibrational wave
packets in the hydrogen molecular ion. The XUVphoton induced population of doubly
excited states as a signature of electronelectron correlation will be analyzed in section 5.2.
These states further evoke asymmetry eects, or in other words, localization of charged
particles which has been studied in great detail.

The dynamics of these states, such as

the repulsion of the nuclear fragments, as well as the extremely fast autoionization were
investigated with ultrashort XUV and IR pulses and the results are presented in section
5.3. This thesis will conclude with a summary of the results and provide suggestions and
ideas for future experiments on

H2

and other small molecules.
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2 Ultrashort laser pulses and
highharmonic generation
In the development of pulsed laser systems the primary goal has remained to achieve high
repetition rates and  more importantly  high eld intensities by increasing the single pulse
energy

 or by decreasing the pulse duration τ

[KS08]. In this work, such pulses were used to

study fast temporal dynamics and electronlocalization eects in the dissociative ionization
of molecular hydrogen. The necessary conditions for these experiments has been provided
by the generation of two types of laser pulses, including highintensity

∼ 10 fs,

infrared

(IR) pulses from a Ti:Sapphire CPAsystem and, highly energetic, extremeultraviolet
(XUV) pulses which result from a process termed highharmonic generation (HHG). It is
therefore worth reviewing a few select basic properties of both types of laser pulses. We
will begin with a discussion on the representation of general light elds and short laser
pulses. Subsequently, pulse propagation through dispersive media will be elucidated and
four important dispersion parameters are introduced.
These basic considerations are sucient to describe IR pulses; however, as the XUV
radiation results from strongeld interactions with atoms, it is necessary to briey explain
the most relevant ionization mechanism, in particular the laserinduced electron tunneling.
On this basis and within the frame of a semiclassical model, it is possible to derive several
characteristics of the HHG. Afterwards, the theoretical background will be expanded with
quantum mechanical considerations which follow from the strong eld approximation (SFA)
and the Lewenstein model.

2.1 General light elds
In dipole transitions, the dominant contribution in the dipole operator is provided by
the electric part of the light eld.

As magnetic dipole transitions are accounted in the

second order of the matrix element, it is convenient to consider only the electric eld of an
electromagnetic wave.
An intuitive way to describe the electric eld

E(t, r)

of a light wave is to assign every

point in spacetime a certain eld amplitude. An equivalent approach is a characterization
in the frequencywave vector domain

Ẽ(ω, k).

Both representations are valid and can be

connected via the Fourier transform. For now we want to neglect the space and wave vector
dependence of

E

and

Ẽ

and concentrate on the time or frequency dependent parts, since
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they are both crucial for an understanding of ultrashort pulses. Any optical light eld can
be described by a timedependent envelope or amplitude function
which contains the center carrier frequency

ω0

F (t) and
φ(t).

a phase factor

and a temporal phase

E(t) = F (t) cos(ω0 t + φ(t))

(2.1)

The electric eld is a real quantity, but for mathematical reasons it is appropriate to use
a complex representation:

E(t) = F (t) ei[ω0 t+φ(t)]

+

c.c.

(2.2)

As mentioned previously, the electric eld in the frequency domain is obtained by per-

Ẽ(ω) can
phase ϕ(ω):

forming a Fourier transform in time. The resulting pulsefunction
similarly to (2.2) into a spectral amplitude

Z

+∞

Ẽ(ω) =

U (ω)

and a spectral

be separated

E(t) e−iωt dt = U (ω) eiϕ(ω)

(2.3)

−∞
This connection between

E(t)

and

Ẽ(ω)

suggests that the temporal width of a short pulse

is inversely proportional to its spectral width.
Technically, ultrashort laser pulses are generated in a periodical process, which means
that the envelope function

U (ω)

in the frequency domain is not continuously; instead it is

composed of equally spaced spectral components, each assigned a certain amplitude. This
method is realized in typical modelocked femtosecondoscillator systems, where amplied
frequencies within the resonator interfere constructively and form short, periodic pulse
structures in narrow time windows, as shown in Figure 2.1.
From all presented quantities

F (t), U (ω), φ(t)

and

ϕ(ω),

the spectral amplitude is tech-

nically the easiest to measure; however, only the knowledge of the spectral phase provides
relevant information about a short light eld. Simply spoken, the spectral amplitude determines how short a pulse can be but only the spectral phase determines how short the
pulse eectively will be.

This is also illustrated in the description of pulse propagation

through a dispersive medium by expanding

ϕ(ω)

in a Taylor series, as in section 2.2.2. In

contrast, the temporal phase is a more conceptual quantity, as its rst timedependent
derivation allocates every frequency component in a particular time and therefore gives a
more intuitive picture of the pulse and its corresponding duration. All these basic facts
illustrate the importance of both domains and their connection via Fourier transform.

2.2 Description and properties of few cycle laser pulses
So far the envelope functions of neither the eld amplitude
plitude
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U (ω)

F (t)

nor the spectral am-

have been specied. There exist many suitable forms based on Lorenzian,

2.2 Description and properties of few cycle laser pulses
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Figure 2.1: Frequency components around

ω0 = 10

resulting in periodic pulses in the time domain.

0
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2 0

0

1 0

2 0

T im e [a rb . u .]

are overlapped and superimposed,

The more frequencies that are phase

locked, the shorter the pulses become and fewer substructures in between are generated.
Here, constructive interference occurs at times 0 and 15.8 arbitrary units.

Gaussian, exponential or linear and squared hyperbolic secant shapes; however, Gaussian
functions are commonly used in theory and literature for several reasons. First, they are
not extremely far of from reality, even if general pulses may exhibit asymmetric shapes.
Second, they can be treated analytically to a certain degree in calculations and simulations.
Furthermore, they remain Gaussian shaped under Fourier transform.
Prior to continuing with characteristics of Gaussian laser pulses, it should be mentioned
that a more general description of laser pulses is given by the Wigner form [Wig32] which
consequently connects all spectral and temporal properties in a two-dimensional representation of waves [DR06; Coh95; Sch01].

2.2.1 Pulses described by Gaussian envelopes
Here, we dene the envelope functions in the equations (2.2) and (2.3) as Gaussian proles,
with the peak amplitudes

F0

and

U0 :

t 2

E(t) = F0 e−2 ln 2 ( τ ) ei[ω0 t+φ(t)]

Ẽ(ω) = U0 e

−2 ln 2

(ω−ω0 )2
(∆ω)2

ei[ϕ(ω)]

(2.4)

The pulse duration (full width at half maximum of the temporal intensity) and the spectral width are given by

τ

and

∆ω ,

respectively.

correspond to a Gaussian beam with beam waist

r
E(r, t) =

2 −( r )2
e w E(t) =
πw2

If the spatial dependence of the pulses

w, it is possible to write E(r, t) as follows:
r

r 2
2
F0 e−( w ) e−2
πw2

ln 2 ( τt )2

(2.5)
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Two important quantities in ultrafast optics are the peak power

I0 .

In particular

I0

P0

and the peak intensity

is important, as many interesting processes are highly nonlinear and,

thus, show a strong intensitydependence.

P0 = R
+∞
−∞

ε
t
τ

e−4 ln 2 ( ) dt

By increasing the single pulse energy
higher values of

P0

and

⇒

2

I0



I0

r

ln 2 ε
π 3 w2 τ

(2.6)

or equally, by decreasing the pulse duration

can be achieved.

laser systems are the average power

2P0
=
= 4
πw2

Paverage

τ,

Other notable parameters in femtosecond

and the repetition rate

frep .

Paverage = frep · ε

(2.7)

Another pulse property that connects the pulse duration and the corresponding spectral
prole can be specied by the timebandwidth product

τ · ∆ω

which assigns a minimum

possible pulse duration to a given spectrum. For Gaussian pulses,

τ · ∆ω =

2 ln 2
π

.

(2.8)

2.2.2 Pulse propagation and dispersion
Dispersion characterizes the inuence of transparent media on the temporal prole of an
ultrashort laser pulse. This eect appears in frequency dependencies of several material
parameters, like the susceptibility and the refractive index and, therefore, the speed of
light in a medium [KS08]. Without appropriate control mechanisms, dispersion may lead
to devastating changes in the temporal shape of the pulses.

Optical elements, such as

lenses, prisms and even air, allot dierent frequency components to dierent speeds of
light, with the result that the pulse broadens in time or even becomes deformed.
In the theoretical frame of linear optics, the change of the pulse will be independent of
its intensity prole. As unfocused pulses propagating through dispersive media fulll this
condition, it is convenient to perform the calculation of the time evolution of the pulse in
the spectral domain and display the result in the temporal regime via the Fourier transform
(2.3). Moreover, the envelope will only change slightly during a cycle period of

2π
ω0 , therefore

according to the slowly varying envelope approximation, the calculation can be reduced
to the temporal pulse envelope function.

All the dierent aspects of dispersion can be

understood in a Taylor expansion of the spectral phase
wave number

kn (ω).
z

propagation length

12

ϕ(ω)

or the frequencydependent

The latter function allows a description with a dependence of the
through the dispersive medium.

2.3 Atoms in external laser elds and highharmonic generation

1
1
ϕ(ω) = ϕ(ω0 ) + ϕ(1) (ω − ω0 ) + ϕ(2) (ω − ω0 )2 + ϕ(3) (ω − ω0 )3 + · · · =
2
6
1 (2)
1
(1)
2
kn (ω)z = kn (ω0 )z + kn z(ω − ω0 ) + kn z(ω − ω0 ) + kn(3) z(ω − ω0 )3 + · · ·
2
6
(2.9)
with

ϕ(i) =

di ϕ
dω i

and

kn(i) =

ω=ω0

di kn
dω i

(2.10)

ω=ω0

Generating even short laser pulses goes conjointly with a broadening the spectral width,
whereby dispersion parameters

ϕ(i)

of higher order become more important. Therefore one

has to account for the inuence of
regime. In Figure 2.2, a pulse of

5 fs

ϕ(3)

for pulses with few optical cycles in the sub8 fs

duration is shown with the respective inuence of the

rst four dispersion parameters:

2π
n
PD: Phase delay
(2.11)
λ


dkn
λ dn
zn
= z
1−
GD: Group delay
=
dω
c
n dλ
d2 kn
λ3 d2 n
= z
=
z
GDD: Group delay dispersion or linear chirp
dω 2
2πc2 dλ2
λ4  d2 n
d3 n 
d3 kn
=
−z
3
+
λ
TOD: Third order dispersion
= z
dω 3
4π 2 c3
dλ2
dλ3

ϕ(0) = z kn =
ϕ(1)
ϕ(2)
ϕ(3)

The rst two dispersion parameters inuence the phase and group velocity leading only
to signicant changes in the carrier envelope phase (CEP), which is dened as the phase
dierence between the carrier wave and envelope maxima.

have been chosen such that a fused silica optical component of

(2)

(3)

kn and kn
0.5 mm and 5 mm length

The values for

are simulated, respectively, corresponding to a typical experimental setup.

2.3 Atoms in external laser elds and highharmonic
generation
Free electron lasers (FEL) and the highharmonic generation (HHG) represent two advanced light sources which provide ultrashort pulses in the femtosecond and attosecond
domain with photon energies in the xray range. These systems are particularly used to
study lightmatter interaction on the basis of temporal dynamics and extend the possibilities of conventional ultrashort laser pulses.
In this project a highharmonic light source was used for ionization experiments on
molecular hydrogen. It is therefore appropriate to explain the origin of the HHG and the
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(2)
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and the envelope thus changing the CEP. ϕn and ϕn both change the pulse duration
(3)
and ϕn further deforms the temporal prole, eventually leading to subpulse structures.
Figure 2.2: A

5 fs

pulse is inuenced by the rst orders of dispersion:

(3)
ϕn . The rst two parameters

(0)
ϕn and

most important properties of the resulting pulses. As the HHG follows from strongeld
processes in atoms, we will begin the discussion with a few typical phenomena in the high
intensity regime and continue with a simple, semiclassical model on HHG where several
characteristics are explainable. Afterwards, the theoretical background will be expanded
with quantum mechanical considerations which follow from the strong eld approximation
(SFA) and the Lewenstein model.

Finally, a short comparison between FEL and HHG

systems will highlight some advantages and disadvantages of both technologies.
The following section will begin with a discussion on strong eld eects for lightatom
interactions. The considered highintensity light source corresponds to focused, ultrashort,
infrared (IR) pulses which are technically generated in stateoftheart femtosecond CPA
laser systems.

1011

−

For these high, but accessible laser intensities, typically in the range of

1015 W/cm2 , the ponderomotive energy

Up

represents the kinetic quiver energy of a

classical free electron and includes laser parameters, such as the center frequency
the intensity

Up =

I0

which is proportional to the square of the amplitude

F02
4 ω02

in atomic units

Up =

e2 F02
4 me ω02

Another important quantity is the socalled Keldysh parameter
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in SI units

γ

ω0

and

F02 :
(2.12)

which separates two

2.3 Atoms in external laser elds and highharmonic generation

γ>1

competing ionization conceptions, the multiphoton ionization (MPI) for
tron tunneling for

γ < 0.5

[IDC92] as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

the electron tunneling time

ttunnel

and the laser period

is possible to nd a relation between

γ,

T0 .

γ

and elec-

is dened by the ratio of

With a few transformations it

the ionization potential

Ip

and

Up

thus combining

the most critical atomic and laser dimensions.

ttunnel
=
γ =
T0

s

Ip
2 Up

(2.13)

To give an impression for typical, experimental laboratory conditions with an IR laser eld,
Table 2.1 presents values of

Up , γ

and the quiver distance of the free electron resulting

for three laser intensities. In these examples, the low and moderate intensities correspond
to experimental settings in the reaction microscope, to singly ionize or probe atoms and
molecules, whereas the high intensity is used for HHG.

Experimental approach

IRprobe pulse in a

Ionization of

Highharmonic

reaction microscope

rare gas atoms

generation

Intensity

1012 W/cm2

5 · 1013 W/cm2

1015 W/cm2

Quiver distance

0.8 Å

5.5 Å

24.8 Å

Ponderomotive potential

0.054 eV

2.7 eV

54 eV

Keldysh parameter

12

1.7

0.38

Table 2.1: Ponderomotive potential, quiver distance of the free electron and the Keldysh

parameter for several experimental conditions. The considered IRpulse parameters are:

τ = 15 fs,  = 0.5 mJ and
15.8 eV is used to calculate

the central wavelength

λc =

2πc
ω0

= 760 nm.

Here,

Ip (Ar) =

the corresponding values.

2.3.1 Multiphoton ionization
In the MPI regime (γ

> 1)

we consider single photon energies which are not sucient to

ionize atoms; however, if the laser intensity is high enough the probability of simultaneous
absorption of a multiple number of photons in a given time

∆t increases, eventually enabling

ionization [DK99]. In a basic interpretation the electron is excited by each photon to a
virtual state without violating the uncertainty principle

∆E = Eγ .

∆t ∆E > 1

with the energy

Moreover, it is possible to absorb more photons than necessary for ionization,

an eect termed as Above threshold ionization (ATI) [Ago+79]. The signature of the ATI
process and the dependence of the ionization rate

w ∼ In

can be seen in the photoelectron

energy spectra, as depicted in Figure 2.3 (a). It must be noted that the strong light eld
also induces an AC Stark shift to all bound electrons in the atom. The eect is strongest for
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the outermost electrons and in particular for the laserdriven, free electrons which exhibit
the quiver energy

(a)

Up .

The ionization potential is thus shifted from

Ekin(e-)

Ip

(b)

Ekin(e-)

to

Ip∗ ≈ Ip + Up .

Ekin(e-)

Ip*
Ip

ℏ𝜔

ℏ𝜔

MPI regime

ILaser

Tunneling regime

Figure 2.3: (a) Scheme of MPI at two dierent intensities.

spectrum features ATI peaks. The ionization threshold

Ip

The photoelectron energy

is shifted to

Ip∗

for higher laser

intensities due to the Stark eect. (b) Electron tunneling at even stronger IRlight elds.
Here, ATI peaks are not encountered in the photoelectronenergy distribution.

2.3.2 Tunnelionization and ADK model
At intensities where the electric eld of the irradiating light becomes comparable to the
Coulomb eld between core and electron, the resulting atomic potential appears strongly
distorted as depicted in Figure 2.3 (b). In this case, the possibility of an electron tunneling
through the considerably slowly varying potential increases drastically. This can also be
expressed in terms of an associated electron tunneling time which is short in comparison
to the oscillation of the laser eld and corresponding potential well.
For both ionization types, the MPI and the tunneling, the ionization rate

w

can be

calculated within the frame of the Perelomov, Popov and Terent'ev (PPT) model; however,
in the tunneling regime a simpler expression for the ionization rate is given by the ADK
formula [ADK86; DK91]

wADK (t)

=

2

|Cn∗ l∗ | Glm Ip

with the ionization potential

Ip

2(2Ip )3/2
E(t)

n∗ , l ∗

2(2Ip )3/2
3 E(t)

,

(2.14)

E(t). The coecients |Cn∗ l∗ |2 , Glm
numbers l, m and the eective quantum

and, thus, contain the information of the initial atomic state [Chi04]. This

equation; however, underestimates the ionization rate at high
by orders of magnitude.
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−

e

and the electric eld

can be calculated from the electron quantum
numbers

!2n∗ −|m|−1

γ

towards the MPI regime

2.4 Highharmonic generation

2.4 Highharmonic generation
In linear polarized and highlyintense IRlaser elds, the tunneling electrons are driven
back and forth in an oscillatory motion. Some of the electrons come back to the vicinity
of the nucleus and scatter elastically or inelastically with bound electrons.

In addition,

a recombination processes may occur where the kinetic energy, which the electron gained
in the laser eld, is converted into a photon. The emitted photons have energies in the
xray regime and the properties of the corresponding light eld can be explained via a
semiclassical model.

2.4.1 Semiclassical model
IR

0

IR

IR

p

2p

3p

0

p

2p

3p

0

p

2p

3p

E

XUV

=0

-eEz
zion

Ekin

zfree
z

0

z

z

Ip
Ip

V(z)

V(z)

(a) Tunneling

V(z)

(b) Propagation

(c) Recombination

Figure 2.4: Semiclassical model in three steps: (a) Tunnel ionization. (b) Acceleration

and propagation of the free electron in the external eld. (c) Recombination and emission
of an XUV photon.

The semiclassical model, developed by Corkum and Kulander in 1993, describes the
generation of attosecond pulses or highharmonic light in three steps [Cor93], illustrated
in Figure 2.4. The following treatment, which is adapted from [Cha11], is performed in one
dimension (z ) and uses a linear polarized light eld in the same direction. Furthermore,
the process is analyzed mainly within one or two laser cycles
the envelope function

F (t)
E(t)

T0 = 2π/ω0 , for which reason

shall be considered as constant in time:

=

F (t) cos (ω0 t)

=

F0 cos (ω0 t)

(2.15)

In the rst step, an electron tunnels through the Coulomb barrier, which is lowered by
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the strong eld of the fundamental IR pulses at intensities where the Keldysh parameter
is below

0.5.

Electron tunneling is a quantum process and the properties of the emitted

electron wave function must be taken into account; however, for simplicity it is presumed
that the tunneling happens instantaneously and that the electron features zero velocity
at the position

z ≈ 0.

The second step considers the classical motion of the pointlike

electron in the electric eld:

d2 z
dt2

− F0 cos (ω0 t)

=

Assuming that the electron is released at a time
position of the particle with maximum values

t0 ,

vmax

(2.16)

the integration yields the velocity and
and

xmax :
F0
ω0
F0
= 2
ω0

v(t) = − vmax [sin (ω0 t) − sin (ω0 t0 )]

vmax =

(2.17)


z(t) = − zmax [cos (ω0 t) − cos (ω0 t0 )] + ω0 sin (ω0 t0 ) (t − t0 )

zmax

(2.18)

In the third step, the electron recombines with its parent ion and emits a photon which
contains the energy of the ionization potential and the kinetic energy of the electron, gained
by the interaction with the external light eld:

Eγ (t)

=

Ip +

1 2
v (t)
2

Ip + 2 Up [sin (ω0 t) − sin (ω0 t0 )]2

=

(2.19)

The kinetic energy can be expressed by the previously introduced ponderomotive potential

Up .

With this small set of equations it is already possible to explain some general features

of the XUV radiation such as spectral and temporal prole and the maximum energy of the
photons. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the time
bines with the ion, thus fullling

!

z(tr ) = 0

tr ,

for which the electron recom-

in equation (2.18). Solutions for this problem

can be found numerically as well as graphically in the socalled KramersHenneberger
frame of reference where the parent ion moves periodically such that the electron displacement to it is described as a linear function.

To emphasize the signicant features, it is

sucient to use the following approximate expression for

tr (t0 )

=

T0

1
4

−

tr


3
t0
arcsin 4
− 1
2π
T0

The corresponding curve is represented in Figure 2.5 (a).
occurs for electron release times between

[Cha11]:

0.25

and

0.5 T0 .

(2.20)

Note that no recombination
This connement explains the

pulse train structure of the higher harmonics with the generation of single pulses every
half cycle of the fundamental laser eld.

The photon energy function, presented in Figure 2.5 (b), and the maximum possible
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Eγ

photon energy

Eγ (t0 )
Eγ
Here,

h π
i2

2
Ip + 2 Up sin
− 3 arcsin
ω0 t0 − 1
− sin (ω0 t0 )
2
π
Ip + 3.17 Up

=
≈

max

Eγ

max are obtained by inserting equation (2.20) into (2.19):

0
max is encountered for electrons with an emission at t

bination time

tr ≈ 0.7 T0 .

≈ 0.05 T0

(2.21)
(2.22)

and a recom-

Note, for each XUV photon energy (except for the maximum

kinetic energy) there exist an early and a late electron release time,

t01

and

t02 ,

which ac-

cording to Figure 2.5 (a) are connected to a late and early recombination times,

tr2 ,

− t01 )

respectively. This implies two time intervals (tr1

and (tr2

− t02 )

tr1

and

which are inter-

preted as a long and a short trajectories. In a HHG experiment, the short trajectories are
favorable as the corresponding XUV photons feature less divergence. Moreover, the dierent trajectories introduce a slight dispersion to the emitted XUV light pulse, though with
opposite sign, for which reason a suppression of the long trajectories by phase matching
conditions and spatial ltering is usually applied. The attosecond nature of the pulses that

(a)

(b)

(c)

(t´1 , tr1)

t´1

(t´2 , tr2)

Figure 2.5: (a) Recombination time

ionization rate

wADK

t´2

tr ,

(b) kinetic energy of the electron and (c) ADK

as a function of the electron release time

t0 .

The normalized cosine

electric eld is shown as a blue curve in all diagrams.

are conned within one pulse train are described by the ionization rate

wADK

in equation

0
(2.14) as a function of the electron release time t , as shown in Figure 2.5 (c). Even though
the long trajectories make a larger contribution to the ionization, the interesting events
are related to the short trajectories. These are conned to electron release times between

0.05 T0

and

0.1 T0 .

The resulting recombination times

and, thus, corresponding to

330 as

tr

are identied as

0.5 T0

to

0.7 T0

for the generated XUV pulses.

The semiclassical model demonstrates, how short attosecond pulses in the XUV range
are generated at every half cycle of the fundamental laser with a temporal spacing of

T0 /2.

Spectral interference nally gives rise to the odd harmonic energies (of the fundamental,
XUVgenerating laser beam) and their spacing by

2 ω0 .

Nevertheless, it must be em-

phasized that the XUV light emission is a quantum process which is not included in the
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semiclassical model, consequently it does not reveal correct amplitudes and phases.
A quantum mechanical, analytical solution for the HHG process was found by Lewenstein
et al., using the concept of strong eld approximation (SFA) [Lew+94]. The SFA considers
a direct electron transition from the ground state to the continuum states without including
any resonance processes via excited states. This restriction thus works in the tunneling

γ < 0.5
∼ 2 nm),

regime for

where the free electron is driven far enough from its parent ion (quiver

distance

such that the Coulomb potential of the ion is negligible during the

acceleration of the electron and the turning point. In this approach, only the light eld is
treated classically. The generation of the higher harmonics is interpreted as an interference
of two components of the electron wave function, a bound and an ionized part, which lead
to a fast oscillating dipole moment.

2.4.2 Comparison between highharmonic generation and free electron
lasers
Free electron lasers (FELs) facilities are becoming progressively important in many branches
of natural sciences. There are several reasons for this development as the light properties
expand the experimental possibilities in many aspects. Especially in comparison to HHG,
the FEL pulses provide much higher values for single pulse energy, output power and average as well as peak brilliance, thus enabling multiphoton processes in the XUV range. The
tunability of important parameters, such as wavelength and pulse duration is a another
evidence for the strength of this technology.
Nevertheless, HHG systems also oer several advantages, of which the most important
is probably the synchronization with the generating IR laser.

As the phases of the IR

and the XUV pulses are correlated inherently by the phase matching condition in the generation process, the possibility to perform pumpprobe measurements on a subIRcycle
basis becomes much easier. Another pivotal dierence is related to the higher repetition
rate and the comparatively high reproducibility, concerning the temporal pulse shape, including phase, peak intensity and subpulses structures which in most FELs vary from
pulsetopulse. Furthermore, HHG sources are realized in tabletop setups, thus oering
longer beam times and higher statistics in the data sets which often is a crucial aspect for
measurements with reaction microscopes.
Today, there are several new developments in FEL systems which are able to compensate

1 process

some of the mentioned drawbacks. A promising concept is to initiate the SASE

with an external copropagating seed eld from an unltered HHG source [Hzb]. By this,
the electrons are coupled to a stable external XUVlight eld and the resulting temporal
and spectral proles of the FEL pulses become more uniform.

1

The FEL pulses are generated by an electron beam which passes through an undulator with alternating
magnetic elds, forcing the electrons on sinusoidal trajectories. Without an external eld, the lasing
in the FEL is initiated by spontaneous emission of the electrons and the amplication results from
interaction between electrons and the emitted xray radiation [Lei07].
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In the past, experiments exploring the generation of highharmonic radiation mainly concentrated on technical aspects, such as increasing the yield and the spectral range or
reducing the XUV pulse duration by gating techniques [Sol+06; San+06; Mas+08]. Moreover, interesting features found and studied in atomlight interactions turned out to enable
the detailed characterization of the highharmonic radiation as well as of its generating IR
eld [MQ05; Tza+03; Pau+01].
Based on this remarkable technological progress, these new XUVlight elds with their
unprecedented spectral and temporal properties can now be applied to study small, few
atom molecules opening new possibilities to explore photoninduced ionization or excitation on a timedependent basis.

Particularly interesting in this context are electron

electron correlations and the coupling of correlated electronic motion to the nuclear wave
packet dynamics, which both are also subjects of stateoftheart quantum calculations.
Even small molecules open a huge playground since they exhibit many degrees of freedom
with respect to the corresponding transition probabilities. For a simple, diatomic molecule,
scheme [3.1] indicates that rotational, vibrational and electronic levels cover large energy
ranges from a few

µeV

up to several

eV

and the corresponding transition times extend

between picoseconds and attoseconds.

as

fs

ps

Electron transitions

Molecular vibrations

Molecular rotations

10-16 s = 100 as
10 – 100 eV

10-14 s = 10 fs
1 – 1000 meV

10-12 s = 1 ps
10 – 100 µeV

Figure 3.1: Dynamics with typical timescales in simple molecules, containing electronic,

vibrational and rotational lifetimes.
The following sections will present some basics about the description of electronic states,
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molecular symmetries and photoninduced transitions and apply the concepts on the hydrogen molecule

H2

and its associated ion

H2+ .

Furthermore, doubly excited states of

H2

will be elucidated, and associated processes such as autoionization and dissociation.

3.1 Molecular hydrogen
Molecular hydrogen and its corresponding ion are the simplest homopolar molecules and
belong to the class of covalent bonded systems. In this section, the basic principles on calculating electron and nuclear wave functions and corresponding energies are introduced.
Furthermore, there will be a discussion on dipoleallowed transitions, as well as on the concept of symmetry of states, which represents one of the most powerful tools to theoretically
characterize molecular systems.

3.1.1 BornOppenheimer approximation and potential energy surfaces
The BornOppenheimer approximation is a theoretical method to simplify the Schrödinger
equation (3.1) for quantum systems, which contain heavy and light particles; consequently,
it is well suited for the theoretical description of molecules [BO27].

Ĥ ψ = E ψ

(3.1)

The simplication is based on the assumption, that the nuclear movement in molecules,
consisting of comparably slow vibrational and rotational dynamics, is separable from the
electronic motion [Gri05]. Therefore, the core is usually considered to be stationary, while
the electronic state adapts to the current nuclear conguration. Following these arguments,
the Hamiltonian of the Schrödinger equation for

H2

(equation (3.2)) and

H2+

(equation

(3.3)) can be reduced by ignoring the kinetic energy parts of the nuclei, and evaluating
the electronic part of the Schrödinger equation for a parametrically varying geometrical
conguration which in the case of diatomic molecules is equal to the internuclear distance

RAB .
1 2
1
1 2
1 2
∇e1 − ∇2e2 −
∇A −
∇ −
2
2
2µ
2µ B
1
1
1
1
1
1
−
−
−
−
+
+
r 1A
r 1B
r 2A
r 2B
RAB
r 12

Ĥ H2 = −

Ĥ H + = −
2

1 2
1 2
1 2
1
1
1
∇e1 −
∇A −
∇B −
−
+
2
2µ
2µ
r 1A
r 1B
RAB
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(3.3)

MA ·MB
µ = M
A +MB
me = ~ = e = 1/4π0 = 1 are used

Here, A and B denote the two nuclei, positions are dened in Figure 3.2,
is the reduced mass and atomic units (au) with

(3.2)

3.1 Molecular hydrogen
H2

r1A

MA

me1

r1B

RAB r1
r2A

y
MB

x

r12 r
2B
me2

r2

me1

H2+
r1A

r1

r1B

z
RAB

MA

Figure 3.2: Coordinates and masses for the

H2

and

H2+

MB

molecules. The center of each

molecule is marked with x.

1

throughout .

The result for each electronic state is a potential energy surface (PES)

as a function of the nuclear geometry or in the simple case of

H2

and

H2+

a potential

energy curve which is represented by the electronic energy as a function of the internuclear
distance, see Figure 3.3.

Such states can be binding and stable, but they can also be

repulsive, which means, that the molecule will fragmentize into smaller molecules or atoms.
For the molecular hydrogen states, a binding PES exhibits an absolute minimum energy

H2+
anti-binding state (1ssu)
H2+
binding
state (1ssg)
H + H+
H2 +

Zero-point energy
H2
binding state (1Sg+)

H+H
Zero-point energy

Figure 3.3: A selection of important potential energy curves of

a function of the internuclear distance

RAB .

H2

H2

(blue) and

H2+

(red) as

Furthermore, the zero-point energy is shown

for both molecules, as well as the dissociation limit for large internuclear distances. For
completeness, the linear combination of atomic orbitals is indicated for both presented
PES of

1

H2+

at dierent internuclear distances.

The relation between SI and atomic units is presented in Table 7.1. Note,
Electron mass,

1/4π0 :

Coulomb constant,

~:

e:

Elementary charge,

me :

Planck constant.
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at a specic equilibrium distance of the two protons. Larger and more complex molecules
often feature multidimensional PES depending on the amount of geometrical parameters
and they can exhibit global and local minima, thus giving rise e.g. to isomerization.
It is important to note, that the BornOppenheimer approximation allows a separation of stationary or even some timedependent molecular problems into two independent
Schrödinger equations and corresponding wave functions, one for the electrons
another one for the core dynamics

ψv .

ψes

and

It turns out that the electron energy which is rep-

resented by a specic potential energy surface, forms the potential, in which the atomic
constituents of the molecule move [HS10]. Vibrational energy levels of the cores can thus
be found within the the limits of the binding curves. In the case of

H2

and

ing ground state PES feature an anharmonic prole (see Figure 3.3).

H2+ , both bind-

Thus, the energy

spacing between two of the corresponding vibrational states will decrease with increasing
energy, in contrast to a harmonic potential. Even if this decrease of levelenergy spacing
with increasing quantum number is in analogy with the properties of an atomic Coulomb
potential, the anharmonic PES only exhibit a nite number of vibrational states, 15 and
20 for the ground state of

H2

and

H2+ ,

respectively [BHP70; Sha70].

3.1.2 Linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and molecular orbitals
(MO) for H2 and H2+
The BornOppenheimer approximation and the neglect of spinorbit coupling allows the
separation of the molecular wave function into a nuclear, an orbital and a spin related part

ψ ≡ ψves = ψv (RAB ) ψe (r 1 , r 2 ) ψs (α, β)

(3.4)

RAB , the electron coordinates r 1 and r 2 (see Figure 3.2)
and spin variables where α and β represent spinup and spindown. Here, we want to
begin with a description of a twoelectron orbital wave function ψe (1, 2) of the hydrogen
with the internuclear distance

molecule, using an intuitive ansatz by the generalized representations of HeitlerLondon
[HL27] and MullikanBloch [Mul75]. In both approaches, the orbital wave function
consists of a linear combination of groundstate atomic wave functions

(1, 2)

ψe (1, 2)

φA,B of the electrons
(A, B).

which are indistinguishable and located at the two atomic cores





ψe (1, 2) = c φA (1) φB (2) ± φA (2) φB (1) ± d φA (1) φA (2) ± φB (1) φB (2)

(3.5)

In equation 3.5 the three algebraic signs (±) are independent from each other and denote
all possible combinations of the groundstate atomic wave functions.
and

d

The parameters

c

account for two oppositional congurations, where either each electron is located

preferentially around one nucleus (c
nucleus (c

> d)

or where both are placed together around one

< d) [Dem95]. Hereby, the rst and second conguration correspond to a covalent

and to an ionic bond, respectively [HG05]. This construction of molecular orbitals can be
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extended to a linear combination of ground and excited states, provided that the states

2

exhibit the same symmetry with respect to the molecular axis .
The next step in the description of the total molecular wave function involves the Pauli
principle, which demands an antisymmetric conguration with respect to an exchange of
the electrons. The vibrational part is considered to be symmetric [Eng96], for which reason

ψes (1, 2) = ψe (1, 2) · ψs (1, 2) has to be antisymmetric.
ψe (1, 2) from the expression (3.5) is neither symmetric nor antisymmetric with respect

the twoelectron wave function
As

to electron exchange, a modication becomes necessary.

1, enabling a simple rearrangement of the orbital wave
function to two purely symmetric (g for gerade, if the algebraic sign is +) or antisymmetric
(u for ungerade, if the algebraic sign is −) singleelectron congurations.

parameters

c

and

ψe (1, 2)

d

In a rst approximation, the

can be set to

=

φA (1) φB (2) ± φA (2) φB (1) ± φA (1) φA (2) ± φB (1) φB (2)


φA (1) ± φB (1) · φA (2) ± φB (2)

=

φg,u (1) φg,u (2)

=

(3.6)

A linear combination of the singleelectron orbital wave functions can then be used to

3

achieve symmetric or antisymmetric congurations and fulll the Pauli principle . As an
example, the ground state as well as the rst two excited states of
the following functions, with

ψes (1, 2) (1 Σ+
g)

=

ψes (1, 2) (3 Σ+
u)

=

ψes (1, 2) (1 Σ+
u)

=

α

and

β

as well as

are represented by

reecting spinup and spindown, respectively:

1
[φg (1) φg (2) + φg (1) φg (2)] [α(1) β(2) − α(2) β(1)]
2
1
[φg (1) φu (2) − φu (1) φg (2)] [α(1) β(2) + α(2) β(1)]
2
1
[φg (1) φu (2) + φu (1) φg (2)] [α(1) β(2) − α(2) β(1)]
2

It should be mentioned that the rst excited state

[α(1) α(2)]

H2

[β(1) β(2)]

(3 Σ+
u)

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

is threefold degenerate, since

are equally valid as symmetric spin wave functions. Ul-

timately, transitions from the ground state

(1 Σ+
g)

to this particular state are strictly for-

bidden within the limits of the dipole approximation. The corresponding selection rules
as well as the applied spectroscopic notation will both be explained within the next two
sections.

3.1.3 Symmetry
As pointed out earlier, symmetry considerations constitute an important concept in the
description of molecular orbitals, vibrations, transitions and electron partial waves in

2
3

Otherwise the overlap integrals, such as

R

φA (1)φB (1) become zero and the energy of the state diverges.
g and u are not

Note, the geometrical symmetry properties of molecular orbitals which are denoted with
the determining factors for the antisymmetrizing of the twoelectron wave function.
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ionization processes [HW05]. Especially for large molecules with linear, planar or three
dimensional structures which are invariant under symmetry operations, the theoretical
treatment can be simplied drastically; nevertheless, only the

H2

and

H2+

will be consid-

ered here.
The mathematical principle of symmetry is based on group theory, where point groups
reect the symmetry properties of a molecule and the molecular orbitals [Sen09]. These
point groups are usually characterized by a set of symmetry operations and corresponding
irreducible representations.

Homonuclear, diatomic molecules belong to the

D∞h

point

group and, thus, feature two important symmetry operations which are used to specify the
wave function of the states:

•

Inversion of the molecule (or an orbital wave function) through the center of the
internuclear bond axis, here along the zcoordinate (see Figure 3.2).

•

Reection of the molecule (or an orbital wave function) on a plane containing the
internuclear bond axis.

Symmetric and antisymmetric wave functions following from these operations are termed
as gerade

(g)

or ungerade

(u)

and, accordingly, positive

(+)

or negative

(−).

The

following denitions (3.11)(3.13) show the presented inversion and reection operations
together with the corresponding wave functions for homonuclear molecules.

ψg (r)

=

+ ψg (−r)

gerade state

(3.10)

ψu (r)

=

− ψu (−r)

ungerade state

(3.11)

=

+

positive state

(3.12)

−

negative state

(3.13)

+

ψ (x, y, z)
−

ψ (x, y, z)

=

+ ψ (−x, y, z)
− ψ (−x, y, z)

A key property of this concept is, that all observables as well as the Hamiltonian have to be
invariant under operations belonging to the symmetry group. Additional symmetry operations and denominations exist for more complex molecular structures, which is discussed
in detail in [Eng96] and [HW05].

3.1.4 Spectroscopic notation and quantum numbers
In general there are two possibilities to refer to a certain electronic molecular state, by
assigning all electrons separately a set of quantum numbers or by regarding the complete
electron compound. Both description will be presented briey for

H2

and

H2+ ,

since they

are often used in literature.
In contrast to atoms, linear molecules, such as

H2

and

H2+ ,

feature a cylindrical sym-

Ĥ
number l

L̂

2

metry due to the internuclear axis. As a consequence, the Hamiltonian

and

commutate and, thus, the orbital angular momentum quantum

does not fulll
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the properties of a good quantum number. This is not the case for the eigenvalues of
the projection of

l

on the molecular axis

lz = λ~

which is therefore used to character-

ize oneelectron states. Furthermore, the state notation can be completed specifying the

(g, u)

symmetry of the molecular orbital. The full representation of a single electron state

includes the spectroscopic notation of the atomic orbitals that dene the molecular state
within the frame of LCAO. In that regard, the lowest electronic states in

H2+

are written

as (1sσg ) for the binding and (1sσu ) for the antibinding states. In literature the (1sσu ) is
often referred to as (2pσu ), due to its wave function shape which in the limits of combined
atoms resembles a

2pwave.

A complete spectroscopic notation of the electron conguration in a diatomic molecule
includes all electrons and is characterized by the projection of the total orbital angular
momentum onto the internuclear axis (Lz
spins is given by the multiplicity

2S + 1,

is either a singlet or a triplet state.

= Λ~).

In addition, the combination of electron

denoting, if the corresponding twoelectron level

Furthermore, the previously introduced symmetry

representations (g, u) and (+, −) are included in the notation of the states. In summary,
the electronic states in molecules are expressed as
labeled with ascending capital letters
identied by a precedent

X

2S+1 Λ+,− and they can additionally be
g,u

(X, A, B, C, . . .),

whereby the ground state is easily

and doublyexcited states are termed as

Qn .

(X, A, B, C, Qn , . . .)

Classication label
Projection of total orbital angular momentum

Λ

(Σ, Π, ∆, Φ, . . .)
(g, u and +, −)

Symmetry indices
As an example, the lowest electronic state in

H2

can be written as

X 1 Σ+
g

and the two

+
lowest states of H2 , introduced in the previous paragraph by the singleelectron notation
2 +
2 +
(1sσg ) and (1sσu ) now become Σg and Σu .
It should be mentioned that a full description also includes the total angular momentum
of the molecular system. However, the spinorbit coupling as well as the coupling to the
nuclear spin can be eected in many ways such that a discussion on this goes beyond the
scope of this work (the interested reader is referred to the ve coupling cases of Hund,
explained, for instance, in [Hou]).

3.1.5 Relevant electronic states in H2 and H2+
In Figure 3.4, PES from relevant states of

H2

and

H2+

are presented in a combined diagram

with the typical spectroscopic notation. For the binding states, a few vibrational energy
levels are also indicated. Furthermore, some exemplary curves of the two lowest energetic
series of doublyexcited states in molecular hydrogen are shown as well. Note, that they
are all repulsive.
The dynamics of doubly excited atoms and molecules is very dicult to describe by
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H+ + H+ (1 / R)

Energy [eV]

H2+ (2ppu)
H2+ (1ssu)
H2+ (1ssg)

H2** (Q2 1Su+)
H2** (Q2 1Pu)
H2** (Q1 1Su+)
H2** (Q1 1Pu)

H2 (1Sg+)

Internuclear distance [au]
H2 ground state (black), H2∗∗ (orange for Q1 and light blue for Q2 )
+
and H2 (red for (1sσg ), (1sσu ) and blue for (2pπu )). All curves are adapted from [FM09].

Figure 3.4: PES of

theory, because the two excited electrons are highly correlated. In the case of

H2

this is

even more challenging, as the nuclear motion, which is manifested in the dissociation of
the molecule, must be included in calculations, thus going beyond the BornOppenheimer
approximation. In ionization processes, doublyexcited states also play an important role
as intermediate states in single and multiphoton absorption [SM97; SM99b], leading to
localization eects of electron wave packets, which will be demonstrated in chapter 5.
As indicated earlier, doublyexcited states are combined in classes termed as

Qn

which

are dened by the lower energetic electron which in the limit of separate atoms would
occupy a specic excited state with principle quantum number
hereby occupies a state which lies between

n

n.

The second electron

and the ionization threshold.

Hence,

Qn

states can be considered as a Rydberg series or even band like structures. In this context,
the (1sσu ) and (2pπu ) potential curves denote the ionization limits of the

Q1

and

Q2

series,

respectively.
In molecular hydrogen, all doublyexcited states are embedded and coupled to the
singlyionized electronic continuum through electronelectron correlation, for which reason these states autoionize with a high probability [SRM12]. Furthermore, the states are
highly dissociative, with fragmentation products including two neutral

H

atoms,

H−

and

H + ions and a neutral atom together with a proton. During dissociation, both particles
usually gain a certain amount of kinetic energy which in literature is referred to as kinetic
energy release or simply KER. Including autoionization, where an electron is emitted, the
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following four channels can be distinguished:

dissociation

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

dissociation

H+ + H−

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ + e−

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H + H + + e−

H + H

dissociation

Usually autoionizing states are short lived and, in the case of
comparable to the time scale of nuclear dynamics (2

H2 ,

− 12 fs).

their lifetimes

τAI

are

In this context they are

theoretically described as resonances rather than normal bound states. It is important to
note that the autoioniation lifetimes strongly vary with internuclear distances and symAt an internuclear distance of 1.5 au
H2 (see section 3.2.3), for example, τAI for
1 +
1
the Q1 (1 Σu ) state is 1.4 fs, whereas for Q1 (1 Πu ) state it corresponds to 92 fs.
For the autoionization events investigated within this work, the H2 merges from the Q1
+
or Q2 states to the binding and antibinding H2 ground states (1sσg ) and (1sσu ). In the

metries, as shown in Figure 7.1 in the appendix.
within the socalled FranckCondon region of

rst case, if the autoionization happens fast with a small associated KER, the molecular
ion remains in a stable nal state [San+12].
A selection of relevant states in

H2∗∗

corresponding spectroscopic notation.
doubly excited

Q1

and

Q2

as well as

and

H2+

are listed in the appendix 7.2 with the

The photoexcitation cross sections of the lowest

H2+

states are presented in [GMS05], including the

probabilities of possible fragmentation channels. Double excited states of particular relevance, such as the

Q2 (11 Πu )

which autoionizes either to

(1sσg )

or

(1sσu ),

are explained

in detail in [SM99a; SM99c].

3.2 Molecules in XUV laser elds
Photons from synchrotrons and, more recently, from free electron lasers and HHGlight
sources are widely used in spectroscopy to study the structure and dynamics of molecules,
but the resulting spectra are often dicult to interpret, as electron transitions also involve
excitations of molecular vibrations and rotations. For molecular hydrogen, the following
sections will thus give an overview and explain some of the measured XUVphoton induced
eects, presented in chapter 5.

3.2.1 Selection rules for dipoleallowed transitions in H2 and H2+
Single XUVphoton absorption by molecules can be described within the limits of the
dipole approximation; however, symmetry considerations must be taken into account to
determine if transitions are allowed or not. In addition to explaining possible transitions
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to explicit excited or ionic states, the concept of symmetry enables understanding of the
emission characteristics of electronic partial waves occuring as a result of photoionization
and autoionization [AF05].
According to the BornOppenheimer approximation, electronic transitions can be viewed
as being instantaneous compared to any substantial vibrational changes, since electron
dynamics is usually by many orders of magnitude faster.

As described before, under

these circumstances it is reasonable to separate the wave functions of

H2

and

H2+

into

an electronic and a nuclear part. Furthermore, it is possible to split the electronic wave
function by neglecting spinorbit coupling, such that the corresponding matrix element for

→ e'), including molecular vibration
(s → s') can be written as follows:

an electronic transition (e
the spin of the electron

Mν 'e's' ν es

∼

h ψν 'e's' | µ̂ | ψν es i

∼

h ψν ' | ψν i

h ψe' | µ̂ | ψe i

and rotation (ν

h ψs' | ψs i

→ ν ')

and

(3.14)

The separation into a product of three wave functions motivates the rst selection rule,
related to the spin:

h ψs' | ψs i

=

⇒

δs's

∆(S) = 0

(3.15)

A general rule that applies to photoninduced transitions in molecules, is that the total
symmetry, containing symmetries of the initial
the dipole operator

µ̂,

|ψν es i

and nal state

|ψν 'e's' i

as well as of

must include the fully symmetric irreducible representation of the

point group which, in the case of homonuclear molecules, is given by

Σ+
g.

Analyzing the electron transition integral in equation (3.14) shows that the symmetry
between

ψe

and

ψe'

has to change. This can be seen more clearly in terms of a direct, mul-

tiplicative operation of the irreducible representations or state symmetries

Λ+,−
g,u , indicated

in the following equation:

Me' e

∼

h ψe' | µ̂ | ψe i

∼

Λ+,−
g,u (ψe' )

⊗

Λ+,−
g,u (µ̂)

⊗

Λ+,−
g,u (ψe )

!

=

Σ+
g

(3.16)

At this point, it is convenient to determine the symmetry contributions of electronic states

µ̂. As mentioned earlier, the z projection of the orbital angular
the wave function, (g, u) and (+, −) dene the symmetry of the electronic conguBut, in order to deduce the symmetry of µ̂, it is important to consider two assigned

and of the dipole operator
part of
ration.

directions in the system, namely the internuclear axis of the linear molecule and the light
polarization. The orientation of these two directions leads to two special cases, specically,
when their axes are either parallel or perpendicular with respect to each other. Here, the
two geometrical congurations are labeled as
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and

P⊥

and their symmetry is given by
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the corresponding irreducible representation as follows:

Pk ≡

µ̂k

←→

Σ+
u

(3.17)

P⊥ ≡

µ̂⊥

←→

Πu

(3.18)

In dipoleallowed transitions, these two congurations enable the population of completely
dierent symmetry states in the molecular system, which in particular holds for the doubly
excited states that are studied within this work.

Some results of these operations are

presented in the appendix Table 7.4, for molecular states with total angular momentum
and

Σ

Π.

A general overview is represented in the appendix Table 7.3, where all possible excitations
between

Σ

and

Π

states are associated to

Pk

and

P⊥

transitions. Moreover, the appendix

Table 7.4 summarizes, how the projection of the angular momentum

Λ

as well as the

g, u and +, − will change under these transitions. Here, it is important
parallel and perpendicular transitions only access Qn states with either

symmetry properties
to point out, that

Σ+
u

or

Πu

symmetry.

Pk

H2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

−−−→

H2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

⊥
−−−
→

XUV
P

XUV

H2∗∗ (Qn ) (1 Σ+
u)

(3.19)

H2∗∗ (Qn ) (1 Πu )

(3.20)

Most experiments work with unaligned, isotropic samples of molecules which has also
been the case in this project.

Nevertheless, it has been possible to extract information

about the original molecular orientation from the recorded ions as their emission occurs
along the internuclear axis within the so called axialrecoil approximation [Laf+03]. Hence,
the analysis of photoinduced transitions in molecular hydrogen could be separated into
parallel and perpendicular cases.

3.2.2 Photoelectron angular distributions
H2+ (1sσg )

H2+ (1sσu )

H2+ (2pπu )

H2+ (2sσg )

Pk

σu

σg

πg

σu

P⊥

πu

πg

σg + δg

πu

Table 3.1: Photoelectron partial waves in parallel and perpendicular transitions for dif-

ferent nal ionic states.

In dissociative photoionization, dipole selection rules restrict the total symmetry of the
nal products

H2+ + e−

to

(1 Σ+
u)

for parallel and

(1 Πu )

for perpendicular transitions,

such that the symmetry of the complete process contains the totally symmetric irreducible
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representation

Σ+
g.

For each ionic state of dened symmetry, the wave function of the

photoelectron is described as composed of a limited number of partial waves within the
allowed symmetry [HE02]. A list of important photoelectron partial waves which are emitted in parallel and perpendicular transitions to

H2+

are shown in Table 3.1, concerning

four dierent nal states. The notation of partial waves is adapted to the previously discussed scientic syntax of molecular orbitals, see 3.1.4, such that the symmetry properties

σ ↔ Σ, π ↔ Π

of

and

δ↔∆

are equivalent.
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Figure 3.5: In dissociative ionization experiments with XUV light, in particular ve

dierent electron partial waves are encountered with

σg , σu , π u , π g

and

δg

symmetries.

Green and blue areas depict parts of the wave function with opposite sign. The right panel
represents the expected angular distributions in the twodimensional subspaces (x,y), (x,z)
and (y,z) of the experiment, including the polarization axis (z) and the associated molecular
orientation, which is chosen to be (z) for parallel transitions or (x) for perpendicular
transitions.

Partial waves exhibit characteristic shapes in the molecular frame of reference which
are measurable as threedimensional angular distributions. In Figure 3.5 both, the partial
waves (blue and green) and the twodimensional projections of the angular distribution
(red structures) are shown.

The partial waves are illustrated with blue and green ele-

ments, denoting parts of the wave function with opposite sign. In order to visualize the
threedimensional shape, the partial waves are presented in two orientations of the parent
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molecule.

σg

In the case of

and

σu

polarization), whereas for
for this representation is

(z) direction (laser
parallel to (x). The reason

the internuclear axis is shown parallel to the

πu , πg and δg the molecule is shown
that σg and σu are encountered mostly

in parallel transitions

where the molecular orientation in the laboratory reference frame is along

πu , πg

and

δg

(z).

Similarly,

are measured primarily in perpendicular transitions and without loss of

4
generality the molecular axis is set to

(x).
This representation of σg , σu , πu , πg and δg

allows to illustrate the corresponding angular

distributions in the way as they are expected in the experiments with the twodimensional
projections (x, y ), (x, z ) and (y, z ) (Figure 3.5).

H2+ (2pσu ) state, the

σg

and

πg

Note, due to a low contribution of the

partial waves are also encountered in perpendicular and

parallel transitions, respectively (see Table 3.1).

In many cases, nal energies and mo-

menta of electrons resulting from dierent ionization channels are very similar and not
distinguishable in the experiment such that the measured photoelectron wave functions
correspond to a linear combination of the partial waves.
In this work, angular distributions were used exclusively to identify relevant states and
autoionization channels within the dissociative ionization of

H2 .

For that reason, it has not

been necessary to perform a quantitative analysis of the measured photoelectron angular
emission spectra. Nevertheless, for completeness, the general method is briey described
which usually begins with the following expression:

I(θ, φ) ∼

lX
max

l
X

Blm Ylm (θ, φ)

(3.21)

l=0 m=−l
Here,

Ylm (θ, φ) are spherical harmonic functions where the angles θ

and

φ are dened with
l up to lmax

respect to the internuclear axis [Rei03]. The summation is performed over

which is the highest orbital angular momentum quantum number of the generated partial
waves, thus accounting for the complexity of the molecular structure.

Equation (3.21)

can be simplied for aligned, linear molecules with cylindrical symmetry into a sum of
Legendre polynomials

Pk

[HE02]:

I(θ) ∼

lX
max

Ak Pk (cos θ)

(3.22)

k
The coecients
larization axis.

Ak

can be specied by the molecular orientation with respect to the po-

For further details and explicit expressions of the

Ak

coecients, the

interested reader is referred to [Laf+03; Luc+02; HE02].

4

The MFPAD transition, introduced in section 4.4.6, rotates the momentum vector of coincident ion
and electrons such, that the internuclear axis of the parent molecule is pointing into the arbitrary
chosen

(x)

direction, within the

(x, y)

plane.
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3.2.3 Single XUVphoton transitions and FranckCondon principle
So far, the molecular motion, represented by

ψν

(if rotation is neglected) has not been con-

sidered in the discussions on the dipoleallowed electronic transitions in diatomic molecules.
Within the frame of the BornOpenheimer approximation, the probabilities of such simultaneous electronic and vibrational transitions are proportional to the overlap of the
vibrational wave functions. This can be understood by considering the matrix element of
equation (3.14) e.g. for the transition from the vibrational ground state

5 of

H2 (1 Σ+
g)

to

H2+ (1sσg ).

(b)

(a)

n´ = 4
n´ = 3
n´ = 2
n´ = 1
n´ = 0

n´ = 0
Requ

Requ

Requ

Franck – Condon
region

Requ

Franck – Condon
region

n=0

n=0

Internuclear distance R

Internuclear distance R

Figure 3.6: The FranckCondon principle: (a) The PES of the initial and nal states

are identical. Thus, only the overlap integral between the two vibrational ground states is
non zero. (b) Both PES exhibit dierent equilibrium internuclear distances. As a result,
several vibrational states can be excited. The vertical blue lines mark the FranckCondon
region and the orange line represents the photon energy. Adapted from [ME11].

Since the dipole operator only acts on the electronic component, the dipole matrix
element can be split into a selectionrule dominated term and a FranckCondon factor
which weights the inuence of all contributing vibrational levels as well as continuum states.

MH 2 H +
2

=

Mν es ν 'e's'

=

h ψe0 s0 | µ̂ | ψes i

hψν ' | ψν i
| {z }

(3.23)

FranckCondon factor
In Figure 3.6, this concept, known as FranckCondon principle, is illustrated for two transition scenarios. In the case of identical PES and equal equilibrium internuclear distances
of the initial and nal states, only the transition where

ν = ν0

is fullled will contribute,

since the basis of both vibrational levels are the same. This is dierent for deviating PES
curvatures or equilibrium internuclear distances. Here, the FranckCondon factors are not

5

H2

is considered in the vibrational ground state, since the occupation of higher states at the typical

targetjet temperature is in good approximation zero.
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vanishing for

ν 6= ν 0 ,

as shown in Figure 3.6 (b), because the basis sets of the vibrational

states are dierent in both electronic states.
As shown in experiments, the distribution of populated vibrational states in

H2+

by the

absorption of single XUV photons is qualitatively well described by the FranckCondon
principle and leads to the formation of socalled nuclear wave packets as described in the
next section.

3.3 Properties of a vibrational wave packet
This section will present a theoretical background for exploring timedependent eects in
the dissociative ionization of molecular hydrogen investigated by superimposed short XUV
and IR pulses.

From the previous section we know that an XUV photon can ionize

H2

molecules and occupy, according to the FranckCondon principle, several vibrational levels

|ψν i

e.g.

in the bound

H2+ (1sσg )

electronic state.

This ionization step can be consid-

ered instantaneously, meaning that the nuclear vibronic levels are coherently populated,
i.e. have the same initial phase, thus giving rise to interference and the generation of a
vibrational wave packet

ψH + :
2

ψH + =

X

2

The FranckCondon factors
energy eigenvalue
of less than

30 fs

Eν .

bν

bν |ψν i e−i

Eν t
~

(3.24)

ν

denote the occupation of each state with the corresponding

If the XUV photon is conned within a short pulse (or pulse train)

duration, a second, delayed, short, IR pulse can be used to probe the

motion of the wave packet. Here, the IR laser leads to a transition from the binding
to the antibinding, dissociating

(1sσu )

(1sσg )

orbital. Since the probability for the IRinduced

dissociation is dependent on the location of the nuclear wave packet (at the moment when
the IR eld encounters the

H2+ molecule), the yield of measurable H + ions varies with delay.

Hence, a delay experiment with XUV and IR pulses will resolve the motion of a nuclear
wave packet.

Note, in literature, such as [Kel+09], the IRphoton induced transition

is explained by a strongeld eect, termed as bond softening [RS60; His61; Buc+90].
However, in this work, the consideration of a singlephoton transition is sucient.
For now, we want to continue with the considerations on the properties of the wave
packet. In a harmonic potential, such a wave packet would evolve undisturbed in time,
since the energy dierence between two arbitrary states
the lowest energy spacing

~ω

(with

ω

ν0

and

ν 00

is an integer multiple of

being the eigenfrequency of the harmonic oscillator).

The linearity in the appering energies thus leads to a linear phase relation
wave packet that maintains its shape as a function of time.

φ∼t

and a

However, due to the fact

H2 and H2+ correspond to anharmonic functions, the
packet ψ + will lead to a deand rephasing phenomenon.
H

that the nondissociative PES in
time evolution of the wave

2
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This is analogous to the dispersion of an ultrashort laser pulse, with the dierence that
the vibrational wave packet is conned within the boundaries of the anharmonic potential.
Hence, the fast and slow oscillating parts that contribute to

ψH +
2

will periodically overlap

constructively in such way that the wave packet becomes narrow again.
can be described by evolving the eigen energies
expansion around a specic
neighboring

ν0 ± n

ν0 >> 0,

Eν

These features

in the superposition (3.24) in a taylor

if the population density decreases signicantly for

[Rob04]:

dE(ν0 )
1 d2 E(ν0 )
(ν − ν0 ) +
(ν − ν0 )2 + · · ·
dν
2 dν 2

E(ν) = E(ν0 ) +

(3.25)

From this we can deduce the time dependence of every single eigenstate.

e−iEν t/~

e−i (E(ν0 ) +

=

−iω0 t −

≡
Here,

Tcl

and

Trev

e

dE(ν0 )
dν

(ν−ν0 ) +

2πi(ν−ν0 ) Tt
cl

2
1 d E(ν0 )
2
dν 2

− 2πi(ν−ν0

)2

(ν−ν0 )2 + ··· )t/~

t

Trev

(3.26)

+ ···

represent characteristic time scales, corresponding to a classical time

and a revival oscillation time, respectively:

Tcl =

2π~
dE(ν0 )
dν

Trev =

and

2π~
d2 E(ν

0)

(3.27)

dν 2

At this point we can specify the potential by an anharmonic morse prole with the anharmonicity constant

α

and provide detailed expressions of

Eν = ~ω0

One can understand

Tcl

and

Trev :


h
1
1 2 i
ν+
−α ν+
2
2

2π
(1 − α − 2αν0 ) ω0

Tcl =

Tcl

and

Trev =

(3.28)

2π
α ω0

(3.29)

as a barycenter period of the wave packet in the potential and

Trev

representing the time, when all wavepacket components return into phase and reconstruct
the original wave packet.
dierent fractions of

|ψν i

The whole process can furthermore involve subrevivals when
rephase.

For the vibrationally excited

H2+

ion, it is possible to calculate Tcl and Trev and the
~ω0 = 0.2714 eV and α = 0.0256 [HS10]. The largest
thereby given by ν0 = 9, as could be veried in section

corresponding quantities are set to:
contribution to the wave packet is

5.1.2 as well as in previous measurements [SFH00], resulting in the following model values:

Tclmod = 29.7 fs

and

mod
Trev
= 596 fs

This simple model can be tested numerically with a simulation of the wavepacket for-
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Tcl

Trev

Figure 3.7: Simulation of the wavepacket formation and the revival cycle.

(a) Here,

only eight beating signals between neighbored vibrational levels with a specic amplitude
contribute to the wave packet.

(b) The superposition of these waves for the rst

60 fs

indicate the classical cycle period. (c) Constructive interference of the waves leads to the
formation of the wave packet with

Tcl = 27 fs

and

Trev = 297 fs.

mation and the corresponding temporal dynamics using calculated vibrational energies
[BHP70], see Figure 3.7 (c). Fast and slow oscillations are generated by the coherent superposition of sinusoidal beating signals of eight neighbored vibrational levels (∆ν

= 1).

Their distribution is shown in Figure 3.7 (a) as well as the corresponding amplitude which
is given by a gaussian envelope function with a maximum at
ing, such as

∆ν = 2, 3, . . .

ν = 9.

Higher orders of beat-

are not included as their contribution is expected to be much

lower. As a result of this simulation it is possible to specify the following characteristic
times:

Tclsim = 27 fs

The values for
though
the

H2+

Trev

Tcl

sim
Trev
= 297 fs

that are extracted from the model and the simulation are quite similar,

deviates by a factor of 2. The reason for this can be found in the fact that for

molecule

values for

and

Trev

ν0 >> 0 is not fullled, which indeed is required in order to obtain correct

[Rob04]. At this point it is interesting to note that the experimental data

obtained in this project are much closer to the results that are calculated in the simulation.
Nevertheless, the model provides a qualitative understanding of the underlying processes.
More details on the wavepacket dynamics will be given in section 5.1.2.
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3.4 Asymmetry and localization eects in the dissociative
photoionization of H2
In the dissociative ionization of diatomic molecules asymmetry eects are observed, if
the nal state is accessible via dierent pathways.

Usually, the asymmetry parameter

is dened by a relation between the electron and ion emission angles or the orientation
of the parent molecule; however, in literature, the concept of asymmetry is not always
uniform due to its varying appearance and origins. In [Red+12] for example, a study on
photoelectron angular distributions in the dissociative ionization of

H2

with synchrotron

light was presented, and the asymmetry therein corresponded to an oscillation of the beta

6

parameter . The necessary overlapping and interfering paths were identied to be the two
lowest dipoleallowed doubly excited

1Q1 (1 Σ+
u)

and

1Q2 (1 Πu )

states.

In general, asymmetry parameters can be related to several measurable quantities (KER,

Ekin (e− ),

angles, etc.) and may depend, for the case of laserinduced absorption, on dif-

ferent laser parameters (carrier envelope phase (CEP),

τ,

etc.) [Kli+06; Kre+09; Fis+10].

a
Figure 3.8: The asymmetry or localization is dened by an angle

electron and the internuclear axis of the

H2

α

between the emitted

molecule. The vector of the molecular axis is

imprinted in the dissociation direction of the molecule.

In the present work, the asymmetry corresponds to a localization of the fragments that
result from the reaction

XU V

−−−→

H2
in the reference frame of the parent
by the angle

α

H2

H + + H + e−

(3.30)

molecule. In other words, the asymmetry is dened

between the electron and the molecular axis which in turn is measured by

the emission direction of the coincident ion, as depicted in Figure 3.8. The quantitative
expression is thus specied as

A
where

α = |α| < 90

and

=

α = |α| > 90

Nα<90 − Nα>90
Nα<90 + Nα>90

,

(3.31)

denote ion and electron pairs emitted into the same

or into opposite hemispheres.

6

The

β2

tion.
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parameter describes the angular distribution of photoelectrons emitted in singlephoton ioniza-

3.4 Asymmetry and localization eects in the dissociative photoionization of H2
Here, the localization of the measurable fragments  ions and electrons  follows, in
principle, from the coherent superposition of gerade and ungerade states which in the case
of an ionization to

H2+

applies to the (1sσg ) and (1sσu ) states, both being involved in the

dissociation though complex timedependent population processes. The dissociation along
these pathways acquire dierent relative phases, giving rise to interference and localization,
if several conditions are fullled:

First and most important, both interfering pathways

H + H + + e− .

Second, the distribution of the photon energy among

have to lead to

ion, electron and atom must be identical in both cases since the resulting fragments would
be distinguishable otherwise. Third, it is necessary that both electronic states and both
emitted electron partial wave exhibit dierent symmetries, as illustrated in Figure 3.9.

Parallel transitions
su
sg

Perpendicular transitions
pg
pu

Figure 3.9: Superposition of photoelectron partial waves in parallel and perpendicular

transitions. The result is asymmetric in both cases.

The last condition can be understood by constructing a rightleft basis for both, the
emitted electron

φR , φL

and the remaining electron in the hydrogen atom

ϕR , ϕL .

This

approach accounts for gerade (g ) and ungerade (u) parity, the partial wave of the free
electron (σ ) and the total orbital angular momentum of the electron in the remaining
molecular ion (Σ):

φR

=

σg + σu

and

ϕR

=

Σg + Σu

φL

=

σg − σu

and

ϕL

=

Σ g − Σu

(3.32)

Note, the treatment is adapted to parallel transitions, that is when the molecular axis
and the polarization of the light eld are collinear.

For perpendicular transitions, the

partial waves of the emitted electrons feature (π ) symmetry and, accordingly, the basis is
more complicated. In the presented basis there are two congurations for co and counter

7

propagating atomelectron pairs , respectively:

1
| ψ+
i =

φR ϕR

=

(σg + σu ) (Σg + Σu )

2
| ψ+
i =

φ L ϕL

=

(σg − σu ) (Σg − Σu )

1
| ψ−
i =

φ R ϕL

=

(σg + σu ) (Σg − Σu )

2
| ψ−
i =

φ L ϕR

=

(σg − σu ) (Σg + Σu )

7

)
Copropagating ionelectron pair

)
Counterpropagating ionelectron pair

Copropagating atomelectron pairs correspond to counterpropagating ionelectron pairs and vice
versa.
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The processes, that are specically considered involve the lowest, direct dissociative state of
the hydrogen molecular ion and an indirect path over doublyexcited states, with a delayed
autoionization (AI). The corresponding pathways can be summarized and characterized
with respect to symmetries as follows:

H2

XUV

Λ(e−
free ) = σg

H2

dissociation

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

−−−→

XUV

−−−−−−−→

Λ(e−
) = Σ+
u
H+

and

(3.33)

2

AI

H ∗∗ (Q1 (1 Σu ))

−−−→

H + H + + e−

Λ(e−
free ) = σu

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

−→

dissociation

−−−−−−−→

H + H + + e−

Λ(e−
) = Σ+
g
H+

and

(3.34)

2

Hence, it is possible to express the full nalstate wave function such that the direct and
the indirect pathways, involving autoionization (AI), are included with complex amplitudes

c1

and

c2 ,

respectively, that are not further specied in the moment:

|ψi

=

c1 [σg Σu ]

+

c2 [σu Σg ]

(3.35)

In the next step, we can project the dierent asymmetry contributions on the nal state
and use the orthonogonality of the states:

1
ψ |2
| ψ+

=

(c1 + c2 ) (c∗1 + c∗2 )

=

c1 c∗1 + c1 c∗2 + c2 c∗1 + c2 c∗2

2
ψ |2
| ψ+

=

(−c1 − c2 ) (−c∗1 − c∗2 )

=

c1 c∗1 + c1 c∗2 + c2 c∗1 + c2 c∗2

1
ψ |2
| ψ−

=

(−c1 + c2 ) (−c∗1 + c∗2 )

=

c1 c∗1 − c1 c∗2 − c2 c∗1 + c2 c∗2

(c1 − c2 ) (c∗1 − c∗2 )

=

c1 c∗1 − c1 c∗2 − c2 c∗1 + c2 c∗2

2
ψ |2
| ψ−

=

(3.36)

Finally, we can specify events with co and counterpropagating particles and add them
to

N+

and

N− ,

The asymmetry

respectively:

A

N+

=

1
ψ |2
| ψ+

+

2
ψ |2
| ψ+

N−

=

1
| ψ−
ψ |2

+

2
ψ |2
| ψ−

(3.37)

is then dened by the dierence of these events and normalized with

respect to the total number of events. As can be seen, only if both dissociation paths exist,
or in other words, if

A

=

c1

and

c2

are nonzero, an asymmetry is expected to occur.

N+ − N−
N+ + N−

=

4 c1 c∗2 + 4 c2 c∗1
4 c1 c∗1 + 4 c2 c∗2

=

2 Re[c1 c∗2 ]
|c1 |2 + |c2 |2

(3.38)

The exact value and the algebraic sign are dened by the phase dierence between the
emitted particles along both paths and are determined by the properties of the PES.
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4 Experimental setup
Within this work, ionization and dissociation processes of hydrogen molecules induced by
short laser pulses are investigated.

The experiments were carried out using a reaction

microscope (ReMi) which allows to detect the momentum vectors of electrons and ions
resulting from these interactions in coincidence. The basic experimental setup is presented
in Figure 4.1 and can be described in brief as follows: Ultrashort, infrared (IR) pulses are
generated in a threestage laser system, consisting of subsystems for pulse generation,
amplication and compression of the pulse duration.

70 %

of the IR intensity is used to

create attosecond pulse trains (APT) in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) regime via the
process of highharmonic generation (HHG). Both light pulses, the remaining

30 %

of the

IR and the XUV are focused into the reaction volume of the ReMi to interact with single
atoms or molecules provided by a cold, supersonic target beam. The ReMi is a combination
of a recoilion spectrometer (COLTRIMS) and a large solid angle electronspectrometer
including weak homogeneous electric and magnetic elds to guide charged particles onto
position and timeofight sensitive detectors [Ull+03]. This form of momentum spectroscopy enables the reconstruction of electron and ion trajectories from which the initial
threedimensional momentum vectors of the particles are calculated.

Furthermore, the

technique allows the separation of dierent reaction channels, providing complete information about the kinematics and delivering fully dierential cross sections for the studied
processes. The following sections will elaborate on the entire experimental setup, explained
in four main parts:

Laser system:

Generation of ultrashort IR laser pulses with a duration of

single pulse energy of

Hollowcore ber:

1 mJ

at a repetition rate of

Increase of the spectral width of the IR pulses via selfphase modula-

∼ 12 fs.

Generation of ultrashort attosecond pulse trains with photonenergies

between 15 and

ReMi:

and a

8 kHz.

tion in neon and subsequent compression of the pulse duration to

HHG in Argon:

∼ 32 fs

40 eV.

Kinematically complete detection of electrons and ions in photoninduced ioniza-

tion and fragmentation processes.
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Reaction
Microscope

beam
stabilization
High Harmonic Generation

Pulse compression and
beam recollimation

Autocorrelation
for pulsecharacterization

ZAP-SPIDER
for pulsecharacterization

Helium Neon laser for alignment
Hollow core fiber

Menlo
Systems
fast CEP
stabilization

Lee Pumplaser
100W, 100 ns, 532 nm, 3 - 10 kHz

KM Labs
Dragon Amplifier system
8 W, 32 fs, 785 nm, 8 kHz
Compressor

Pockels cell

Verdi V6
6W, cw, 532 nm

Ti:Sapphire
ring amplifier

beam
stabilization

Menlo
Systems
slow CEP
stabilization

Stretcher
KM Labs oscillator
680 mW, 18 fs, 785 nm, 80 MHz

Figure 4.1: Detailed scheme of the experimental setup, divided into oscillator (orange),

pulse amplication (green), hollowcore ber setup (blue), HHG and ReMi (both white).
The diagram includes pulse characterization devices (purple).

4.1 Ultrashort pulse laser system
The laser system is based on the chirped pulse amplication technique (CPA [SM85])
and involves an oscillator for the ultrashort pulse generation and an amplier system to
provide sucient singlepulse energies. The corresponding setups are illustrated in Figure
4.1 including the detailed beam paths and specied values of important output parameters.

4.1.1 Oscillator
A Kerrlens modelocked Ti:Sapphire oscillator provides ultrashort femtosecond and low
energetic laser pulses at a repetition rate of

80 MHz.

The major components are the

Ti:Sapphiregain crystal, a pump laser, dispersion compensation optics and feedback mirrors that form an optical resonant cavity and determine the frequency comb as well as the
repetition rate. With these components and the Kerrlens eect, it is possible to induce a
dened phaserelation between the allowed, longitudinal modes in the resonator, a process
referred to as modelocking. Interference of the oscillating waves nally gives rise to short
intensity spikes or laser pulses which is also illustrated in Figure 2.1 in section 2.1.
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4.1 Ultrashort pulse laser system
To enable the Kerrlens eect, a frequency doubled, continuous wave (cw) Nd:YVO high
stability pump laser (5.5 W) is coupled into the resonator and focused onto the Ti:Sapphire
crystal, thus initializing a lasingprocess in the infrared domain.

In this context, there

are two important features of the crystal that must be mentioned:

First, it is a large

bandwidth material, and therefore supports the amplication of a broad spectral part of
the frequency comb.

The corresponding spectral prole determines the pulse duration

and temporal shape.

Second, the crystal is a nonlinear material which means that the

refractive index is intensity dependent.

This fact gives rise to the Kerrlens eect and

can be understood making the following considerations: Imagine an already existing pulse
with a Gaussian intensity prole, oscillating in the cavity.

For every roundtrip of this

pulse, the crystal acts as a lens; however, only the highintensity part will be strongly
focused and thus will overlap with the pumped part of the crystal. As a consequence, the
wings of the pulses will acquire a lower gain and only the central part of the intensity
prole will be periodically amplied during every cycle in the cavity. This corresponds to
an automatic phase locking of the amplied frequency components. Since the described
process requires existing pulses, their initialization has to be eected by another way. Small
intensity uctuations of the initial radiation in the cavity, induced e.g. by a slight kick on
one of the optical components are already sucient for that purpose.
In view of the amount of dispersive media within the cavity, all oscillator construction
types contain dispersive compensation elements, in this case a pair of prisms is installed,
which moreover allows to adjust to some extent the bandwidth of the pulses.
In summary, it is possible to produce pulses of
and

18 fs

duration,

63 nm

spectral bandwidth

8.5 nJ singlepulse energy which corresponds to a mean output power of 680 mW.

Part

of the output can be used for carrier envelope phase (CEP) stabilization.

4.1.2 Amplier (CPA)
The pulses emerging from the oscillator system are not of sucient strength as the HHG
and the experiments described in section 5 require intensities between

1011

to

1015 W/cm2 .
1

For this reason, the pulse energies are increased with a commercial ringamplier system
by a factor of

105

to

106 .

It is based on the principle of chirped pulse amplication

(CPA) and pumped by a Qswitched Nd:YAG (frequency doubled)

100 W

2

pump laser ,

providing the required energy. The complete setup consists of four modular subdivisions,
namely pulsestretcher, Pockels cell, amplier ring and pulsecompressor. Their respective
operation mode can be explained by following the beam path of an oscillator IR pulse
through the system:
In the rst stage, the oscillator pulse is stretched to several picoseconds by a folded,
highly dispersive doublegrating arrangement, as the peak intensity must be kept below

1
2

KM Labs, Dragon CPA system.
Lee Lasers Inc.
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the damage threshold of the amplier Ti:Sapphire crystal. Next, it is necessary to reduce

104 ,

the repetition rate of the system by a factor of

to

8 kHz,

in consideration of the

maximum output power and pulse energy that the Nd:YAG pump laser provides (100 W,

10 mJ and 100 ns).

In this setup the reduction of the repetition rate is realized by a Pockels

cell. The pump laser singlepulse energy, together with the conversion eciency, lead to
achievable single IR pulse energies of approximately

1 mJ.

Therefore, higher energies can

only be obtained by increasing the pump laser output power or by further reducing the
repetition rate.
The actual amplication of the IR pulse is performed in a multipass ring conguration.
Both, the femtosecond laser pulse from the oscillator and the pump beam are focused, and

3

spatially and temporally overlapped in a cryogenically cooled Ti:Sapphire crystal . The
setup is aligned such that the IR pulse propagates thirteen times through the crystal, thus
achieving maximum amplication. An adjustable twelvehole aperture in the Fourier plane
within the ring conguration is used to reduce amplied spontaneous emission (ASE).
Finally, the amplied infrared pulse must be recompressed which is realized by another
grating compression system. As a result, Fourier limited IR pulses of
are generated. The original pulse duration of

18 fs

32 fs

pulse duration

from the oscillator cannot be achieved

due to a gain narrowing eect in the amplication process within the ring conguration.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to implement another device for further pulse compression.

4.2 Hollowcore ber system
In order to achieve shorter pulse durations, a hollowcore ber setup with a chirped mirror
compressor has been implemented after the amplier system. In this technique, the amplied IR pulses are focused into a gaslled (neon) hollowcore ber where the high peak
intensities cause several linear and especially nonlinear processes in the gaseous medium.
The interplay of these processes leads to a broadened spectral prole of the pulses which according to the timebandwidth product is consistent with a lower Fourier limit, i.e. shorter
achievable pulse durations. With this method, it is thus possible to push pulse durations
from the

30 fs

into the sub10 fs, fewoptical cycle domain [For+87; Bal+97].

The motivation for creating shorter pulses is given by the time duration of the physical
processes that shall be investigated and are analyzed in chapter 5.

In particular time

dependent studies of electronic and vibrational transitions in atomic and simple molecular
systems, usually in the range between

100 as

and

20 fs

demand even shorter pulses. Yet

another reason is an optimized highharmonic generation [Nis+02]. Since the HHG is a
periodic process, induced every half cycle of the fundamental IR pulse, it is obvious that a
shortened pulse, going hand in hand with a reduced number of optical cycles, will lead to

3

With the cryogenic cooling the crystal is operated below

−200 ◦ C .

At these temperatures, the inuence

of phonons is reduced and in addition, the heating transportation becomes more ecient.
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fewer but more intense pulses within the APT. For a
into an APT containing

30 − 35 fs

laser pulse, this translates

20 − 25 individual pulses with similar intensities. In contrast, the
7 − 8 for a 10 fs fundamental IR pulse. This

number of pulses within the train is reduced to

is suitable to apply ecient gating technologies which are widely used in singleattosecond
pulse generation [Cha11; Gil+10].

4.2.1 Experimental setup of the hollowcore ber
Figure 4.2 presents an overview over the hollowcore ber setup, illustrating main features,
such as focusing, the rare gas cell and the pulse compression stage.

IR pulses
sub - 10 fs
P = 4.2 W and E = 0.8 mJ

Pulse compression and
beam recollimation

Hollow core fiber

beam
stabilization
IR pulses
32 fs
P = 8 W and E = 1 mJ

Figure 4.2: The hollowcore ber setup and the subsequent pulse compression consisting

of chirped mirror pairs. The ber is mounted loosely on a guide rail and lled with neon
gas at a pressure of

3.5 bar.

First, the laser beam is guided on an

f = 1500 mm

antireection coated planoconvex

lens which focuses the laser beam into a hollowcore ber lled with neon gas. The ber
length corresponds to approximately

250 µm

and

2 mm,

1m

with an inner core and cladding diameter of

respectively.

The interplay between beam waist, focal length and core diameter is crucial, as they
determine the losses (output power), the suppression of undesirable hybrid modes (EHnm )
and the laser intensity in the ber. Therefore, the focal length was chosen in view of the
beam diameter of

12 mm

such that an entrancetofocus size ratio of approximately 2:1

was reached, which gives the best results [Zro05] and leads to an expected throughput of

55 − 65 %.

In addition, the lens has to be inclined slightly towards the laser propagation

direction by an angle of

∼ 10◦

to compensate for laserinherent astigmatism.

In order to reduce intensity uctuations and spectral changes in the output, a commercial
beam pointing stabilization system of MRC

4 is implemented. This is necessary, as even

smallest mechanical changes of optical components, caused for example by temperature
gradients within the amplier system, lead to measurable drifts of the laser propagation
direction.

4

MRC Compact; active beam stabilization for four axis.
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Inside the ber, several nonlinear eects, such as selfphase modulation (SPM) and
selfsteepening are caused by the gaseous medium due to the high peak intensities of the
laser pulses. These processes can also be induced in a gas without using the surrounding

5 along the

ber; however, the required intensity is only provided within the Rayleigh range

beam propagation. As the refractive index in gaseous media and the corresponding phase
shifts are small in comparison to solids, neglecting plasma and lamentation processes, the
resulting spectral broadening is low in that case. This is dierent, if the laser is conned
in the small volume of the ber, as the interaction distance, where the laser intensity is
high enough to induce nonlinear eects exceeds the typical Rayleigh range by almost two
orders of magnitude.

4.2.2 Spectral and temporal broadening with the hollowcore ber
The main objective of the hollowcore ber system is an ecient spectral broadening;
nevertheless, it is also important to achieve minimal losses, a stable spectral prole, small
beam pointing variation and a perfect EH11 hybrid mode [Nis+97b]. To this end, the
choice of the gaseous medium and its associated pressure can be critical. In Figure [4.3]
several spectral proles are presented for varying neon pressures, showing that the spectral
broadening becomes larger with increasing pressure. At a certain, upper pressure limit,
several objectionable processes occur, such as plasma formation, dispersion and beam
uctuations, suggesting an optimum neon pressure of

S p e c tr a l a m p litu d e [ a r b . u .]
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Figure 4.3: Spectral broadening at dierent pressures in the hollow ber.

are usually operated with rare gases, especially neon and argon, due to their relatively

5

The Rayleigh range for the fundamental IR laser beam with
parameters corresponds to
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1.7 mm.

λc = 785 nm

and the mentioned focusing

4.2 Hollowcore ber system
high ionization potentials in comparison to other gases. Nevertheless, even in these gases,
plasma formation originating from multiphoton ionization is possible and must be avoided,
as it leads to destruction of the ber material, in particular at its entrance. Furthermore,
it can distort the laser mode and reduce the output power.
The following sections will provide an overview of the dominant eects in the medium.
The interplay of several linear, and especially nonlinear processes, which occur in the
hollowcore ber can be well explained by theoretical models and numerical simulations
considering electromagnetic wave propagation in nonlinear media and strongeld interaction with raregas atoms. Nevertheless, the shape of the spectral and temporal prole
of the pulses can in principle be understood within a very basic approach by considering only three major eects, including selfphase modulation (SPM), selfsteepening and
dispersion. Together they lead to spectrally and temporally broadened pulses.

Selfphase modulation
The rst and most important eect that leads to spectral broadening is the selfphase
modulation.

Here, the pulses gain additional spectral components but maintain their

temporal prole as presented in Figure 4.4 and, thus, they are no longer Fourier limited.
This behavior is understood taking into account the intensity dependence of the refractive

(a)

(b)
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-20
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Time (fs)

Figure 4.4: Selfphase modulation:

1000
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Representation of Gaussian shaped pulses in the

spectral and temporal domain, (a) before and (b) after SPM, respectively.

index and analyzing the consequences for the temporal pulsefunction. In this context, we
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Figure 4.5: Selfphase modulation: Eect of the intensity prole

index

n(t),

the spectral phase

φ(t)

and the carrier frequency

lines mark the FWHM of the pulse prole. Adapted from [Cha11].

begin our considerations with a Gaussian intensity prole in the time domain:

I(t) = I0 e−4

ln 2

t2
τ2

(4.1)

The refractive index of the gaseous medium is split into a constant, wavelengthrelated
part which corresponds to the linear refractive index and a second fraction, associated to
the optical susceptibility which is intensity dependent:

n(λ, I) = n0 (λ) + n2 (I)

(4.2)

When laser pulses propagate through a linear or nonlinear medium, their respective temporal phases are connected to the corresponding refractive index of the gas. In this case,
as dispersion is neglected,

φ(t)

=
=

n2

will simply cause a linear phase shift



ω0
n λ, I(t) L
ω0 t − kn λ, I(t) · L = ω0 t −
c
i
ω0 h
n0 (λ) + n2 I(t) L ,
ω0 t −
c

proportional to the propagation length

L

in the material, with the wave vector

being the speed of light. The carrier frequency function

ω(t)

(4.3)

kn

and

c

is obtained by the derivation

of the temporal phase, and exhibits compressed, as well as stretched waves at the observed
pulse wings. In the spectral domain, this is equivalent to the generation of new frequency
components arranged symmetrically around the central frequency

ω(t) =

d
φ(t)
dt

=
=

The

1/τ 2

ω0 .

ω0
d
ω0 −
n2 I(t) L
c
dt

2 L n2 I0 t − t22 
ω0 1 +
e τ
c
τ2

(4.4)

dependence in equation 4.5 demonstrates that the spectral broadening is more

ecient for shorter initial pulses. For that reason, the IR pulses from the amplier must
be generated with the lowest possible pulse duration. The described intensity dependences
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of the refractive index

n(t), the spectral phase φ(t) and the carrier frequency function ω(t)

are illustrated in Figure 4.5.
It should be noted, that the SPM is only a time dependent view of the general Kerrlens
eect which includes additionally the spatial intensity distribution and describes dynamic
processes, such as self focusing.

Selfsteepening
The selfsteepening eect is equally related to the temporal prole of the laser pulse and
to the intensity dependence of the refractive index as the SPM. In an intuitive picture, a
short pulse is viewed as being composed of several subpulses at the pulse wings and in the
center as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Relating the intensityproles of the subpulses to the

t = t2

t = t1

z

t = t3

z

z

Figure 4.6: Selfsteepening inuencing the temporal pulse shape at three dierent times

t1 < t2 < t3 .

Central and wingsubpulses propagate (in zdirection) with dierent

group velocities, thus reshaping the temporal prole. The color of the subpulses reects
the associated frequency spectrum.

refractive index

n0 + n2 (I(t)),

leads to dierent group velocities in addition to SPM. Low

intensity subpulses thus experience a higher group velocity whereas the high intensity
central part exhibits a low group velocity.

Hence, the temporal pulse shape is aected

strongly, as the tail of the total pulse catches up with its intensity maximum, while the
front part is running away.
Combining both SPM and selfsteepening in a more general perspective explains, why
the frequency generation is shifted to higher frequencies, or in other words, why the central
wavelength is shifted towards the blue range of the spectrum.

To understand this, one

has to consider the inuence of the SPM on the two subpulses.

In the SPM, red and

blue frequency components are generated on opposite sides of the main pulse which is
illustrated in Figure 4.4 (b). As a consequence, the front and the back subpulses obtain
exclusively red or blue frequencies, respectively (see Figure 4.6).

According to the self

steepening, the back pulse propagates into the central part, such that its intensity increases.
Hence, the complete pulse is composed of a highintensity part which contains mainly blue
frequencies and a lowintensity part with the red frequency components.

The SPM of
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course is more ecient for the highly intense part and, as a result, the generation of
blue frequencies dominates. For extreme spectral broadening, the measured asymmetric
prole can even exceed the full visible range, an ultrashortpulse phenomenon termed as
whitelight generation [BH00].

Dispersion
General theoretical aspects of dispersion of short laser pulses are discussed in section 2.2.2.
With respect to the fundamental pulses and their corresponding pulse length of

32 fs,

it is

(2) , which is known as
sucient to consider the inuence of the secondorder dispersion, ϕ
the linear chirp. Third- and higherorder dispersion becomes relevant for pulses approaching the sub8 fs range and, therefore, are negligible within this project.
In general, there are two aspects where the linear chirp is important.
be considered when relatively high gas pressures are applied.

First, it must

Second, the inuence of

dispersion increases during pulse propagation through the ber, which can be understood
in the context of the previously discussed SPM. This eect does not intrinsically modify
the pulse duration; however, the spectral width is increased and, accordingly, the impact
of dispersion.

Hence, the linear chirp broadens the pulses even more with proceeding

pulse propagation and simultaneously reduces the peak intensity and, thus, the eciency
of SPM. For these reasons it is necessary to interrupt the process as soon as the peak
intensity becomes too low and recompress the laser pulses after the spectral broadening.

Active modes
Most fusedsilica ber geometries support up to three dierent types of transversal modes,

6

transversalelectric TE0m , transversalmagnetic TM0m and hybrid modes EHnm .

The

specic conguration of the hollowcore ber, that is the focusing parameters, the ber
entrance area and the ber length, determine the intensity of each of these modes. In terms
of an ecient highharmonic generation, which strongly depends on the degree of linear
polarization, it is necessary to attenuate all nonlinear polarized modes. In this context,
the fundamental hybrid mode EH11 provides the best properties and, therefore, is usually
implemented.
An advantageous fact is related to laser propagation along hollowcore bers, which
can be considered as grazing incidence reections at the inner wall.

By these multiple

reections, losses mostly decrease the intensity of higher modes [Agr01]. In Figure 4.7
vertical projections of TEMnm are presented as they show similarities to the mentioned
EHnm . It should be noted, that the favored EH11 corresponds to the TEM00 . The intensity
prole

6

I(r)

of the EH11 can be described by the following expression, where

I0

is the peak

In this project, the amplier IR pulses are linearly polarized. As a consequence, only hybrid modes are
encountered in the hollowcore ber [Zro05].
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Figure 4.7: Simulated TEMnm modes, which represent a similar structure as the hollow

core ber hybrid EHnm [MS64].

intensity,

r

a is the core radius
u1m = 2.405 [MS64].

is the radial coordinate,

function with its

mnull

position

and

J0

r
I(r) = I0 J02 (u1m )
a
For every mode there is a real propagation constant

β

is the zeroorder Bessel

(4.5)

and an imaginary eld attenuation

α/2, where ν is the ratio of the refractive indices between the fused silica cladding
and the gaseous core (1.47). Note, that there is no total reectivity at the boundary surface
coecient

like in solid core bers, explaining the higher mode suppression.



1  u1m λ 
2π
β =
1−
λ
2 2πa


2
2
α
u1m
λ ν2 + 1
√
=
2
2π
2a3 ν 2 − 1

(4.6)

(4.7)

For Gaussian pulses, as represented in the equations (2.5), (2.6), it is possible to specify
the maximum of the spectral broadening

δω = 0.86 P0
Here,

Ae = a2 π

δωmax

as follows:

n2 ω0 1 − exp−αL 1
c Ae
α
τ

is the eective mode area and

ω0

(4.8)

the center frequency of the laser.

Inserting typical experimental values in equation (4.8) leads to a spectral broadening,
three times higher than the measured. This is mainly caused by the neglect of dispersion
in the ber [Cha11].
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4.2.3 Pulse compression
After generating blue shifted, broadened spectral proles it is necessary to reduce the
pulse durations towards the Fourier limit with a pulse compressor. In this setup, this is
achieved by six pairs of chirped mirrors where each mirror introduces a negative second
order dispersion value of approximately

−50 1/fs2 .

In addition to the inherent nonlinear

phase induced by the SPM eect, many dispersive elements such as the exit window of the
ber cell (1 mm) as well as the entrance window of the HHG chamber (1 mm) and a beam
splitter (0.5 mm) induce temporal pulse broadening and must be precompensated. Further
optical components such as waveplates, beamsplitters and especially a beampropagation
distance of

7m

in air must be included in these considerations. For this reason, a special

dispersionsoftware, developed by A. Fischer [Fis10], is employed to design an optimal
combination of chirped mirrors. Usually, the layer prole of these mirrors involve oscillating

ϕ(2) ,

or GDD curves; however, this can be compensated, as indicated, by assembling the

mirrors in pairs with inverse phase. The corresponding setup is illustrated in Figure 4.2
exemplary with four mirror pairs which are positioned on opposite sides with respect to
each other.
Despite the advantages of the dispersionsoftware, it is dicult to account for all dispersive elements correctly, as the accuracy in the characterization of the dierent components
varies. Especially the dispersion introduced within the hollowcore ber setup can only be
set to an approximate value of

180 fs2

[Fem]. In addition, a pair of wedged glasses for ne

adjustment is employed in the setup, allowing for introducing slight changes of positive
dispersion.
With these strategies, it is nally possible to generate satisfyingly short pulses of

12 fs

within this conguration.

4.3 Highharmonic generation
In this section, the technical realization of HHG is explained.

To summarize the most

important properties of highharmonic light in form of attosecond pulse trains, APTs,
Figure 4.8 presents the main features in the time and frequency domain, such as the
and

2 ω0

T /2

spacing, respectively.

In the highharmonic chamber, ultrashort APTs with photon energies reaching into
the XUV range are created. The setup furthermore provides subsequent beam alignment
into the ReMi and allows to overlap the APT with a separate part of their generating,
fundamental IR pulses. By this, it is possible to perform single pulse as well as one and
twocolor pumpprobe measurements.

Several experimental parameters are adjustable,

such as pumpprobe delay settings between a few femtoseconds up to 3 picoseconds, a
large IR intensity range and the possibility to optimize the beam polarization. Moreover,
the setup allows for a modular alignment and optimization of several parts of the system
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Figure 4.8: Properties of the highharmonic XUV radiation in (a) the temporal and (b)

the spectral domain.

via motorized mirror mounts and translation stages.

A high interferometric stability is

achieved by vibrationally isolating the complete optical setup from the chamber walls

7 and

connecting it to the main optical breadboard of the laser system. The complete chamber
is designed to be vented and pumped on a regular basis in order to frequently establish
improvements and necessary replacements of lters and target tubes.

In the following

section important features of the chamber setup will be presented, including details on
optical components, alignment requirements and vacuumpumping techniques.

4.3.1 Experimental setup of the highharmonic generation
Photons with far UV energies are eciently absorbed in gaseous media and in glass, making
the generation and propagation of the XUV beam in vacuum necessary. Another diculty
arises from losses of the weak HHG beam due to beam guiding and focusing. Those are
reduced by using reections at gracing incidence angles and highreective optics with an
extremely low surface roughness. As a consequence, the whole XUV path, beginning at
the generation and ending in the reaction volume of the ReMi, points in approximately
one direction.
Figure 4.9 presents the complete HHG setup and illustrates most of the technical details
that are discussed in the following. It is intuitive to explain these details and the functions
of the installed elements by following the beam path.

But before starting, it must be

noted that the main HHG chamber contains two additional inner chambers  termed as
target and focusing chamber  which both are pumped independently. This is necessary to
achieve a vacuum of high quality in the main chamber as well as in the connection tubes
to the ReMi.
Initially, the IR beam enters the chamber through a thin fused silica glass window of

7

The isolation in particular reduces the inuence of the molecular turbo pumps.
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Figure 4.9: Scheme of the HHG chamber, including the XUV generation in the target

chamber, focusing of both beams in the focusing chamber and the IR delay stage.

The

CCD spectrometer / XUVcamera for controlling of the spectral prole is indicated at the
lower side.

1 mm

thickness and is split into two halfbeams in a MachZehnder type arrangement

with matching optical lengths (here, the two optical paths will be depicted as XUV and
IR path).

70 %

of the initial beam intensity is diverted to the XUV path for the HHG,

whereas the remainder is guided along the IR path, thus forming the delay and probing
section of the experiment.
The XUV generating branch is guided and focused with a

1000 mm

focal distance into

the target chamber. In this setup, a concave mirror is used instead of a lens to prevent
dispersion. It is installed at the lowest possible reection angle to further avoid astigmatism.

The focusing mirror is then followed by a motorized translation stage with three

prealigned mirrors which determine the overall beamline and allow for optimization of
the phase matching condition and the highharmonic light yield during experiments. The
conversion from IR into XUV light takes place in a cylindrically shaped gas cell, positioned
on a multidimensional translation stage in the center of the target chamber which is illustrated in Figure 4.10 (a). In Figure 4.10 (b) a detailed view of the gas cell is shown,
indicating also the entrance and exit holes for the laser beam. The drilled holes exhibit
diameters of

200 µm

and

150 µm

for the in- and outgoing beam, respectively, in order to

keep the gas ow into the target chamber as low as possible and to avoid clipping of the
IR and XUV beams. As the gas ow through these

200 µm openings is still high enough to

rapidly increase the cumulative pressure, two introversive conical entrance and exit holes
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of the internal chamber  large enough for the laser beam  minimize the gas ow conductance into the main chamber. This geometry furthermore reduces the XUV propagation
distance in the comparatively high pressure environment thus decreasing absorption of the
XUV photons. The gas ballast in the target chamber is removed with a 300 l/s turbomolecular pump, in combination with a side channel pump (ontool booster), providing pressure
values of

(a)

10−5 mbar

in the main chamber and

10−2 mbar

in the target chamber.

(b)

Target tube on motorized stage

Gas
Incoming
IR beam

Target tube

Outgoing
IR beam and
XUV radiation

High harmonic generation

HHG target chamber

1015 W/cm2 )
laser beam into a raregas target conned in a tube with small entrance (200 µm) and exit
(150 µm) holes. The target tube mount features three degrees of freedom for alignment

Figure 4.10: (a) Target chamber: HHG is achieved by focusing an intense (∼

optimization.

(b) Target tube: The cell is lled with rare gas at constant pressures of

50−200 mbar.

The diameters of the entrance and exit holes are asymmetric thus leading to

an asymmetric gasow emittance towards the opposite direction of the laser propagation.

There are several possibilities to optimize the HHG yield. Besides an alignment outside
of the main chamber and a prealignment via a collinear HeNe-laser this includes adjustable
pressures in the gas cell, as well as focal and target capillary positions. The latter involves
three dimensions, i.e. torsion and the two axes perpendicular to the propagation direction
of the laser.
Following the HHG process, both the XUV and the remaining IR beam propagate
collinear towards the second internal, so called focusing chamber which again is independently pumped thus serving as the rst of a twostep dierential pumping stage. Here,
pressures of

10−6

to

10−7 mbar

are achieved.

The chamber contains focusing optics for

the XUV and IR beam which are mounted on the same breadboard as all other mirror
mounts.

This mechanical connection is essential for providing stable, welldened path

lengths, enabling twocolor delaydependent precision measurements.
At the XUV entrance position of the focusing chamber a motorized lter wheel with
dierent metallic foils ranging from

200

to

600 nm

thickness is implemented. This is nec-
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essary to lter out the copropagating IR light, as the thin foils are transparent for certain
wavelengths in the UV range whereas IR light is absorbed. In addition, the lter wheel
enables an eective pressure gradient between the main and the focusing chamber. Another purpose is to spectrally clean the XUV beam. The eects of Aluminum lters on the
harmonics have been studied intensively [LM+05], showing that a spectral prole between

17

and

70 eV

is obtained, which corresponds to the 10th to 40th harmonic. Furthermore,

the ltering leads to a temporal reshape of the spectral prole, ideally attening the spectral phase such that slightly positively chirped attosecond pulses or APTs are achieved
[Pau+01]. An oaxisparabolic curved mirror in the focusing chamber denes the position where the XUV and the probing IR beam are overlapped again. In order to prealign
this overlap temporally and spatially, the IR light from both paths must be used and,
therefore, one of the lter positions is left vacant.
Details of the XUV focusing mirrors are given in [Gop09]. Briey, the combination of a
concave mirror with

5000 mm

curvature and a cylindrical mirror with

60 mm

curvature is

implemented in order to focus both the sagittal and meridional rays at the same position
in the target volume of the reaction microscope.

The mirrors are coated with a highly

◦
reective gold surface and are hit at a 6 grazing incidence angle, resulting in an estimated

750 mm. This modied KirkpatrickBaez conguration [KB48], allows
reectivity values up to 80 % in a photon energy range between 30 and 50 eV. As a result,
6
7
it is possible to provide 10 to 10 XUV photons per pulse in the interaction volume of the
focal distance of

ReMi.
The following discussion will consider the IR beam path which is mainly used for the
twocolor pumpprobe measurements. Here, it contains

30 %

of the initial intensity. In

the rst step, the beam is guided to a motorized delay transition stage
realizing time delays up to

3000 fs

8 which allows

and, moreover, provides the possibility to initialize the

time overlap in the ReMi during operation. The setup itself is mounted on a manipulation
stage to increase the overlap range in cases where major changes are executed within the
optical setup.

λ/2plate to optimize the polarization. Furthermore, the beam
∼ 50 mm diameter in order to ensure a small focal volume in the

The IR path includes a
diameter is increased to

experimental target. A motorized iris at the end of the path is operated to control the IR
intensity; moreover, it determines the spatial IR alignment.

As the XUV beam is xed

after the regular optimization procedure the spatial overlap can only be realized by a pair of
motorized mirrors in the IR section. The spatial overlap condition is controlled by an image
of the focal spot from the experimental target, mirrored by a CCD camera outside of the
ReMi. Finally, the IR beam is guided into the focusing chamber through a lowdispersive

2 µm thin nitro-cellulose pellicle  again to maintain the pressure in the dierential pumping
8

PI Physik Instrumente, P629.1CL PI Hera Flexure-Guided nano positioning Piezo Stage,
capacitive feedback.
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stage in the

10−6 mbar range.

Within the internal chamber the next optical component for

the IR beam is the previously mentioned oaxisparabolic curved mirror of
distance, dened by an exact
a hole of

90◦ reection angle to avoid astigmatism.

3 mm diameter for the XUV path as indicated in Figure 4.9.

600 mm focal

This mirror exhibits

At this position, both

beam paths overlap again and the corresponding XUV and IR lasers propagate collinearly
towards the interaction volume of the ReMi. Prior to that, the laser pulses exit the chamber
through an additional pellicle  perforated in the center to prevent XUVphoton absorption
 into the second dierential pumping stage which is operated at a pressure of

10−8 mbar.

In this conguration, the XUV and IR pulses remain phase correlated, since both originate from the same fundamental pulse. As a consequence, reasonable pumpprobe experiments are feasible without initial CEPphase stabilization, as changes on the CEP equally

9

aect both pulses .
Although one objective of the design of the HHG chamber is high interferometric stability, the relatively large number of optical parts can cause slow drifts on the subfemtosecond
time scale. For measurements where the aimed temporal resolution is of comparable order,
inevitable drifts have to be recorded. This has been implemented successfully for sideband
oscillation measurements in rare gas atoms, as demonstrated in [Rie12].

Figure 4.11: Additional delay control by a correlated HeNe interferometer. The corre-

sponding interference signal is simultaneously recorded with ionization events in the ReMi
and provides a quantitative measure of the delay range.

Another feature within the setup is an independent delay-range measurement provided
by an additional HeNe interferometer which is connected to the IR delay stage.

This

device enables a quantitative measurement of the delay range: however, it cannot be used
to determine interferometric drifts during an experiment. An example of this additional
interferometric signal is given in Figure 4.11. Further details regarding the highharmonic
chamber are represented in [Rie12].

9

CEP stabilization is unnecessary for pulse durations above

8 fs,

such as used in the conducted measure-

ments.
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4.3.2 Characterization of the highharmonic radiation and energy
calibration
The higher harmonic light is dispersed by a grating and detected by a highsensitive
XUVCCD spectrometer

10 mounted at the side of the HHG chamber. The spectrometer

is primarily used to optimize the HHG yield and subsidiary to obtain a photonenergy
calibration. Information of the XUV radiation is further obtained by the photoelectron
energy spectrum from ionization experiments in the ReMi. The latter method, however,
does not represent the exact intensities of the harmonics, since the yield strongly depends
on the ionization cross section, and single harmonic peaks may be enhanced by atomic and
molecular resonances. In Figure 4.14 four spectral proles, resulting from both techniques
are shown in a combined diagram.

Here, the rst three rows represent photoelectron

energy spectra, measured in the ReMi for singlephoton ionization of argon, neon and
helium atoms. The spectra are shifted with respect to each other due to dierent ionization
thresholds of the target species.

The last spectrum in Figure 4.14 is recorded with the

XUVCCD camera and the observed discrepancies to the upper proles will be discussed

S p e c tr a l a m p litu d e [ a r b . u .]

in the description of the spectrometer setup.
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Figure 4.12: Three photoelectron spectra for single ionization of argon, neon and helium

atoms in the ReMi. The vertical lines denote the corresponding ionization thresholds. The
bottom spectrum is recorded with the XUVCCD camera.
A motorized ap mirror between the target and the focusing chamber is used to direct
and focus the XUV pulses on a freestanding transmission grating into the camera.

800 nm

A

thick aluminum foil lters the beam from the copropagating IR and the lower

harmonic frequency components.

Internal noise can be reduced by cooling the camera

◦
chip to −55 C. The method to extract a complete highharmonic spectrum is described
10

PixisXO, Princeton Instruments Inc., Trenton, NJ 08619, USA, www.pricetoninstruments.com.
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Figure 4.13: Working principle of the highharmonic radiation characterization via grat-

ing and XUVCCD camera.

in detail in [Rie12]. Briey, dierent parts of the harmonic spectral prole are measured
by varying the angle of the spectrometer around the grating. Accordingly, the separately
recorded spectra must be merged and, therefore, all angles as well as the exact focalspot
position on the grating must be known. While the angular position is precisely determined
in daily alignments, the position onto the grating varies, leading to considerable shifts of
the harmonic positions (i.e.

in the frequency domain).

This comprises an exact energy

calibration with the camera.
Furthermore, the camera is not sensitive in the lowfrequency domain resulting in missing
signal at low photon energies between

15 and 25 eV in the bottom spectrum of Figure 4.12.

The fact that this energy range is not detected eciently in the CCD camera can be related
to ve technical issues:

•

The lter properties of the aluminum foil provide a photontransmission window of
approximately

•

The cross section for XUVphoton absorption in the target gas (argon atoms) is high
between

•

17 − 72 eV.

15 − 30 eV,

thus reducing the HHG yield by

The quantum eciency of the XUVCCD chip for photon energies larger than
is three times higher than for photon energies of

•

25 eV

15 eV.

The gracing incidence reectivity on silver and gold coated mirrors decreases for
photon energies lower than

•

10 %.

30 eV.

The diraction eciency of the transmission grating doubles between photon energies
of

30

and

60 eV.

The reduction of highharmonic light yield in the highenergetic part of the bottom spectrum in Figure 4.12 corresponds to the cuto energy for HHG in argon at given laser
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11 ; however, due to

intensities. Usually, the cuto region is expected to be at larger values

a high target density, a saturation eect shifts the cuto to the measured value of

60 eV

[Dac+09].
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Figure 4.14: Four dierent HHG spectra. Spectrum (a) corresponds to the fundamental

IR spectrum from the amplier. (b), (c) and (d) belong to hollowcore ber broadened
spectra with glass substrates in the beam path, (b)

2 mm,

(c),

0.5 mm

and (d)

0 mm.

With increasing glass thickness, dispersion increases the pulse duration and thus the high
harmonic peaks become narrower.

The inclusion of photoelectronenergy spectra from ionization events in the ReMi can
circumvent the previously mentioned energycalibration problem with the XUVCCD camera. As an example, it is convenient to consider two distinct and separated energy peaks

Ee1

and

Ee2

within the photoelectron energy spectrum, where the rst one is close to the

ionization threshold of the target species. Starting from the atomic ionization potential

Ip , consequently the rst energy peak will
n1 , which is able to ionize the atom. The

be the signature of the lowest harmonic order
exact energies can be determined because the

separation of both peaks as well as the energy position of the rst peak must fulll the

11

For a laser intensity of

60

3 · 1014 W/cm2

the cuto reaches

72 eV.

4.4 Reaction microscope
following equations with

∆EHH

being the highharmonic spacing of

∆EHH

=

∆EHH

=

Ee2 − Ee1
n2 − n1
2
(Ip + Ee1 )
n1

2~ω0 :
(4.9)

(4.10)

The result from this indirect calibration method can be further transferred to the recorded
harmonic CCD camera spectrum up to an accuracy of

± 0.1 eV.

Last but not least, the highharmonic spectrum allows to retrieve the pulse durations of
single attosecond pulses within APTs, as the pulse length correlates with the spectral width
of the single harmonics. This is shown in Figure 4.14 for four XUV spectra, generated with
IR pulses with dierent durations.

4.4 Reaction microscope
Studying electron correlation and multifragmentations in quantum systems is technically
challenging, especially if the full solid angle

4π

is to be covered.

The main diculty

arises from the dierent masses and energies of the corresponding particles which demand
drastically deviating sets of traditional spectrometers.
A detection system circumventing these problems is the so called reaction microscope
(ReMi) allowing coincident and fully dierential crosssection measurements of atomic
and molecular ionization reactions [Ull+03]. The complete reconstruction of such processes
enables the possibility to identify and separate distinct reaction channels and, thus, observe
specic quantum dynamical eects.
This technique has already been applied successfully in numerous atomic and electronic
collision schemes, as well as in light eld interactions with atoms and small molecular
systems.

The next sections will give a brief description of general properties of ReMis

followed by a discussion on energy and momentum resolution for electrons and typical ion
species.

4.4.1 Reaction microscope design and working principle
The basic principle of a ReMi is an eventbyevent,

4π

solid angle, momentumresolved

measurement of all charged particles emerging from an ionization process by the use of superimposed electric and magnetic projection elds. The momentum vectors of the particles
correspond to the asymptotic nal state of the reaction under investigation [Sch12]. Still,
providing sucient statistics on a certain reaction kinematics of interest, often requires
long recording times, in particular if the data is dominated by other processes with higher
cross sections. The full threedimensional momentum of each particle is reconstructed by
its impact position on the detector and its timeofight (ToF), which is triggered in the
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Figure 4.15: ReMi with relevant features and geometries. The laser beam, the spectrome-

ter axis and the supersonic gas jet are perpendicular to each other. A series of spectrometer
plates and a pair of coaxial Helmholtz coils provide homogeneous electric and magnetic
elds, respectively. Created charged fragments are projected onto position sensitive detectors consisting of MCP stacks and delay line anodes. The threedimensional momentum
reconstruction follows from the timeofight and hitposition information.

presented setup by the laser pulse signal on an external photo diode.
Figure 4.15 illustrates the main ReMi components and their orientation in the coordinate
system (laboratory frame) used throughout this work. This includes the gas jet
projectile laser beam

(x)

and spectrometer axis

(−y),

the

(z).

The detection of electrons and ions is realized by a stack of two chargemultiplying
microchannel plates (MCPs) followed by a crossed pair of delay line anodes. The MCPs
are set on a high electric potential, such that charged particles leaving the spectrometer
volume are accelerated strongly and eventually hit the front surface of the MCP assembly.
Hence, the high impact energy causes the release of secondary electrons which are further
multiplied within the channels of the MCPs thus leading to a number of

107 to 108 electrons.

The resulting electron cloud will hit the copperwire pairs and induce signals that travel
to both ends of the delay line anode wires [Jag+02]. The time dierence between two
corresponding capacitively readout, pulsed signals nally encodes one of the two position
coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 4.16 (a), where the wire pair (Lecher conguration)
is depicted as a single wire.

Further technical details on the detection, such as signal

processing and data acquisition are presented in [Gop09].
In ionization experiments with a ReMi it is important that the initial thermal momentum
spread of the target atoms or molecules is small. Furthermore, the interaction volume must
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Figure 4.16: Technical schemes:

Main reaction
chamber

Supersonic and cold gas jet
T < 1 Kelvin

(a) representation of the detector consisting of multi

channel plates and delay line anodes (Figure is based on [P08]).

(b) The target beam

generation is illustrated as well as typical pressure values in the ReMi.

be well localized. Both requirements can be fullled using a supersonic gas jet which is
generated by the expansion of a gas through a thin nozzle, followed by two skimmers with
small apertures. Figure 4.16 (b) illustrates the resulting collimation of the jet by blocking
particles with a momentum component perpendicular to the propagation direction. This
can be understood as a conversion of the initial threedimensional MaxwellBoltzmann
distribution into a well dened supersonic gas jet with a onedimensional motion. In the
presented setup, the nal diameter of the extending gas beam can be specied to

1.6 mm.

For a technical review the reader is referred to the work of [Sch+97] and the textbook by
[Mil88] which explains the theoretical treatment of the supersonic gas expansion.
As described in section 4.3.1, the XUV and IR foci are adjusted and overlapped on the
gas target, thus dening the reaction volume of the ReMi and initializing ionization and
fragmentation processes.

Released electrons and ions are then projected onto opposite

position sensitive detectors via a homogeneous and stable electric eld, provided by 32
spectrometer plates, spaced by

7 mm.

An electric eld is not sucient to provide com-

parable momentum resolution and acceptance for both particles. The reasons for this are
the dierent masses and velocities of ions and electrons. For example, ions and electrons
resulting from a single ionization event exhibit the same momentum; however, their kinetic
energies
and

y)

(∼ p2 /m)

diers by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. As the radial hitcoordinate (x

of a charged particle is proportional to

p

Ekin /Uextr.

eld there is no appropriate

extraction eld that simultaneously provides an equal momentum resolution for ions and
electrons.
A superimposed, constant magnetic eld solves this problem by forcing particles with a
nonvanishing radial momentum component onto helical trajectories, thus conning them
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into a smaller projection area. For magnetic eld strengths in the sub
tric elds above

10 G range (and elec-

10 V/cm), ion trajectories will remain almost unaected, whereas electrons

show spiral traces in the spectrometer. A drawback of this additional eld is the time
ofight dependence of the transverse (with respect to the spectrometer axis) momentum
resolution. The magnetic eld in this setup is generated by a pair of coaxial Helmholtz coils
positioned outside of the vacuum chamber and centered around the interaction volume of
the ReMi, as shown in Figure 4.15.

4.4.2 Calculation of momenta
Momentum spectroscopy with a ReMi is characterized by a large solid angle detection
for all charged particles, simultaneously achieving excellent resolution at low energies for
all emission angles and reaching reasonable values for large momenta which, however,
strongly depend on the emission characteristics. In this context, it is necessary to discuss
the reconstruction algorithm for the momenta of ions and electrons i.e.

how the three

dimensional momentum of the particles is retrieved from the timeofight and impact
position on the detector which will be briey presented in the following section (details
can be found in [Jes+04; Fis03; Sen09]). As the basic principle of the ReMi is the projection

~ and
of charged particles by means of electric and magnetic elds (E

~)
B

the equation of

motion, governed by the Lorentz force,

m·

d2
~ + ~v × B)
~
~r = q · (E
dt2

, has to be solved.

(4.11)

This task can be simplied since the detection geometry suggests to apply cylindrical
coordinates for the calculation of the momenta (pk

= pz

and

p⊥ =

√

px + py ), as indicated

in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.17 shows the raw electron and ion distributions from which the momentum
components are calculated. The timeofight of the ions depends on their charge/mass
ratios, as demonstrated in the spectrum. Besides contributions from the target gas, here
Ar

+ ions, one observes in the logarithmic plot contamination by ionization of the rest

gas, and, interestingly, a peak that is assigned to singly charged dimers that are formed
during the supersonic gas expansion. The momenta of the ions along the extraction eld
(pk

= pz )

is encoded in the width of the corresponding ToF distribution.

px

and

py

are

calculated from the ion position spectrum. Here, the signals from the rest gas and target
ions are located in a broad (horizontal) band and a round spot, respectively. Note, the
target ions are displaced in the
the jetmomentum propagation

y direction from the center of the rest gas band due to
along −y . In addition to these signal, dark counts are

observed as well.
Electron ToF and position spectra cannot be intuitively understood due to their complicated motion in the
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~
E

and

~
B

elds.

Furthermore, electrons emerging from dierent
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Figure 4.17: Measured ToF and impact position of ions and electrons for single ionization

of Argon atoms by XUV photons (see text).

ionic species cannot be distinguished without a coincident detection of the ions. The identication of such correlated ions and electrons is done in a separate evaluation step and
will be discussed in section 4.4.5 in more detail. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that
coincident events are determined, for instance, by their momentum sums

pz tot , which all must be zero.

px tot , py tot

and

Note, the momentum sums include charged as well as neutral

fragments but not the momentum of the projectile photon, even if the energies are in the

12 . This further implies that a process with

XUV range

still be reconstructed if only

n−1

n

particles in the nal state can

are detected.

In the end of this chapter a discussion about experimental resolution and acceptance will
illustrate the signicance of providing a cold and collimated target beam, taking care for
extractioneld homogeneities and a wellconsidered choice of measurement parameters.

12

Here, the highest photon energies correspond to

∼ 40 eV

which equals a momentum transfer of

0.01 au.
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Longitudinal ion momentum pionk
The longitudinal ion momentum

pionk

can be deduced from the timeofight

in turn depends on the charge/mass ratio

q/M ,

the initial velocity

vionk

tion

which

gained in the

the generating ionization or dissociation process and the emission direction. In collision
experiments with massive particles where the interaction volume is usually considerably
large, ReMis incorporate compensating drift regions to maintain the resolution [Fis03].
Here, due to the small laser foci a drift distance is not applied thus leading to a relatively
simple equation of motion in longitudinal (z ) direction:

sB = vionk tion +

1 2
at
2 ion

pionk = M
with the acceleration length

sB

with

a =

sB
1 tion
− qU
tion
2
sB

q U
M sB

⇒

(4.12)

,

and the extraction voltage

(4.13)

U.

Here, a value of the exact

eld is not important since small deviations can be calibrated using energy and momentum
conservation in single ionization by XUV photons of wellknown energy.

Transversal ion momentum pion⊥
Ions which only exhibit a longitudinal momentum hit the detector at a specied and
conned position (x0 ion ,

y0 ion )

pion⊥
V
involves the magnetic eld strength; however, even for low electric elds of 5 to 20 /cm,
(see Figure 4.17).

In principle, the calculation of

the corresponding forces are comparatively small and may be neglected. Hence, for ions
with nonvanishing transversal momentum, only the timeofight
displacement

vion⊥ =
pion⊥ =

ρM
tion

ρ

from (x0 ion ,

ρ

with

tion
or

y0 ion )

and the relative

are important.

ρ=

pion x =

tion

p
(xion − x0 ion )2 + (yion − y0 ion )2

(xion − x0 ion ) M
tion

and

pion y =

Note that the ions exhibit a signicant momentum in the negative

⇒

(4.14)

(yion − y0 ion ) M
tion

y -direction

due to their

initial velocity in the supersonic gas jet, leading to a shift in the position distribution with
respect to the detector centroid. This is taken care of in good approximation by considering
the maximum of the impact position of ions from the jet (see Figure 4.17) as (x0 ion ,

y0 ion ),

i.e. performing a transformation of coordinates into the moving jet frame.
In view of the molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions which are presented
in section 4.4.6, the cartesian momentum components
extract the azimuthal emission angle

and

pion y

can be used to

φ:

pion x = pion⊥ cos(φ)
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pion x

and

pion y = pion⊥ sin(φ)

(4.15)
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Longitudinal electron momentum pek
Electrons, due to their lower mass, are forced onto helical trajectories by the magnetic
eld which on the one hand impedes the reconstruction of the correct nal momentum
but, on the other hand, provides a simple method to conne and, thus, analyze electrons
emitted into the full solid angle at moderate electric eld strengths that are required for
highresolution ion momentum spectroscopy. Given that

~
E

and

~
B

are homogeneous and

exactly parallel to the spectrometer axis, the longitudinal momentum calculation will be
the same as for the ions, see equation (4.13).

Transversal electron momentum pe⊥
In contrast to the ions, the reconstruction of the transversal momenta of the electrons
strongly depends on the magnetic eld. Furthermore, electron trajectories are much less
localized  due to the low electron mass  and may easily sample the entire spectrometer
volume. Therefore,

~ - and B
~ - eld homogeneities have to be guaranteed over the complete
E

extraction volume. In this context, the Helmholtz coils must be large enough and aligned
such that they cancel out the earth magnetic eld, or more precise, the perpendicular
component with respect to the magnetic eld axis (z ).
For electrons, the calculation of
forces:

pe⊥

follows from equilibrating centrifugal and magnetic

mve2⊥
= eve⊥ B
r

The radius

r

⇒

pe⊥ = erB

(4.16)

of the spiral trajectory is not directly accessible; however, it can be de-

termined, similarly to the ion case, from the position on the detector and the ToF, as
illustrated in Figure 4.18 (a). Here, an electron emitted with the transversal momentum

pe⊥

and the azimuthal emission angle

angle

α

φ,

will start a cyclotron motion with radius

r

and

13 and the electron ToF (t ) as
which depends on the cyclotron frequency
e

α = ωc te =

eB
te
m

such that

| sin

α
R
|=
2
2r

.

(4.17)

Trigonometric considerations then lead to the transversal momentum of the electron

r=

R
2| sin( 12 ωc te )|

⇒

pe⊥ =

ReB
2| sin( 12 ωc te )|

(4.18)

φ = φdetector − 21 ωc te . The retrieval of the cartesian x
and y momenta then proceeds with φ, in analogy to the ionmomentum equations (4.15).

and to its azimuthal emission angle

Equation (4.18) indicates that the transversal momentum is ambiguous for ToFs that
correspond to an integer multiple of the cyclotron time, or,

13

α = n · 2π .

Here, electrons

In typical experiments, where ions and electrons are supposed to be measured in coincidence, the extraction voltage varies from 40 to

500 V,

which corresponds to cycle numbers between 4 and 0, respectively.
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Figure 4.18: (a) An electron trajectory projected onto the detector plane. The cyclotron

motion, the original electron emission direction

φ and transverse momentum pe⊥

as well as

the detection position R are shown. (b) The correlation between the radial positions and
the corresponding ToF values of the electrons provide the cyclotron frequency by analysis
of the periodic structure. The experimental oset time zero

t0

can also be deduced and

applied to the calculations.

emitted with any

p e⊥

and

φ

hit the detector at

R = 0

and, accordingly, the evaluation

of equation (4.18) becomes meaningless. These considerations further show that the resolution of the electron transversal momentum is a nontrivial function of

R

which will be

elaborated in the next section. Nevertheless, this obvious drawback can be compensated
by choosing

~
E

or

~
B

such that momenta of experimental interest are not aected or at

least, inuenced only on one side of the momentum hemisphere.
The magnetic eld can be calibrated by inspecting the appearance of characteristic nodes
in the correlated position and ToF spectrum as shown in Figure 4.18 (b). Here, it is possible
to measure both, the cyclotron frequency (timeinterval in between times with

R = 0) and

a time oset between the recorded ionization event and the laser triggering signal. The
latter corresponds to the absolute time zero
retrieved by extrapolation of times for

t0 ,

where the ionization takes place.

It is

R = 0.

4.4.3 Acceptance
In contrast to other stateofthe art detection systems, such as velocitymapimaging
[Bor+96; EP97] spectrometers, ReMis are capable of measuring charged particles with
completely dierent charge/mass ratios at comparable resolutions. Despite this immense
advantage, there are restrictions connected to the detection design as well as to the choice
of parameter settings which will be elucidated in the following.
The spectrometer acceptance is determined by the highest detectable kinetic energies of
charged particles originating from ionization events with respect to their emission directions. Here, geometrical parameters are important, such as the acceleration or spectrom-
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eter length

sB ,

2
πRdetector

the size of the MCP detection area

as well as the applied eld

strengths, as shown in Figure 4.19.

(b) Transversal acceptance
electrons

(a) Longitudinal acceptance
ions

ions
Reaction volume

Reaction volume

Figure 4.19: (a) Acceptance for longitudinal momenta of the ions (equally for electrons).

The particle with the dashed trajectory exhibits a momentum which is too large to be
decelerated within the length of the spectrometer at a given electric eld. (b) Acceptance
for transversal momenta of ions (green) and electrons (orange). Events corresponding to
the dashed trajectories are not recorded.
For particles propagating along the spectrometer axis  this includes both, the forward
and backward directions with respect to the corresponding detector  only electrons and
ions emitted away from the respective detectors, restrict the acceptance. If their energy
is too high, the deceleration distance between reaction zone and returning point, given by
the electric eld, exceeds the available spectrometer range. The longitudinal acceptance
for a particle of charge

q

and mass

M

in the direction away from the respective detector

can therefore be quantied in SI units as follows:

Ekacceptance = qU

pacceptance
=
k

⇔

p
2M qU

(4.19)

For events where particles are emitted perpendicular to the spectrometer axis, ions and
electrons have to be considered separately according to the vastly dierent magnetic eld
dependencies of their trajectories. As electrons are radially conned by a given value of
the full acceptance for any azimuthal emission angle

e
E⊥

−

acceptance

=

(qBRdetector )2
8 me

⇔

pe⊥

φ

−

B

can be expressed as:

acceptance

=

qBRdetector
2

(4.20)

Here, electrons with energies above the acceptance are still measurable as long as their
perpendicular trajectory component does not extend the detector radius at the moment
when the electron strikes the detector, as represented by equation 4.18.
In most experiments with the present XUV source, the electron energies range between

0

and

24 eV.

Hence, it is convenient to set the magnetic eld to a dened value of

7.88 G

(with the coils aligned such that the earth magnetic eld compensation is optimized),
corresponding to an acceptance for all

φ

of

21.8 eV.

The perpendicular and longitudinal ion acceptances are both functions of the electric
eld strength alone. For vertical trajectories the ratio between the detector radius and the
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spectrometer length becomes relevant:

ion acceptance

E⊥

2
qU Rdetector
=
4
s2B

ion acceptance

⇔

p⊥

r
=

M qU Rdetector
2
sB

(4.21)

Ions generated in single photoionization usually gain a low amount of kinetic energy. Therefore, low extraction voltages are already sucient for detection. This characteristic changes
drastically in photoninduced fragmentation reactions, i.e. dissociation and Coulomb explosion, where ions may reach up to

104

times higher energies.

These observations suggest to set the extraction voltage to extreme values in order to
guarantee

100 %

acceptance.

However, this aects the measurement resolution as the

particles are projected to a smaller detector area and their timeofight window becomes
narrower.

In fact it is convenient to select eld strengths such that the resolution is

maximized, without losing events of interest.

4.4.4 Resolution
The spectroscopic precision in the investigation of ionization processes is limited by several
experimental parameters and technical details, some of which are listed in Table 4.1.
Resolution related criterion

Parameter

Inuence

Spatial detector resolution

∆R = 0.1 mm

p⊥

Timeofight resolution

∆t ≈ 1 ns

pk

Thermal velocity distribution of the gas jet

∆T = ±1 K

p⊥ , pk

Target volume (beam area)

A ≈ 1.6 mm

p⊥ , pk

Focal volume (Rayleigh range IR beam)

zR ≈ 1 mm

px

Focal volume (Rayleigh range XUV beam)

zR ≈ 10 mm

px

Focal volume (beam waist XUV and IR beam)

wf ≈ 30 µm

py , pk

Inhomogeneity (electric eld)

~
σE

pk

Inhomogeneity (magnetic eld)

~
σB

p⊥

Table 4.1: List of criteria inuencing the resolution. Several uncertainty values are spec-

ied and related to momentum components.

As shown, most factors solely inuence specic momentum components. Furthermore,
the resolution varies for dierent ionic species and especially for electrons due to their
higher charge/mass ratio.
This is not the case for the rst two items in Table 4.1 as they are related to the
detection geometry, the corresponding electronic readout and the applied extraction elds,
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but not to the properties of the particles. Hence, the uncertainty values in the position

∆R

and the timeofight

∆t

in general determine the highest possible resolution to be

achieved at given eld strengths in experiments. Further degradation of the resolution is
then given by uncertainties in the source position, which in turn, is related to the target
beam extension, its thermal spread, as well as laser focusing parameters.

The reaction

volume can be specied by the connement of the beam waist in the XUV laser focus in
and

z -directions to 30 µm and by the target (1.6 mm) in x-direction,

y-

as the Rayleigh range

of the XUV exceeds the extension of the target. Therefore, the momentum distribution in
the laser propagation direction is expected to be larger; however, this was not observed.
In fact, the resolution is constant within the full

p⊥

area, suggesting a small rotationally

symmetric target volume.
The design and operation of the supersonic gas jet (see Figure 4.16) provides cold target particles with a dened momentum in the

1K

y−direction

and a small thermal spread of

[MFK03]. Such a cold target beam is necessary as the average ion momentum at room

temperature already reaches values of a few atomic units. This is comparable to momenta
gained in typical ionization and dissociation processes which would be otherwise indistinguishable. For the electron resolution, the target temperature is of minor importance and
can be neglected.
Further resolution aggravation can be assigned to eld inhomogeneities which include
declined eld vectors with respect to the spectrometer axis, as well as gradients in the
eld strengths. Both factors are minimized by careful design accompanied by electric eld
simulations, stable power supplies and alignment tests of the Helmholtz coils.

∆pk (H + )

∆p⊥ (H + )

∆pk (e− )

∆p⊥ (e− )

0.1 au

0.3 au

0.06 au

0.1 au

Table 4.2: Momentum resolution for

H + ions and electrons from the dissociative ionization

experiments presented in chapter 5.

Besides the mentioned diculties of resolving electron momenta with a welldened
resolution and providing a narrow velocity distribution of the target, it is important to
adjust the data evaluation parameters correctly, such that they correspond to the ReMi
settings in the experiment.

Uncertainties and discrepancies typically arise in parameter

settings, such as the spectrometer voltage, the magnetic eld, the center of the position
distributions and the origin of the timeofight

t0 .

For single ionization with APTs the

sharp photoelectron energy peaks completely reect the highharmonic spectrum, since
the ions retain a negligible recoil energy.

As the highharmonic energies are xed, it is

possible to calibrate the electron energy spectrum to an accuracy of
procedure is described in section 4.3.2.

0.1 eV.

The exact

In dissociation events of twoatomic molecules,

the photon energy is equally distributed over electrons and ions; however, the total energy
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of the system again shows the clear signature of the harmonic spectrum, enabling a clean
energy calibration of both particles. An example for momentum resolution values, obtained
in the experiments in chapter 5 are shown in Table 4.2.

4.4.5 Coincidence measurements
After calculating and calibrating vector momenta and energies of electrons and ions separately, the next task consists of an analysis of ionelectron correlations or, in general,
of coincident events. In experiments with ReMis there exist several methods to identify
coincident events, as shown in Figure 4.20 for three dierent measurements involving XUV
radiation. Figure 4.20 (a) presents a simple approach by investigating the
sum

pz sum

+

of all particles (H2

similar plots are provided for

and

px sum

e− )
and

for single photoionization of

py sum .

H2

z -momentum

molecules. Note,

In such ionization processes with negligible

initial photon momentum, the total momentum of the system is zero. Due to the nite
momentum resolution discussed before, the sum values form a narrow distribution around
zero, resembling the so called true coincidences.
Obviously, the count rate does not completely disappear for
to false coincidences.

psum > |∆presolution |

due

These events have several potential origins, such as ionization

along the laser propagation axis of rest gas atoms in the vacuum chamber, as well as
contamination of the target jet.

Furthermore, false coincidences can result from false

sorting. This is in particular the case when the total ionization rate exceeds the repetition
rate of the laser such that electrons and ions generated within the same laser pulse, but
emerging from dierent target atoms or molecules, are correlated with each other. Another
problem arises with scattered XUV photons which generate electrons at the spectrometer
plates and the detector frame.

Although it is possible to exclude parts of these signals

by applying conditions, they interfere in the overall electron signal and, accordingly, the
number of measured coincident events is reduced.

For these reasons, it is necessary to

optimize the alignment towards minimized scattered XUV photons, low restgas ionization
and detection yields signicantly smaller than the laser repetition rates.
The momentum sum in Figure 4.20 (a) can also be employed to reconstruct momenta
of missing fragments, such as neutral particles, which are not detected.

Naturally, this

prevents the applicability towards false coincidences; however, it enables access to the full
kinematics of the process under investigation.
Another example for a coincidence spectrum is given by the doublydierential energy
diagram in Figure 4.20 (b), showing the Coulomb explosion of
strong IR laser elds. The two resulting

D+

D2

molecules via XUV and

fragments gain similar energies during the

repulsion. Therefore, true coincidences do not correspond to the horizontal and vertical
lines.
A third, selfevident method to identify coincidences is provided by the correlated ToF
spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.20 (c) for the Coulomb explosion of Allene (C3 H4 ) molecules
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(a)

(b)

True
True
False

False

(c)

True

False

Figure 4.20: Representation of three dierent experiments tracing coincident events. True

and false coincident are labeled with orange and green arrows, respectively. (a) represents
the momentum sum of single photoionization of

H2

molecules. Coincident electrons and

ions have the same momentum quantity but opposite directions. (b) Energy correlation
diagram of a

D+ + D+

Coulomb explosion in a twocolor pumpprobe measurement.

Coincident events appear on diagonal lines.

(c) Correlated ToF spectrum for ionization

of Allene (C3 H4 ) with strong laser pulses [Cör12]. Fragmentation channels with coincident
particles are encountered on diagonal lines.
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in two ionic fragments [Cör12]. Here, the two coincident ions share equal absolute values for
the momentum and are thus distributed along characteristic curves. The diagram exhibits
many of these curves due to the number of possible fragmentation channels and nal ionic
species. In summary, all presented diagrams allow the exclusion of false coincidences by
the application of respective conditions and restrictions.

4.4.6 Molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions (MFPADs)
A further step in evaluating coincident measurements, in particular with respect to the
fragmentation of molecules, is obtained by an inspection of angular distributions, which
initially are represented in the laboratory frame of reference.

The ReMi provides the

y

f1

x

Ion

z

XUV and IR
polarization

Electron
Figure 4.21: Molecular frame transitions for two counterpropagating ionelectron pairs.

The particles are rotated onto the

x



z

plane, thus containing the polarization axis.

possibility to transform the data eventbyevent into more suitable coordinates, e.g. the
socalled molecular frame. For fragmentation reactions in diatomic molecules, there are
two options: The rst and most simple method consists of dening a molecular axis by
the detected ionic fragments and calculate the angle between the corresponding electron
momentum vector and the molecular axis. This provides a one dimensional distribution as
it resembles an integration over the symmetry axis of the molecule.
More information can be attained by including an additionally assigned direction, which
in the case of laser induced ionization is for obvious reasons, the polarization axis.

In

the conducted experiments on molecules both polarization directions of the IR and XUV
beam have been collinear with the spectrometer axis (z ).

Therefore, the polarization

direction (z ) and an arbitrary orthogonal direction, which in this case is chosen to be
(x), dene a plane into which all molecular fragments (ions and electrons) are rotated, as
illustrated in Figure 4.21. The orientation of the molecular axis in the laboratory reference
frame is imprinted and reconstructed by the propagation direction of the corresponding
ion.

This transformation leads to the so called molecular frame photoelectron angular

distributions (MFPAD) [Luc+02; Laf+03]. As will be demonstrated in the discussion of
the experimental results, these distributions indicate appearing partial electron waves and
molecular symmetries.
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The experimental branch of atomic and molecular physics has beneted tremendously
from the spectacular recent progress in laser technology, as well as from the development
of advanced detection systems. Even more important, in this context, is the invention of
new fundamental measuring principles which permit deeper insight into various physical
processes. For example, the concept of pumpprobe spectroscopy, introduced by Ahmed
Zewail who was awarded with the Nobel Price in chemistry in 1999, triggered studies on
fast chemical reaction kinematics and quantum control [Zew00]. In this method, atoms or
molecules are exposed to two subsequent laser pulses with a variable time delay in between
to induce and inuence particular reactions, including excitations of electronic, vibrational
or rotational states as well as molecular fragmentations such as dissociation or Coulomb
explosion.

The initialization is usually realized with a highintensity (or highphoton

energy) pulse, often referred to as pumppulse. The second, so called probepulse, is used
to interrupt, change or inspect the progress of the reaction at a welldened time after
the initialization. Given that the pulses used are shorter than the reaction of interest, it is
possible to obtain a timevarying (stepbystep) response, thus revealing timedependent
reaction dynamics including, for instance, the occupation of intermediate states.
In fewfemtosecond and attosecond laser spectroscopy, pumpprobe measurements have
been primarily applied to studies of Auger decays [Hen+01] and vibrational wavepacket
dynamics in

H2

D2 molecules [Aln+05; Erg+06b; Kel+09; Jia+10]. In particular,
H2 as a molecular benchmark system often reveal fundamental pro-

and

measurements with

cesses which can be considered as general mechanisms that are also active in more complex
molecules. A current example for this is the photoninduced inversion symmetry breaking
in

H2

[Mar+07; SV+10].

Molecular hydrogen and its associated ion

H2+ have been intensively studied theoretically

for many years as their relatively few degrees of freedom make it ideal to develop faster
and more precise calculations. For this reason, there exist extensive sets of calculated cross
sections [YSD98], and potential energy surfaces [Sha70; SM97; SM99b], and new ideas
for experimentally testing basic reactions using

H2

molecules are proposed continuously

[HCS09].
The present work is dedicated to performing ultrafast pumpprobe spectroscopy on
small molecules by combining a stateoftheart XUV laser system based on highorder
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harmonic generation (HHG) and a reaction microscope (ReMi), as described in chapter
4. Here, the setup was used to study dierent reaction channels that lead to dissociative
photoionization of molecular hydrogen.

In order to explain these channels, it is useful

to consider the potential energy curves (PES) of

H2 , H2∗∗

and

H2+

molecules that were

introduced in chapter 3. In terms of a general overview, all relevant PES are presented
within one term scheme (Figure 5.1).

H+ + H+ (1 / R)

Energy [eV]

H2+ (2ppu)
Q2
H2+ (1ssu)

Q1

H2+ (1ssg)
H2 (1Sg+)

Internuclear distance [au]
Figure 5.1: PES of the

and light blue for

Q2 )

H2

and

H2∗∗ (orange for Q1
(2pπu )). Vibrational

ground state (black), doublyexcited states

H2+

(red for (1sσg ), (1sσu ) and blue for

levels are indicated by horizontal lines in binding PES. The FranckCondon region is
represented by vertical dotted lines. All curves are adapted from [FM09].

Considering available XUV photon energies between

15 eV

and

40 eV,

as well as given

cross sections [YSD98], Figure 5.1 reects possible photoninduced transitions within the
FranckCondon region. The XUV photons therein access states in

(1sσg ) and
H2∗∗ (Qn ).

the dissociative

(1sσu ), (2pπu )

and

(2sσg )

H2+ ,

such as the bound

as well as doublyexcited states

The resulting reaction channels are quite numerous and only remain distinguishable if
the correlation energy and angular distributions of the coincident particles are considered
in the analysis. At this point, we take decisive advantage of the ReMi, that enables for
the rst time to inspect both of these quantities. Accordingly, the correlated energy and
the photoelectron angular distributions will be used throughout the subsequent discussions,
and will allow us to separate and investigate in unprecedented detail selected lightmolecule
interaction phenomena.
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The results that have been obtained in this project are presented as follows: First, single
ionization of hydrogen molecules and a related process, termed as groundstate dissociation, are discussed. In addition, measurements on the realtime imaging of ultrafast nuclear
dynamics in the hydrogen molecular ion are presented.

Electronelectroncorrelations,

doublyexcited states and asymmetry eects are analyzed in the second section. The third
part will show results on XUVpump IRprobe measurements on the population dynamics
of doublyexcited states.

5.1 Nuclear wavepacket dynamics
Short XUV laser pulses are used to simultaneously and coherently excite multiple vibrational levels in the hydrogen molecular ion, as described in section 3.3. The superposition
of the excited vibrational wave functions give rise to the formation of a nuclear wave packet
which can be analyzed with a delayed IR pulse, provided that both pulse durations are
short with respect to the vibrational dynamics. Its properties will be explored and presented in the following sections; however, it is appropriate to begin with discussing the
single XUVphoton response of the

H2

molecule.

5.1.1 Groundstate dissociation
This section will present results of a process termed groundstate dissociation of

H2+

via

irradiation of hydrogen molecules with XUV pulses. The XUVphoton energy spectrum
used in the experiment consists of several peaks, each with approximately
at half maximum (FWHM). They are separated by

15

and

40 eV.

3.45 eV

1 eV

full width

and cover the range between

In molecular hydrogen, there are two important energy barriers that must

be considered:

•

The ionization threshold

•

The dissociative ionization threshold

Ip = 15.46 eV.
Ip + Id = 18.08 eV.

Therefore, one of the HHGXUV photons with
nonresonantly ionize

H2

Eγ > 15.46 eV

provides enough energy to

molecules and populate the binding ground state (1sσg ) of

H2+ .

This particular state consists of 20 vibrational levels [BHP70], and most are populated
in a onephoton transition. The reason for this is the dierence between the equilibrium
internuclear distances of the

H2 and H2+ ground states, as represented by the PES in Figure

5.1 and as described in section 3.2.3. As a consequence, the FranckCondon factors provide
nonvanishing contributions for all vibrational levels in

H2+ , even including the continuum.

The properties of this instantaneous singlephoton induced excitation of vibrational levels
in

H2+

will be discussed in detail in the section 5.1.2.
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Previous experiments on the nonresonant ionization of
that

98 %

H2

with XUV photons showed

of the ionized molecules are bound and vibrationally excited in the (1sσg ) elec-

tronic ground state of

H2+

[BF73]. The remaining

2%

are related to the population of

vibrational continuum levels with energies above the dissociation threshold, consequently
these ions fragmentize into the two particles:

H+ + H.

This process is referred to as

groundstate dissociation and it is observed in the conducted experiments with single
XUV photons.
The ionization to the bound (1sσg ) and the dissociative ionization can be analyzed by the
total kinetic energy of all charged fragments, as presented in Figure 5.2. The distribution

H+ + H0 + e-

XUV
high harmonics

Dissociative
Ionization
Ip + Id
Ionization Ip

H2+ (1ssg)

H2+ + e-

H2 ground state

Figure 5.2: Left: The ground state of

spaced by

3.45 eV.

Right:

98 %

H2

is ionized by an XUV pulse with photon energies

of the events lead to direct ionization into

corresponding threshold, located at approximately
dissociate into

H + H + + e−

for photon energies

H2+ ,

with the

16.0 eV. 2 % of the parent molecules
above 18.1 eV. This process is termed

groundstate dissociation.

of the energies among the charged and neutral constituents is further represented by the
following equations:

bound
Ekin,
total =
dissociation
Ekin,
=
total

EH + + Ee−
2

=

Eγ − Ip

EH + + EH + Ee− = Eγ − (Ip + Id )

= Eγ − 15.5 eV

(5.1)

= Eγ − 18.1 eV

(5.2)

Both processes reveal, through energy conservation, the typical spectral distribution of the
highharmonic radiation. When inspecting the total kinetic energy of all fragments, one
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observes that in both cases, the electrons carry the largest portion of the energy. Still, the
two presented energy spectra in Figure 5.2 feature two notable dierences which shall be
discussed subsequently. First, as the ionization to

H2+

involves several vibrational levels,

the total kinetic energy distribution of those events appears broadened in comparison to
the dissociation as well as to ionization of atomic species. Without the precise knowledge
of the XUV photon energies it is not possible to resolve the energies of the vibrational levels
or provide information about the population density. However, as shown in section 5.1.2,
the reconstruction of the vibrational levels can be realized in an XUVpump IRprobe
measurement. In such experiments it is possible to look into their distribution by using
delayed IR pulses that project the bound molecules into the dissociative continuum. The
exact procedure will be elucidated in section 5.1.2; nevertheless, it is appropriate to briey
preview the results on the identied and resolved vibrational levels in order to analyze
the spectra in Figure 5.2 (right).
and

ν = 16

Populated vibrational states range between

with the highest contribution at

the vibrational ground state of

H2+ .

ν = 9.

ν = 6

Furthermore, they do not involve

A more precise analysis of the energy spectrum of

the bound ionic molecules reveals that the lowest occupied state corresponds to

ν = 2.

+
This leads to the conclusion that the total kinetic energy distribution of the H2 events is
downshifted and, accordingly, the value for

Ip = 15.5 eV

must be corrected to

+
A second dierence, concerning the total kinetic energy spectra of H and

∼ 16.0 eV.

H2+ , is related

to the distribution of the incident photon energy between nuclear fragments and electrons.
In the case of the

bound
H2+ , Ekin,
total

is mainly given by the kinetic energy of the electrons, as

the recoil ions, due to the higher mass, are only comprised of energies in the

+
In contrast, the dissociation of H2 into

H + and

H

transfers up to

0.5 eV

meV

range.

into the nuclear

fragments.

5.1.2 Nuclear wavepacket dynamics in an XUVpump IRprobe scheme
To date, XUVattosecond pulse trains from highharmonic sources have been used extensively in singlepulse experiments in order to probe the structure of diatomic and even
larger molecules, thus resolving the position of the atomic constituents and gaining information on the electron molecular orbitals [Bak+06; Mec+08]. In order to observe the
dynamics of excited wave packets, such as their dephasing in time, it is necessary to perform pumpprobe measurements that involve two short pulses. Such measurements have
been conducted in previous scientic works, using either intense ultrashort IR or XUV
pulses in the rst excitation step [Erg+06b] and [Kel+09], respectively. In this context,
the application of singleXUV photons provides cleaner signals and simplies the wave
packet characterization, as intensity eects of the pump IR beam do not complicate the
interpretation.
In Figure 5.3 the realtime mapping of the nuclear wave packet is shown for three
dierent time ranges spanning

1200 fs, 230 fs and 65 fs between the XUV and the IR pulse.
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Figure 5.3: Kinetic energy

on

H2

versus delay in an XUVpump IRprobe experiment

molecules for three dierent delay ranges (1200 fs,

structure around

H2+

E(H + )

0.5 eV

230 fs

and

65 fs).

The oscillating

reveals the nuclear wavepacket dynamics of vibrationally excited

ions. At delaytimes where the

H+

yield is high, the wavepacket location is close

to the potential boundary. At this internuclear distance the IR resonantly couples to the
(1sσu ) repulsive PES.
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The wavepacket dynamic is imprinted in the oscillation of the ionization yield as a function
of the

H+

kinetic energy. Here, the conventional representation of a pump-probe scenario

is applied, i. e. negative delays correspond to a situation where the IR pulse interacts with
the target before the XUV pulse. In this case, the absolute time zero is determined from
a previously measured IRIR autocorrelation.
From the measurement with the extended delay range of
two characteristic time scales: A short time

Tcl

of

∼ 26 fs,

1200 fs,

it is possible to extract

and a long time

Trev

of

∼ 305 fs.

In Table 5.1, these quantities are compared to the values that are obtained from the theoretical model and the simulation which are both described in section 3.3. Furthermore, the

Tcl

Trev

Experiment

26.1 fs ± 1 fs

305 fs ± 5 fs

Theoretical model

29.7 fs

596 fs

Simulation

27.0 fs

297 fs

Table 5.1: Comparison of the wavepacket oscillation period

Tcl

and the revival cycle

Trev

between the measurement, the theoretical model and the simulation from section 3.3.

longdelay measurement contains information about the spectrum of vibrational spacings,
as well as population amplitudes and relative phases [Feu+07].
As mentioned in the theoretical discussion in section 3.3, the simulation provides values
for

Tcl

and

Trev

which are consistent with those that were measured. The dierences, in

particular between the revival periods, can be ascribed to the neglect of beating signals
between doubly spaced vibrational states which are actually observed in the experiment, as
will be shown subsequently in the Fourier analysis of the delaydependent spectra. Before
proceeding with a detailed discussion, it is useful to explain the underlying process using
the hydrogen molecular ion potential curves, illustrated in Figure 5.4.
The dynamics is initiated by the absorption of a photon from the XUV pulse, simultaneously exciting at least nine vibrational states in

ν = 16,

H2+ (1sσg ),

ranging from

ν = 6

up to

with specic amplitudes and initially, identical phases. The corresponding wave

functions overlap and form a vibrational wave packet which oscillates within the anharmonic potential of the

(1sσg ) state.

Here, the boundaries of the potential can be considered

as turning points for the wave packet. As explained in section 3.3, the oscillation period of
the wave packet  depicted as

Tcl

 is connected to the properties of the molecule, such as

masses of the nuclei, the equilibrium position of the internuclear distance and, for larger
molecules, structural parameters. Furthermore,

Tcl

depends on the activated vibrational

energy levels and their energy spacings.
By means of a second, ultrashort IR pulse, the binding and antibinding states in

H2+

can
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(a)

H2+ (1ssu)

(b)

H2+ (1ssg)

(c)

H2+ (1ssu)

H2+ (1ssu)

H2+ (1ssg)

(d)

H2+ (1ssg)

H2+ (1ssu)

H2+ (1ssg)

Figure 5.4: Representation of the IRinduced coupling between the (1sσg ) and (1sσu )

states. Figure (a) denotes the simultaneous excitation of several vibrational states in

H2+ ,

whereby a wave packet is generated. Depending on the localization of this wave packet (b)
and (c) illustrate the dierent resulting dissociation yields. In (d) the dissociation signal
of a dephased wave packet in the presence of an IR pulse is demonstrated.

1

be coupled , such that the system is projected onto the dissociating (1sσu ) PES [Kel+09].
This process is also referred to as bond softening [Buc+90; Sae04]. Note, a pulse duration shorter than

Tcl ,

implies that the wave packet can propagate freely in the poten-

tial before being inuenced by the laser.

As the nuclear wave packet oscillates between

the borders of the potential well, it becomes apparent that the yield of dissociation into

H + (Ekin ∼ 0.5 eV) + H (Ekin ∼ 0.5 eV) is dependent on the location of the wave packet.
The measurement exhibits a rst maximum of the dissociation yields at a delay time of
approximately

6 fs between the XUV and IR pulses.

This corresponds to the time the wave

packet needs to move from the FranckCondon region to the outer turning point of the
potential.
If the (1sσg ) curve would correspond to a harmonic potential, where the levels are
equidistant in energy, the vibrational wave packet would feature a constant temporal prole, only determined by the initial excitation. The delaydependent measurement of the

1

H2+ states can be described within the Floquet
model. The interested reader is referred to [Shi65; GS+95].

The laser induced coupling of the binding and antibinding
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H+

events would thus lead to a continuous, sinusoidal signal. In

H2+ ,

the (1sσg ) potential

curve is anharmonic which implies that the energy spacing between neighboring vibrational levels decreases with increasing level number

ν.

This results in a more complex and

timevarying form of the total phase of the wave packet. As a consequence, the temporal
prole of the wave packet becomes broadened in space and, accordingly, the oscillation
in the dissociation yield smears out; however, individual vibrational state contributions of
the wave packet return into phase which occurs after the second characteristic time

Trev .

Within this revival cycle, the wave packet is understood to undergo a de- and rephasing
process. In Figure 5.4 the signal dependence of the dissociation yield from the localization
of the wave packet, and correspondingly the time delay between the IR and XUV pulse, is
illustrated.
Such revival properties have been observed experimentally in [Erg+06b] and [Kel+09]
in

D2+

and

H2+

molecules and explained theoretically in [Feu+07; FT03; HT10; LTM06].

In [Erg+06a; TNF08] this experimental procedure is expanded to a Coulomb explosion
imaging (CEI) technique on deuterium molecules. There, the second pulse is applied with
a much higher intensity, reaching the second ionization threshold and, thus, projecting
the

D2+

on the

D+ + D+

repulsive curve.

This technique has been further applied to

deuterium molecules in a comparably small delay range of

5 fs

in the temporal overlap

region of the two pulses, suggesting an interference eect between ionization pathways that
involve dierent harmonic orders as well as the laserinduced coupling of the (1sσg ) and
(1sσu ) states [Kel+11]. This process is closely related to typical twocolor experiments on
raregas atoms with XUV attosecond pulse trains, which are often referred to as sideband
oscillations and are used for a temporal characterization of the XUV pulses.

5.1.3 Fourier analysis of the nuclear wavepacket dynamics
Following the discussion of the general properties of the internuclear motion, a Fourier
analysis of the timedependent spectra provides further insight into the contributing vibrational levels and their coupling. In Figure 5.5, the results are shown, revealing energy
or frequency (E

= ~ω )

components between

0.052

and

0.298 eV.

These features do not

correspond directly to energies of dierent levels; instead they represent the beating of two,
mostly adjacent vibrational states. As the spacing between two of these states dier due
to the anharmonicity of the potential, it is possible to deduce the number of beating states
from the frequency of visible peaks. Here, the series of peaks in the Fourier spectrum can
be related to the beating of states between the
levels in

H2+ .

ν =

(15, 16) and

ν =

(7, 9) vibrational

Altogether, at least twelve peaks are clearly identied and the measured fre-

quencies suggest beating levels from

ν = 6

to

ν = 16,

denoted by brackets in Figure 5.5

(a). These values are in agreement with observations made by [Kel+09] and the calculated
vibrational energies of the hydrogen molecular ion in [BHP70].
Furthermore, it is necessary to investigate the KER dependencies of the frequency com-
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(a)

(b)
H2+ (2𝑝σ𝑢)

H2+ (1𝑠σ𝑔)

Figure 5.5: (a) Representation of a Fourier analysis, extracted from the

E(H + ) vs.

delay

spectrum of Figure 5.3, and the associated projection, where all identied level pairs are
labeled. Here, the vibrational states of the

H2+

ion that are involved in the wavepacket

dynamics, can be identied. The amplitude provides information about the intensity of the

∼ 0.1 − 0.2 eV ,
∆ν = 1. Higher
∆ν = 2. (b) The

interaction and the initial population of the respective states. Between
the frequency components correspond to adjacent vibrational levels
frequencies can be related to doubly spaced levels which means that

coupling of dierent vibrational levels to the dissociative PES leads to dierent kinetic
energies of the dissociation products.

ponents, as they reect the relation between ionization probability and internuclear distance,

R.

From both diagrams in Figure 5.5 it can be deduced that the beating signals

of lowerlying, adjacent vibrational levels lead to lower kinetic energies of the nuclear
fragments and vice versa. This can be understood by considering the IR coupling to the
dissociative potential curve (1sσu ) and including the vibrational states, as well as the values of the internuclear distance, at which this coupling is possible. As it is illustrated in
Figure 5.5 (b) by the arrows, the dissociative (1sσu ) curve is in resonance and, thus, is
populated at smaller

R

for increasing

ν

resulting in increasing KERs.

In addition, the

transition can occur at shorter and longer IR delays as compared to lower

ν

being in reso-

nance essentially at the turning point. The arrows, denoting xed IR photon energies thus
demonstrate the generation of hydrogen ions with dierent kinetic energies.
Another important quantity in the measurement and interpretation of the wavepacket
dynamics is the spectral width (FWHM) of the IR photons which amounts up to
and is distributed around the center energy of

1.67 eV, (λc = 744 nm).

± 0.15 eV

The energy spacing

between the vibrational states which surround the strongest contributing level,

ν = 9,

is

slightly smaller than the spectral width of the IR eld. This leads to the conclusion that
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5.1 Nuclear wavepacket dynamics
beating signals of
whereas

∆ν = 2

∆ν = 3

spaced vibrational levels are not expected to be measured,

beatings are accessible.

small contribution of

∆ν = 2

In particular for higher vibrational states a

is observed in the experiment, as shown in Figure 5.5 (a)

(green labeled beating signals).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Analysis of the nuclear wavepacket dynamics in a delay range of

gures represent the kinetic energy of the

H+

1000 fs.

All

versus delay. (a) corresponds to the direct

measurement, for (b), a broad Fourier lter, including all visible frequency components, is
applied. For these frequency components, dierent revival times pertain.

In order to obtain even more detailed information on the wavepacket dynamics it is
advantageous to select the measured frequency components in Figure 5.5 (a), i.e. discard all
the background in the frequency spectrum and apply a second Fourier transformation into
the temporal domain. This method allows for a signicant reduction of the background
signal and results in the visualization of subrevival structures, as shown in Figure 5.6
(b).

These subrevivals are manifested in an inverselyphased structure, positioned at

approximately

100 fs, 400 fs

and

700 fs.

Apart from the inverse phase, these structures are

also separated in the kinetic energy of the ions at approximately

0.45 eV,

suggesting that

the beating frequency components split into two parts. After a half revival period

Trev ,

the two contributions return into phase. The comparison to earlier measurements, such
as the onecolor IRIR experiments in [Erg+06c; Erg+06a] shows that fewer vibrational
states are involved in this process and therefore lead to a cleaner overall signal.
In conclusion, the wavepacket dynamics has been observed with unprecedented clarity,
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suggesting that the applied pulses feature durations in the range of

10 fs.

Still, there are

indications that the IR pulses include lowintensity subpulses which smear out the signal
slightly. This can be veried in the middle and lower panel in Figures 5.3 in the overlap
region around

τdelay = 0,

where the wavepacket signal is visible for negative delays, that

is, when the IR pulse arrives rst at the molecule. In particular, the short delay scan of

65 fs

reveals details and allows the assumption that there are two prepulses which are

separated by the main pulse by approximately

12 fs

and

24 fs,

respectively.

5.2 XUVphoton transitions to doublyexcited states
The IRprobing of wavepacket dynamics in

H2+

is a fascinating method to observe fast

vibrational motions in molecules. However, in comparison to the
parent

H2

H2+

molecule, the neutral

is in several aspects more interesting to study, especially concerning the corre-

lation of the two electrons. For instance, in the case of

H2 ,

this correlation manifests itself

in the existence of doublyexcited states (see section 3.1.5), where both electrons are simultaneously excited during a singlephoton absorption event, even though the corresponding
photon energy is sucient to ionize the molecule. These states play a signicant role in
processes like single- and multi-photon absorption, as well as in electronimpact excitation
and electron scattering [SM99b]. Such phenomena are extremely dicult to describe by
theory, as the involvement of many dierent particles including the two nuclei, as well as
their mutual interaction leads to a high complexity. In molecular hydrogen, this is particularly crucial, due to the fact that the nuclear dynamics happens on a similar timescale as

2

the electron correlation . Therefore, potential simplications, such as the reduction of relevant states (closecouplingcalculations) or of degrees of freedom (one- or twodimensional
treatment), must be chosen carefully.

The rst described attempt to theoretically treat

doublyexcited states in molecular hydrogen was performed by [BD74]; nevertheless, the
most reliable data for these resonances were probably calculated by Martín et. al. These
calculations have made important contributions to the doubly excited Rydberg series of

Q1

[SM97],

Q2

Q3

[SM99b] as well as to

and

Q4

in [FM01]. The general, computational

treatment is based on the Feshbach theory [Fes62] and involves L

2 Bspline integrable

functions as a basis set for molecular continuum states, as well as for all resonant states
[Mar99].
These theoretical advancements had been necessary to explain the photoninduced dissociation of hydrogen molecules rst studied at synchrotrons [BF73; Lat+93] and in experiments with duoplasmatron light [Chu+93]; currently, they have become relevant with
respect to coherent XUVlight sources, such as free electron lasers (FELs) and higher harmonics [San+10]. To date, most experiments addressing doublyexcited states of

2

The molecular vibration is in the order of
cover a range between
state.
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2 fs

and

∼ 100 fs,

10 fs

(for small

ν ),

H2

focus

whereas the autoionization decaytimes

dependent on the internuclear distance and symmetry of the

5.2 XUVphoton transitions to doublyexcited states
on the autoionization properties

3 [Gar+06; Lat+95; IHU96], as well as on the angular

distributions of emitted fragments [Luc+02; Laf+03].
An interesting phenomenon that arises from the population of dierent doublyexcited
states

Qn ,

is the appearance of asymmetry eects, thus far being studied primarily theo-

retically [PT+09]. These asymmetries are attributed to dierent dissociation paths which
lead to the same nal state and, therefore, give rise to interference. Especially in a simple,
prototype molecular system, such as

H2 ,

this symmetry breaking can be studied on a very

fundamental level, allowing predictions for more complex systems.

5.2.1 Identication of doublyexcited states via the ionelectron
energycorrelation spectrum
The PES in Figure 5.7 represents the states of

H2+

and

H2∗∗

that are relevant for single

+
XUV photon absorption. All states of the H2 molecule, with the exception of the (1sσg )
level, are repulsive and lead, apart from the emitted electrons, to ions and neutral atoms.
For doublyexcited states this is equally valid, provided that autoionization occurs during
the dissociation of the molecule. The detection of coincident ionelectron pairs with the
ReMi thus allows the reconstruction of the originating state by considering the energy
distribution of the particles and the energy range of the PES within the FranckCondon
region.
Here, this idea is implemented by means of the energycorrelation diagram between the
electron, the ion and the neutral (virtually reconstructed) atom, evaluated separately for
each individual event, as shown in Figure 5.8. The spectrum provides the best access to
the characteristics of doubly excited and directly dissociating

H2+

states. The vertical axis

represents the sum kinetic energies of ions and atoms, usually termed as KER (kinetic
energy release) and the horizontal axis corresponds to the electron energy. Important features of the correlation diagram are the faint diagonal lines which correspond to dierent
energies of absorbed highharmonic photons, minus the dissociation threshold of

18.1 eV.

Coincident events appear along these lines, as the photon energy is distributed among
electron, ion and atom. Accordingly, it is possible to identify false coincidences outside of
these areas resulting from restgas ionization, scattered electrons and the mixing of two
coincident but independent dissociation events of dierent hydrogen molecules. Projecting along the coincidence lines provides the total kinetic energy of all fragments and, in
addition, oers a tool to apply testingconditions in order to select specic nal states.
Certain energy regions in the correlation diagram are related to processes which are only
accessible by the population of explicit states. Therefore, the spectrum can be considered
as a coincidence map of all possible dissociation channels in molecular hydrogen. In order
to illustrate this, the spectrum in Figure 5.8 is taken from an XUVpump IRprobe measurement in

3

H2 ,

even though the topic in this section pertains only to single XUVphoton

Autoionization probabilities, lifetimes and nal states.
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(1/𝑅)

Energy [eV]

H+ + H+

H2+ (2ppu)

H+ + H(2s)

(Q2 1Su+)
(Q2 1Pu)
H2+ (1ssu)

(Q1 1Su+)
(Q1 1Pu)

H+ + H(1s)
H2+

(1ssg)

Internuclear distance [au]
Figure 5.7: Representation of the lowest hydrogen molecular ion states (1sσg ), (1sσu ) and

(2pπu ), as well as the lowest dipoleallowed doubly excited Rydberg series

Q2

(light blue).

lines for

The corresponding symmetries of the

(1 Πu ) and dashed lines for (1 Σ+
u ).

Qn

Q1

(orange) and

states are represented by full

The FranckCondon region which characterizes

the energy range of a possible excitation, is marked with black, dashed lines.

absorption. Here, the area at low KERs, for example, represents the groundstate dissociation (0 − 0.8 eV) and the wavepacket dynamics (0.5 − 2 eV), studied in the previous two
sections.
The aforementioned coincidence lines correspond to the population of doublyexcited
states

Q1

and

Q2

which are the only Rydberg series accessible with the available photon

energies. As these states autoionize with a lifetime of a few femtoseconds, it is possible
to observe KERs and electron energies ranging between

0

and

22 eV.

Fast autoionizing

processes are thus connected to lower KERs, whereas delayed autioionization is related
to high KERs.

Furthermore, it is possible to excite the

Qn

states which dissociate into

neutral fragments; however, they cannot be measured with the applied detection technique.

= 10 − 15 eV), an increase of H + + H events
the direct ionization onto the (1sσu ) potential

In the high ionic kinetic energy region (KER
is observed.

This can be attributed to

energy surface.

Note that this particular state can be populated nonresonantly in all

molecular orientations, whereas the doublyexcited states (with specic symmetries) are
only promoted by the correct photon energy and the right orientation, with respect to laser
polarization.
More information regarding the identication of relevant states is obtained by analyzing the energycorrelation spectrum for dierent geometrical congurations between the
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Figure 5.8: Correlated energy diagram in a logarithmic color scale.

area (.

2 eV)

The lower KER

corresponds to the groundstate dissociation and the wavepacket dynamic

discussed in the previous sections. The faint diagonal lines show the events which result
from the doublyexcited states. The earlier it comes to an autoionization the more these
events range into the lowKER region.

The highKER events are further enhanced by

direct ionization via the (1sσu ) state.

molecule and the laser polarization axis. This method enables us to gain insight into the
autoionization properties and symmetries of the doublyexcited states and provides access
to angular distributions of the electrons in the molecular frame which can be considered
as an unambiguous ngerprint of the originating states, as shown in the next section.

5.2.2 Identication of doublyexcited states via photoelectron angular
distributions in the molecular frame (MFPAD)
Quantum mechanically, a photoninduced molecular transition must fulll symmetry
based selection rules, as described in section 3.2.1.

This fact leads to two conclusions:

4
First, in boundbound transitions the symmetries of the initial state and the dipole operator determine the symmetry of the nal state. Second, in ionization and autoionization,
the concept of symmetry allows us to predict the composition of partial waves of emitted
electrons and to deduce the resulting electron angular distributions. For the experiments
on the dissociative photoionization of

H2 ,

the electron angular distributions enable a more

precise analysis of the dissociation channels that are identied in the energy coincidence
map (Figure 5.8).

4

Here, the relevant boundbound transition corresponds to:

XUV

H2 −−−→ H2∗∗ .
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In order to extract clear angular distributions, it is necessary to classify the transitions
into two geometrical congurations regarding relative orientation between the molecular
and the lightpolarization axis. These are the parallel and the perpendicular transitions,

+

where the dierence in the symmetry refers to the dipole operator (Σu for parallel and

Πu

for perpendicular transitions) and the nal state. In the presented analysis, the classication is realized by the determination of the molecular frame of reference for each measured
event (the corresponding method is described in section 4.4.6). The resulting electron angular distributions are therefore referred to as MFPADs (molecular frame photoelectron
angular distributions).

Angular distributions in parallel transitions
In parallel transitions

Pk ,

the photon polarization and the molecular axis are collinear.

Events that fulll this criterion can be selected by means of the axialrecoil approximation [Laf+03] which claims that the hydrogen molecular axis during photon absorption is
close to the emission direction of the ion.

A small discrepancy between both directions

is given by the recoil energy of the emitted electron which is transferred to the molecular
ion; however, the dierence of approximately
sociation energy of several

eV.

1 meV

is negligible in comparison to the dis-

The deviation of the momentum vector direction is small

as well; nevertheless, for an electron with a large momentum component perpendicular to

◦

the molecular axis, and small ionic energies, the angle correction can amount up to 7 .

Direct dissociation via (1ssu)

sg

sg

Q2 (1Σu+)

su

su

Q1 (1Σu+)

Direct dissociation via
(2ppu) and (2ssg)

pg

Ground state dissociation via (1ssg)
and wave packet dynamics

su

su

Figure 5.9: Parallel transitions: energycorrelation diagram. The dashed frames represent

the energy sections, within which certain processes are expected to occur, such as ground
state and direct dissociation via (1sσg ) and (1sσu ), respectively.

Q1,2 states are shown. The right
σg and σu . In the lower energy
+
the H2 (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) states.

which correspond to the autoionization of doubly excited
panel illustrates the correlated electron partial waves,
region, the green marked area denotes transitions to
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Moreover, the events

5.2 XUVphoton transitions to doublyexcited states
◦ between

In this work, the parallel transitions are dened by an angle smaller than 18

the ion emission direction and the polarization axis (z ). If this selection criterion is applied
to the energycorrelation diagram of Figure 5.8, the highharmonic lines within the doubly
excited state section exhibit a very clean shape. The strongest structures correspond to
the 17th, 19th and 21st harmonic photon energies.
Within the frame of parallel transitions, it is possible to assign certain areas in the
energycorrelation spectrum to specic dissociation processes, those that involve either
doublyexcited states, or those that proceed directly via ionization to the

H2+ (1sσu ) state.

Here, ve areas are marked in the limits of the FranckCondon region, including ground
state dissociation via (1sσg ) and direct dissociation via (1sσu ), as well as excitation with
subsequent autoionization of the lowest dipoleallowed

Q1,2

states. All of these processes

are connected with the emission of electrons which, in the molecular frame of reference,
exhibit specic partial waves, see section 3.2.1.
distributions, which are connected to

σg

and

σu

In parallel transitions, mostly angular

partial waves are expected to be measured.

Hence, it is possible to identify most of these processes in the energy map 5.9:

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = σu

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = σg

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = σu

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = σg

Here,

Λ(e− ) denotes the symmetry of the wave function of the emitted,

(5.3)

free electron. This

wave function is represented by partial waves, shown for all possible transitions on the right
hand side of Figure 5.9. Note, blue and green areas correspond to parts of the wave function
with opposite sign. All relevant partial waves and the resulting angular distributions are
presented in section 3.2.2.
With photon energies between

∼ 36−43 eV, which are easily achievable with the present

experimental setup, it is also possible to directly ionize the hydrogen molecules via the

5 and (2sσ ) states of
g

repulsive (2pπu )

H2+ :

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (2pπu ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = πg

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (2sσg ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = σu

(5.4)

As the presented PES do not contain the (2sσg ) level, it must be noted that energetically
the corresponding curve is positioned approximately

1.5 eV

above the (2pπu ) PES within

the FranckCondon region. Both states are dissociative and lead to an excited hydrogen

5

The (2pπu ) potential curve actually features a minimum at a internuclear distance of

4.2 au

[Sha70];

however, the kinetic energy of the nuclear fragments is too high, to lead to a stable molecular ion.
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atom (H

∗ (n

= 2)), for which reason the nal kinetic energy of the dissociation products is
+
lowered. The energetically higher (2sσg ) state, with Σg symmetry, provides electron partial
waves with σu symmetry, similar to those which result from the (1sσg ) state. A completely
dierent partialwave symmetry, in comparison to all other channels corresponding to
parallel transitions, is obtained by the dissociative ionization via (2pπu ), leading to a

πg

symmetry.
These results are summarized in Figure 5.10 and represent the threedimensional MFPADs shown as three twodimensional subspace spectra (x,y), (x,z) and (y,z). Here, the
molecular and the polarization axis are both oriented along the zdirection. It must be
mentioned that the MFPADs exhibit an asymmetric distribution along the zaxis which
can be attributed to an asymmetric detection eciency in the ReMi.
In the rst row of Figure 5.10, a typical

σu

partial wave is shown for the lowKER region

which corresponds to the groundstate dissociation. Note, at slightly higher KER values
(0.8 − 2 eV) the same result for the emitted electrons is obtained. In this energy range, the
KER is attributed to the additional absorption of an IR photon; however, the properties of
the electron emission only depends on the initial step, the XUVphoton induced ionization
to the (1sσg ) state.
The second row represents the angular distribution for the region, where mostly direct
dissociation via (1sσu ) is expected. As one can see from Figure 5.9, this particular section also includes contributions of fast autoionizing doubly excited
the (1sσg ) level.

Q1

and

Q2

states to

As a result, this energy section features a mixed structure of partial

waves consisting of a

σg

and

σu

symmetry. Therefore, the MFPAD resembles a circular

distribution which is slightly elongated along the zaxis.
In the last row in Figure 5.10, results are presented for events that can be related to
the dissociative ionization via the (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) potential curves. As can be veried
from the two equations (5.4), the angular distributions are given by a combination between

σu

and

πg

partial waves.

In other words, this corresponds to the overlap of a club and

buttery shape which nally leads to a buttery structure, bent towards the zaxis. In
fact, this particular pattern is measured and especially visible in the orange distribution,
where a slice in the (x,y) plane is selected.

Otherwise, the distribution is smeared out

(blue distribution) because in parallel transitions, all angular distributions are invariant
with respect to rotations around the molecular axis (z).
The photon energies which are necessary to populate the (2pπu ) state within the Franck
Condon region, correspond to the 21st and the 23rd harmonic (36.2, 39.6

eV)

and, for the

(2sσg ) state, this range is approximately one harmonic energy higher, thus connected to the
23rd and 25th harmonic (39.6, 43.1

eV).

Both states provide, within the energy resolution

of the experiment, the same dissociation limit which in comparison to all other relevant
states in

H2+ ,

is lifted by the rst excitation energy of the hydrogen atom. In other words,

since the dissociation products of (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) are identied as
kinetic energy release is reduced by
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H + + H(n = 2),

the

13.6 · 3/4 eV = 10.2 eV, thus shifting associated events

5.2 XUVphoton transitions to doublyexcited states

x
y

Polarization

y

x

z

z

Molecule

su

sg

pg
su
Figure 5.10: Electron angular distributions in parallel transitions for three dierent sec-

tions of the energycorrelation diagram. Row 1: MFPADs for an electron
for ionization to the (1sσg ) state.
ionization to the (1sσu ) state.

Row 2: MFPADs for an electron

Row 3:

MFPADs for electron

σg

σu

partial wave

partial wave for

πg and σu partial waves
πg contribution can be

for ionization to the (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) states, respectively. The

enhanced by selecting slices in the (x, y ) momentum plane (orange data points).
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to lower values in the energycorrelation diagram. Interestingly, this energy dierence only
varies by

0.15 eV

from the triple spacing of the higher harmonics (3 · 3.45 eV

= 10.35 eV).

For this reason, events arising from the repulsion via the (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) states will
likely appear on top of the lowerenergetic diagonal lines in the energy spectrum.

Angular distributions in perpendicular transitions
◦

Perpendicular transitions are characterized by a 90 relative orientation between the polar-

6

ization direction and the molecule, such that the internuclear axis is inside the (x,y) plane

◦
with an opening angle of ± 23 . In this conguration, the transition to the molecular frame
and the corresponding MFPADs are particularly powerful as there now exist two assigned
directions, given by the polarization axis (z) and the molecular axis (x). As a consequence,
the angular distributions in the (x,y), (x,z) and (y,z) planes directly correspond to three
projections of the electron partial waves, without requiring any further conditions, such as
in the case of parallel transitions (see last row in Figure 5.10).

pg

Direct dissociation via (1ssu)

Q2 (1Πu)

pu

Q1 (1Πu)

pu

pg

sg

Direct dissociation via
(2ppu) and (2ssg)

Ground state dissociation via (1ssg)

dg

pu

pu

Figure 5.11: Perpendicular transitions: Energycorrelation diagram. The dashed frames

represent the energy sections, within which certain processes are expected to occur, such as
groundstate and direct dissociation via (1sσg ) and (1sσu ) states, respectively. Moreover,

Q1,2 states are shown.
πu and πg . In the lower
+
the H2 (2pπu ) and (2sσg )

the events which correspond to the autoionization of doubly excited
The right panel illustrates the correlated electron partial waves,
energy region, the green marked area denotes transitions to
states.

In Figure 5.11 the energycorrelation spectrum is shown for the perpendicular transitions.

The labeled energy sections denote the accessible states and present the partial

waves that are expected in the emitted electronwave function. Several dierences in the

6

In comparison to parallel transition the opening angle is chosen to be larger in order to account for an
4
equal solid angle, which in both cases is 5 π .
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energycorrelation spectrum are observed in comparison to the one for parallel transitions.
First, the highharmonic lines which reect the excitation of

Q1

and

Q2

states are smeared

out. Second, the dominant XUV photon energies that populate doublyexcited states in
parallel and perpendicular transitions are dierent. In the case of parallel transitions, the
highest contribution is observed for the 17th and 19th harmonic, whereas the 21st harmonic
ionization yield is rather low. In perpendicular transitions, the strongest signal is obtained
for the 19th and the 21st harmonic which can be related to the large contribution of the
lowest dipoleallowed

Q2

state [SM99c]. Third, due to the orientation of the molecule,

the ions are ejected perpendicular to the polarization/spectrometer axis, such that their
detection eciency is critical with respect to the ReMi acceptance. This is discernible, as
the dissociation yield decreases drastically for KERs higher than

16 eV7 .

As discussed previously, the energycorrelation diagram allows the classication of

e−

H+ +

events, according to the populated states. In this context, the lower KER region can be

assigned to the groundstate dissociation via (1sσg ), a nonresonant process which is insensitive towards the molecular orientation, such as the direct dissociation via (1sσu ). Note
that in this conguration, no wavepacket signal is observed, as the resonant transition
between the (1sσg ) and (1sσu ) via an IR photon is only dipoleallowed, if the polarization
and the internuclear axes are collinear.
The symmetry of the emitted electrons diers in comparison to the corresponding processes for parallel transitions. Here, the electrons exhibit

σu

and

σg ,

πu

and

πg

patterns instead of

respectively. Such distributions are also encountered, if the dissociation pro-

cesses evolve over intermediate, doublyexcited states which is illustrated in the following
reaction channels:

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = πu

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = πg

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = πu

H2

−−−→

XUV

H2∗∗ (Qn )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

⇒

Λ(e− ) = πg

(5.5)

Figure 5.12 represents the MFPADs, obtained for dierent sections within the energy
correlation diagram 5.11. The projections in the rst row show the electrons from ground
state dissociation events and provide the same structure as in the parallel case, suggesting
the same partial wave in both congurations. However, it must be noted that the molecular
axis is now positioned along the xaxis (instead of z), thus explaining the dierence between
both alignments.

7

Applying higher spectrometer voltages would increase the acceptance; however, the amount of false
coincidences is increased as well, since more electrons which are generated by scattered XUV photons
are detected.
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x
y

Molecule

y

x
z

z

Polarization

pu
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sg+ dg
pu
Figure 5.12: Electron angular distributions in perpendicular transitions for three dierent

πu partial
πg partial wave in
σg + δg and πu partial waves

sections of the energycorrelation diagram. Row 1: MFPADs for an electron
wave in ionization to the (1sσg ) state. Row 2: MFPADs for an electron
ionization to the (1sσu ) state. Row 3: MFPADs for electron
in ionization to the (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) states, respectively.
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The second row in Figure 5.12 presents the three perspectives onto the

πg

partial wave

from the direct dissociation events, with (1sσu ) as the nal state [DD78]. In the middle
image, the typical buttery structure is extracted which was only partially visible in parallel
transitions to the highenergetic states of

H2+ .

In perpendicular transitions it is similarly possible to address the higher

H2+

states

(2pπu ) and (2sσg ), populated by the highest harmonic photon energies, resulting in more
complex partial waves, with corresponding

H2
H2

σg + δg

and

πu

8

symmetries, respectively .

−−−→

XUV

H2+ (2pπu ) + e−

⇒ Λ(e− )

= σg + δ g

XUV

H2+ (2sσg ) + e−

⇒ Λ(e− )

= πu

−−−→

(5.6)

The angular distributions for such transitions in the perpendicular case are shown in the
last row of Figure 5.12 and indicate that complex partial waves are involved. However, it
is dicult to identify single patterns, and according to the participating channels in (5.6),
at least three dierent partial waves overlap in the distributions.

5.2.3 Asymmetry and localization eects
Within the performed experiments on the XUVphotoninduced dissociative ionization
of molecular hydrogen, interference and asymmetry structures are observed in the energy
and momentum spectra of the dissociation products. The theoretical basics of this phenomenon are explained in section 3.4. Therefore, only the most important properties of
the asymmetry will be discussed here.

(a) Ionization

(b) Dissociation

𝑝 (e-)
𝑝 (H+)
1
2

=
𝑝 (H2

𝑝 (H2+)

+)

1
2

𝑝 (H2+)

𝑝 (H)

Figure 5.13: A hydrogen molecule is ionized (a) and subsequently dissociates (b) into a

hydrogen atom and an ion. The momentum of both fragments are composed of the recoil
momentum of the emitted electron and the momentum gained within the dissociation.
From the ion and electron momenta the original molecular orientation in the laboratory
frame of reference can be reconstructed.

In the dissociative ionization of

8

H2 ,

it is not possible to detect the neutral hydrogen

The exact representation of the partial wave symmetry is

−
Σ+
g + [Σg ] + ∆g

and

Πu .

In order to distinguish

between electron and molecular ion, small letters are used.
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atom; however, it can be (virtually) reconstructed from the momentum vector of the

H+

ion, as the ion and the atom carry almost equal masses as illustrated in Figure 5.13. In
the reference frame of the parent molecule, both fragments are thus emitted with the same
momentum but into opposite directions. It is important to note that the ionmomentum
vector must be corrected by the recoil momentum of the electron as depicted in Figure
5.13. Otherwise articial asymmetry eects are encountered in the analysis, even though
the electron momentum is small.

Hence, by the measurement of the ion and electron

momenta, the reconstruction of the full molecular geometry is possible and, accordingly, a
transition between the laboratory and the molecular frame of reference can be conducted
(see Figure 5.13 and section 4.4.6).

The transition between the two reference frames

is necessary in order to resolve any asymmetry eects, as the emission direction of the
particles must be analyzed with respect to the original orientation of the molecular axis.
In the present work, the asymmetry is dened by the angle between the electron and
ion emission directions in the molecular frame. Here, we dene copropagation

(+)

if the

ion and the electron are emitted into the same hemisphere and counterpropagation

(−)

otherwise. As an example, this is illustrated in Figure 5.13 (b) for a copropagating event.
Counting respective events

N+ → N+ + 1

and

N− → N− + 1

for the same data

set, we dene the asymmetry parameter as:

A

=

N+ − N−
N+ + N−

(5.7)

On rst glance, it seems counterintuitive that any asymmetry in the emission of charged
particles, i.e. a preference under certain conditions to be emitted into the same or opposite hemisphere with respect to the molecular axis, occurs.

This phenomenon, termed

localization in the literature, is a result of interference, as described in section 3.4.

Sg+

[

Su+

]2

+
Sg+

[

_

=

Su+

]2

=

H+

e-

H
e-

H+
H

Figure 5.14: Scheme of the electronion localization via interference of two wave func-

tions

Σ+
g

and

Σ+
u

symmetries in the nal state.

The coherent superposition allows two

congurations which lead to a localization since the transition matrix element is related to
the square of the wave function.
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In

H2 ,

the localization is determined by the dissociation into

H+ + H

via two possible

+
pathways, the binding (1sσg ) and antibinding (1sσu ) of the H2 ion. The electrons emitted
in these processes exhibit dierent partial waves which in the case of (1sσg ) and (1sσu )
correspond to

σu

and

σg

in parallel, or

πu

and

πg

in perpendicular transitions, respectively.

Both states can either be reached in a direct, nonresonant transition or via intermediate,
resonant doublyexcited states
of the involved repulsive

Qn

Qn ,

provided an autoionization occurs during dissociation

level. Thus, the only constraint for an interference of both

paths are equal energies of the fragments in the nal state, as dierent pathways would be
distinguishable otherwise. In Figure 5.14 the interference of the binding and antibinding
states is illustrated, resulting in the localization of the electron at either one of the nuclei.
Note, that an observable corresponds to a symmetric signal, as the transition matrix element is related to the square of the wave functions. As can be seen from the PES in Figure
5.7, a direct involvement of (1sσg ) and (1sσu ) will barely lead to such an asymmetry, as the
energy is inversely distributed between the electron and the nuclear fragments. Ground
state dissociation via the (1sσg ) is connected to high energetic electrons and low KERs,
whereas direct dissociation via the repulsive (1sσu ) results in highenergetic nuclear fragments and comparably slow electrons. The situation changes, when doublyexcited states
are populated in an intermediate step, as the autoionization causes kinetic energies to be
distributed more equally.
In this study, the asymmetry is analyzed in two congurations, namely where the reconstructed molecular axis and the laser polarization axis are either parallel or perpendicular
to each other. This condition enables the distinction between two dierent origins of the
asymmetry, i.e. dierent interfering pathways.

Asymmetry in parallel transition
In parallel transitions, the 17th and 19th high harmonics, at photon energies of approx-

29.3 eV and 32.8 eV are sucient to populate the Q1 state, whereas the 21st
harmonic (36.2 eV) mainly contributes in the excitation of the Q2 level [SM98]. Both se+
ries of Qstates feature Σu symmetry and both autoionize quickly (see Figure 7.1 (c) in

imately

the appendix); however, there exists a pivotal dierence concerning the nal states. More
precisely,

Q1

only autoionizes to (1sσg ), while

there exist several pathways to (1sσg ) and

9

Q2 attains (1sσg ) as well as (1sσu ). Insofar,
(1sσu ) which in principle can all contribute

to asymmetry eects in parallel transitions . Figure 5.15 represents the correlated energy
spectrum of ions and electrons and shows the measured asymmetry value in the corresponding regions, ranging from

−0.6

and

0.6,

thus suggesting a very strong localization of the

charged fragments in certain energy sections, as compared to localizations previously observed. Red and blue areas hereby correspond to co and counterpropagating ionelectron

9

According to [SM99c], the highest contribution in the excitation of a

Qn

series is given by the lowest

dipoleallowed levels.
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pairs, respectively, whereas green marked events show no preferred direction of the particles. As can be seen in Figure 5.15 (b), this localization is particularly strong in the areas

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: Parallel transitions: Energycorrelation diagram (a) and the corresponding

asymmetry landscape (b). Left panel (a): The three diagonal lines represent autoionization
events along the doublyexcited states and direct dissociation via the (1sσu ) state. Right
panel (b):

Blue areas mark counterpropagating ionelectron pairs.

Red denotes co

propagation.

where the doublyexcited states

Q1,2

and the direct dissociation via (1sσu ) contribute to

the dissociation signal. In the lower KER region, including the groundstate dissociation,
as well as the direct ionization via (2pπu ) and (2sσg ), the eect disappears completely,
such that the following channels are identied to be relevant for the asymmetry:

XUV, direct dissociation

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

H2

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

H2

−−−→

XUV

H ∗∗ (Q1 )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

H2

−−−→

XUV

H ∗∗ (Q2 )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−

H2

−−−→

XUV

H ∗∗ (Q2 )

−−−−−−−−→

autoionization

H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

Note that some of the boundaries in Figure 5.15 (diagonal and KER

(5.8)

∼ 2 eV) also show very

strong asymmetries; however, this can be attributed to the subtraction of the electron recoil
energy from the KER a measure which is necessary, as the evaluation of the asymmetry is
referred to the molecular frame of reference. Otherwise, only the emission direction of the
electron would be related to the original orientation of the molecule, but not the momentum
of the nuclear fragments.

This would then cause articial asymmetry eects, especially

in the low KER region. Nevertheless, these features can be identied, since they appear
as perfectly parallel or diagonal structures in the energycorrelation diagram.
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(b)

(a)

Energy [eV]

Energy [eV]

E (e-)

KER

KER1

D
Internuclear distance [au]

E (e-)

Internuclear distance [au]

Figure 5.16: Parallel transitions: Illustration of two interfering paths given by (a) the

direct dissociation via (1sσu ) or (b) the involvement of the lowest dipoleallowed
excited state which autoionizes eventually. Note, KER

=

KER1

Q1 doubly

− D.

source that could provoke articial asymmetry is caused by irregularities in the detection
eciency which may happen in measurements involving threedimensional imaging, such
as in ReMis. The inuence of this additional eect has been identied and simulated and
cannot be related to the measured asymmetry, as it is connected to the laboratory frame
of reference.
In Figure 5.16, the origin of ionelectron localization is demonstrated for interfering
paths along (1sσu ) and the lowest dipoleallowed
autoionize to the (1sσg ).

Q1

state which, at a given time, will

The two pictures show the process for one specic, incident

photon energy and illustrate, how the nal energy distribution between electrons and ions
becomes identical in both pathways. This indistinguishability of kinetic energies is a crucial
requirement for interference and asymmetry to occur. For the direct dissociation channels
via (1sσg ) and (1sσu ) the corresponding ion and electron energies are easily separable,
therefore, no asymmetry eect will follow from them.
An approach to represent the asymmetry without subtracting events (N+
demonstrated in Figure 5.17 using the angle

α

− N− )

is

between coincident ions and electrons and

its dependence on the electron kinetic energy. Here, events corresponding to red and blue
colored areas in Figure 5.15 appear on opposite sides of the ordinate. The spectrum shows
the electron energy in a total kinetic energy band
12 and

α

Ekin, total = KER + Ekin (e− )

20 eV, thus representing the signicantly asymmetric events.

Note that the cosine of

is plotted, accounting for a full solid angle correction. Values around

copropagating particles, whereas as

−1

between

cos(α) = 1 denote

corresponds to events where ions and electrons

are emitted back to back. The asymmetry in this representation can be traced to energy
values up to

8 eV

which seems correct regarding the limits of the applied photon energies.

Even higher photon energies, which are not available within the present highharmonic
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Figure 5.17: The asymmetry in a dierent representation. Here, the cosine of the angle

between the internuclear axis and the corresponding electron as a function of its energy
is shown. The energy peaks show a clear

π/2

phase shift between co- (+1 and red in the

projection) and counter- (−1 and blue in the projection) propagating electrons and ions.

spectrum, would increase the range of autoionizing events and, thus, of electron kinetic
energies that interfere with the direct dissociation.
Figure 5.17 further contains two projections onto the electron energy axis  one including
the events with

cos (α) < 0

and one with

cos (α) > 0,

π.
α > 90◦ ,

showing a clear phase shift of

The red and blue curves corresponds to electron energies for angles

α <

90◦ and

respectively.
The following discussion will address the specic structure of the asymmetry within the
correlated energy map and explain the origin of the oscillation in Figure 5.15 (b), especially
with respect to three additional characteristic features that are clearly visible:
(a) The oscillations depend more on the electron energy than on the KER.
(b) The oscillations broaden with increasing electron energy.
(c) The lines of constant asymmetry are slightly tilted (to the right).
In order to understand these features, a semiclassical simulation of the dissociation along
the three PES from Figure 5.16 was performed and is shown in 5.18 (b) [Fis12]. Here, the
molecular fragments gain kinetic energy either during the dissociation along the (1sσu ) or
along the lowest dipoleallowed

Q1 ,

with subsequent autoionization to the (1sσg ). These

two possible, direct and indirect pathways shall be referred to as path 1 and path 2, respectively. In the simulation, the integration over the acquired momentum gives rise to an
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: (a) Measured asymmetry and (b) semiclassical simulation of the process.

All features of the oscillating structure are reproduced and can be referred to the curvature
and position of the relevant PES. Here, the main discrepancy is given by the amplitude of
the asymmetry values.

accumulated phase in the dissociation limit. This phase depends on the curvature of the
corresponding PES, the initial photon energy and the internuclear distance (or position
within the FranckCondon region) where the transition occurs. For the interference of both
trajectories, the following points are taken into consideration: First, interfering paths 1
and 2 are initiated by photons of identical energy. Otherwise, the corresponding events are
distinguishable (classically) and appear on dierent coordinates in the energycorrelation
map 5.15 (a). This further means that interfering trajectories result from dierent starting positions within the FranckCondon region. Second, the transitions are chosen such
that nal electron and ion energies are equal for both pathways. This requirement is fullled by adapting the autoionization time in path 2 to the resulting electron energy in
path 1; however, with this restriction, the autoionization is no longer a statistical process.
Third, the width of the FranckCondon region determines the triangular shaped area in
the energycorrelation diagram where localization is expected.
The result of the simulation is presented in Figure 5.15 (b) and the comparison to the
measured asymmetry in (a) shows an excellent agreement.

Here, the oscillation in the

asymmetry can be explained by the phase dierence in path 1 and 2 for all (allowed)
combinations of photon, electron and ion energies. The shape of the structure including
width, tilt and broadening for higher electron energies can be reproduced and suggests
that the position and curvature of the relevant PES are the crucial parameters. A future
step in the evaluation would be to describe the amplitudes of the asymmetry and, thus, to
determine correct expressions for the coecients

c1

and

c2

in equation (3.38), section 3.4.
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Asymmetry in perpendicular transitions
In perpendicular transitions, where the polarization and the molecular axis are oriented
close to an angle of 90

◦ with respect to each other, several asymmetry scenarios are possi-

ble. Not all of these asymmetries reveal localization structures as those described earlier,
instead they can feature energy spectra with an oscillating amplitude [Mar+07]. A few of
these phenomena have been observed experimentally with monochromatized linear polarized synchrotron light in combination with a reaction microscope and were investigated
theoretically [Mar+07]; however, the description has not included the correlation between
ion and electron energies.

(a)

Figure 5.19: Perpendicular transitions:

(b)

Energycorrelation diagram (a) and the cor-

responding asymmetry landscape (b) where blue areas mark counterpropagating ion
electron pairs and red denotes copropagation. The asymmetry is not clear at rst view;
however, some areas feature an enhanced localization.

In Figure 5.19 the energycorrelation diagram is shown together with the corresponding
measured asymmetry. There are a few dierences with respect to the parallel transitions
which should be mentioned: First, the diagonal lines in Figure 5.19 (a), which represent
the autoionization of the doublyexcited states, are less pronounced and cover dierent
photon energy ranges. These can be ascribed mostly to the 19th and 21st highharmonic

Q2 1 (Πu ) states. Second, many events can be assigned to the direct
1
10 and they
dissociation via the (1sσu ), (2pπu ), (2sσg ) and late autoionizing Q1 ( Πu ) states
photons which populate

form an intense and blurred structure in the highKER and low electronenergy region.
Third, the asymmetry prole in 5.19 (b) does not reveal oscillating structures as in the
parallel event selection. Nevertheless, there exist areas in the energycorrelation diagram
where a considerable amount of localization is observed, and which can be explained by a

10

Q1 (1 Πu ) states feature large autoionization times (∼ 100 fs) at internuclear distances close to the Franck
Condon region (see Figure 7.1 (d) in the appendix).
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simple model with autoionizing

≈ 10 eV

and

Ekin

(e− )

≈ 7 eV

Q2

states as proposed in [Mar+07]. In particular for KER

an enhanced red structure is recorded.

Figure 5.20: A dierent perspective on the asymmetry, shown by the cosine of the angle

between ion and electron in the molecular frame of reference. The projections denote co(+1 and red) and counter- (−1 and blue) propagating electrons and ions. An enhanced
structure is visible at

7 eV.

A better visualization of this feature can be achieved by specically selecting events
where the total kinetic energy corresponds to transitions induced by photons of the 19th
and 21st harmonic lines.

For these photon energies, doubly excited

Q2

states with

Πu

symmetry are eectively populated. The event selection can be rearranged by plotting the
electron energy against the cosine of the angle between the emitted ions and electrons.
The results are shown in Figure 5.20 and demonstrate a strong signal in the upper half
at approximately

7 eV.

In this representation, events which are close to

include ions and electrons that are emitted into the same direction, whereas

cos (α) ≈ 1
cos (α) ≈ −1

corresponds to counterpropagating particles. The stronger signal of copropagating ion

7 eV is also obvious in
(cos (α) < 0 and cos (α) > 0).

electron pairs at

a comparison between the projections of both

halves

Surprisingly, the projection of both sides does

not show any further deviation in the signal amplitude and, accordingly, no asymmetry
towards counterpropagating ionelectron pairs.
At this point, it is necessary to explain the underlying process that leads to an asymmetry in the recorded energy range.

In [FM09] it is suggested that the interference of

two dissociative ionization trajectories, arising from the same doubly excited state, are
responsible for such a structure. These mechanism are visualized in Figure 5.21, together
with the expected energy ranges of the fragments.

Both pathways result from dipole
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(b)

(a)

KER1
Energy [eV]

Energy [eV]

KER1

E (e-)

E (e-)

KER2
D
Internuclear distance [au]

Internuclear distance [au]
Figure 5.21: Perpendicular transitions:

leading to asymmetry, via autoionizing
to the (1sσg ) or the (1sσu ) PES of

allowed transitions to

Q2

Q2

H2+ ,

The contribution of two interfering pathways
states. (a) and (b) represent the autoionization

respectively [SM99a].

states which autoionize comparatively slow to either the (1sσg )

state in (a) or the (1sσu ) level in (b) of

KER = KER1 + KER2 ,

H2+ .

Note, that the KER in (a) is calculated as

whereas in (b) its

KER = KER1 − D.

Depending on the

autoionization time, the fragments can gain dierent amounts of energy and, in the case of
a fast autoionization, the energy distribution along both paths is rather dierent, almost
as much as in the direct population of the

H2+

states. Only for late autoionizing events,

the energies for electrons and ions are distributed equally in both trajectories which nally
results in a sharp localizationeect at approximately

7 eV

for the electron energy.

It must be emphasized that the semiclassical view of the dierent dissociation pathways,
based on the trajectories on the respective PES, is insucient to completely explain the
asymmetry [Mar+07]. In a full quantum mechanical treatment, the inclusion of all

Q2

states leads to broad ionic and electronic energy distributions via both channels. Thus,
the energy region where localization is expected to occur becomes comparably broad, and a
second glance at the asymmetry diagram in Figure 5.19 (b) on the enhanced red structure
at KER

≈ 10 eV

and

Ekin (e− ) ≈ 7 eV

conrms this conclusion.

In order to identify and approve the proposed pathways, it is necessary to analyze
the electron angular distributions from those events where the asymmetry is observed

−)

10.5 ± 1 eV). The corresponding twodimensional MFPAD projections onto the (x, y), (x, z) and (y, z) are shown in Figure 5.22. Here, the three
diagrams reveal a superposition of two partial waves, mainly πg and less evident πu . πg
is easily identied by the twolobe structure in the (x, y) and (y, z) planes and the buttery shape in (x, z) (compare with Figure 3.5 in the theoretical discussion on electron
angular distributions, section 3.2.2). In contrast, the existence of a πu partial wave is only
indicated by a deformation of the angular distributions. In the (x, y) plane, for instance,
(Ekin (e
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and KER =
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x

x
y

y
z

z

Figure 5.22: Twodimensional representations of the MFPADs for KER

Ekin

(e− )

≈ 7 eV.

The patterns can be attributed to a

πg

and

πu

≈ 10 eV

and

partial waves.

the twolobe structure resembles an ellipsoidal shape and the buttery structure in the

(x, z)

plane is less pronounced in comparison to Figure 5.12. With these considerations, it

is possible to identify the relevant localization channels:

autoionization, slow

H2

−−−→

XUV

H ∗∗ (Q2 )

−−−−−−−−−−−−→

H2

−−−→

XUV

H ∗∗ (Q2 )

−−−−−−−−−−−−→

autoionization, slow

H2+ (1sσg ) + e−
H2+ (1sσu ) + e−

(5.9)

Note, all three MFPADs in Figure 5.22 exhibit an asymmetric distribution. In the

x

direction this asymmetry corresponds to the discussed localizationeect whereas along
the

z axis,

the asymmetry is related to dierences in the detection eciency.

5.3 Doublyexcited states dynamics explored by an XUVIR
pumpprobe scheme
Timedependent studies on the photoninduced autoionization and neutral dissociation
dynamics of hydrogen molecules have been performed in the last decade, investigating for
example the single pulse response of the dissociation yield with varying XUV pulse durations [SBM06]. Hereby it became apparent that dierent subfemtosecond pulse durations
lead to an extremely diverse set of possible energies of the emitted particles.
In [GC+12] it was shown that in experiments with singleXUV photons it is not possible to coherently control dierent reaction pathways in the molecules, even by changing
parameters such as the pulse duration, the phase or the polarization. Even if a variation
of the ionization probabilities with the pulse length is observed, according to the authors
of this study, its origin can be related to the spectral properties of short laser pulses instead of their duration. Therefore, the only possible means to access and investigate the
autoionization dynamics in doublyexcited states with single photons, as well as reaching
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the goal of coherent control of chemical reactions, is the application of pumpprobe type
laser setups, including one pulse at high photon energies.
A benchmark experiment in this context has been performed by Sansone et al. [San+10;
San+12], reporting a localization of the electronic charge distribution in the molecular
frame, being dependent on the timedelay between XUV and IR pulses. The measurement
has been conducted with single attosecond pulses in a very small delay range of

(a)

∼ 20 fs.

(b)

Events: 650 - 800
Error: 25 - 28

Events: 500 - 750
Error: 22 - 27

Figure 5.23: Number of events versus XUVIR delay for parallel (a) and perpendicular

transitions (b). In both cases, events from the region of interest are selected from the correlated energy spectrum. The counts are normalized to the maximum peak. Negative and
positive delay values correspond to early and late IR pulses, respectively. The maximum
errorbar size is shown for completeness.

In the work presented here, the delay range covered

65 fs

around the temporal overlap

11 . The experiment contains all previously discussed processes, such

region of the pulses

as groundstate dissociation, the observation of the vibrational wavepacket dynamics as
well as the single XUVphoton induced population of doublyexcited states of
repulsive states of

H2

and

H2+ .

The XUVIR delaydependent measurement on the population of doublyexcited states
is shown for parallel and perpendicular transitions in Figure 5.23. Note, since the nuclear
wavepacket dynamics features a strong delay dependency, it is necessary to consider only
events with a KER above

3 eV.

This condition is applied to Figure 5.23, allowing to resolve

the principal temporal features for both transitions: In parallel transitions, the dynamics
appears largely conned symmetrically within the temporal overlap region, if the existence
of preIRpulses is considered, as discussed in section 5.1.2. These preIRpulses are of
lower intensity (< 20 % of the main pulse); however, their inuence is visible as an enhanced
signal between

−30

to

−10 fs.

For the perpendicular transitions, the delay dependence resembles a linear increase with

11

The corresponding delay measurement is shown in the lowest diagram of the wavepacket dynamics in
Figure 5.3 in section 5.1.2.
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an enhancement near the temporal overlap region at

0 fs.

The features in both transition

types can be explained by the corresponding doublyexcited states and their properties,
including symmetry and autoionization times. This will be elucidated in the following two
sections.

5.3.1 Parallel transitions in an XUVIR pumpprobe scheme
In a recent theoretical work by Silva et al. [SRM12], APTs together with short IR pulses
were considered to induce dynamical changes in the population of doublyexcited states in
a

5 fs delayrange within the overlap region of the pulses.

Several interesting ndings, such

as the appearance of sideband structures in dierent energy areas were reported, and can be
veried with the present data set. The calculations show that in a twocolor pumpprobe
conguration, with parallel polarized laser beams, the main contribution to sidebands is
expected in the low kinetic energy region of the ions, where the groundstate dissociation
takes place.

The total kinetic energy spectra in Figure 5.24, for events inside and out-

(b)

Counts normalized

Events: 0 – 380
Error: 0 – 20
Events: 0 – 330
Error: 0 – 18

Counts normalized

(a)

Events: 0 – 540
Error: 0 – 23
Events: 0 – 580
Error: 0 – 24

Ekin, total [eV]

Ekin, total [eV]

Figure 5.24: Parallel transitions: Total kinetic energy for the low and high KER regions,

5 fs

inside (red) and outside (blue) of the pulseoverlap range and the dierence of both

signals (green). Small sidebands peaks, denoted by red arrows, between the main XUV
ionization lines are visible in (a) the groundstate dissociation range (KER
well as in (b) the doublyexcited states (KER

= 0 − 3 eV)

as

= 3 − 20 eV).

side of the overlap interval of the pulses, indicate an enhanced signal between the main
ionization peaks of the HHGXUV photons, suggesting a sidebandoscillation process similar to those measured and theoretically described with raregas atoms [Pau+01; VTM96;
Mai+03]. This processes can be described as follows: The absorption of singleXUV photons and of two photons (XUV

+ IR) from the temporally and spacially overlapping APTs

and the IR eld leads to main ionization peaks and sidebands, respectively.
are energetically separated by

ω0

All peaks

as the energy spacing of the high harmonics is

2ω0 ,

as

indicated in Figure 5.26. Note, for each sideband there are two indistinguishable contributions, where one comes from the absorption of an IR-photon together with a primary
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XUV harmonic transition, and the other corresponds to the emission of an IRphoton from
the consecutive primary XUVharmonic transition.

Provided that the individual pulses

within the APTs are short, i.e. the intra-harmonic dispersion is small enough, the observed
sideband intensity as well as the main ionization peaks show a periodic modulation with a

T
period equal to the halfcycle period of the fundamental laser pulse ( 0
2

=

π
ω0 ), when the

XUV-IR delay is varied [Spe+10].
Figure 5.24 (a) and (b) represent the corresponding results for energy regions corresponding to the groundstate dissociation and autoionization of doublyexcited states,
respectively.

The IRinduced additional counts between harmonic lines appear in the

delayrange, where the temporal overlap is expected; however, the preIRpulses that
have been discussed in the previous section 5.1.2, also form sidebands for small negative
delays. Together with the fact that a longterm stability of the XUVIR interferometer is
not achievable in this setup, especially not for the corresponding long delay interval, it is
impossible to resolve oscillations on a subcycle basis.
Nevertheless, the measurement provides the possibility to detect dynamic features in the
doublyexcited states, that are encountered in [SRM12]. The comparison of the energy
correlation diagram for two dierent sections each of

5 fs

duration  one where sidebands

in the doublyexcited states are expected (Figure 5.25 (a)) and another one where these
structures should not appear (Figure 5.25 (b))  reveals dierences that conrm the theory.
The diagonal lines in both spectra correspond to autoionizing doublyexcited states. In the
areas in between two of these lines, events can be attributed to the simultaneous absorption
of an XUV and an IR photon. The overlap region in Figure 5.25 (a) thus features a clear
indication for sidebands. In addition, Figure 5.25 (c) represents the subtraction of the two

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.25: Parallel transitions: Correlated energy diagram for delay ranges of

5 fs

(a)

inside and (b) outside of the pulseoverlap area as well as an (c) subtracted plot of both.
In the overlap region, the diagonal lines appear washed out suggesting the existence of
sideband structures.

previous plots, revealing a redistribution of events along the sidebands via the absorption
or emission of an IR photon.
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This is encountered in yellow/red diagonal lines which
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correspond to signals of sidebands in the overlap region.
According to Silva et.

al [SRM12], the additional sideband peaks follow from a di-

rect population of doubly excited

Q1

absorption, as shown in Figure 5.26.

states of

1 Σ+ symmetry via a twophoton XUVIR
g

This interpretation does not exclude a sideband

generation process with intermediate states which in the case of

H2∗∗

correspond to the

1 +
singleXUV photon induced transitions to the Q1 Σu levels; however, the probability for
this is low, as two sequential resonant transitions are necessary. In summary, this means
that the blue and red diagonal lines in Figure 5.25 (c) are related to the autoionization of

1 Σ+ and 1 Σ+ states, respectively. Note, both doubly excited state series, the Q 1 Σ+ and
1
u
u
g
1
+
Q1 Σg , exhibit similar autoionization times which are in the range of a few femtoseconds
(see Figure 7.1 (a1 ) and (a2 ) in the appendix). This is also conrmed by the similarity of
the energy distribution between ions and electrons in the sidebands and the main lines, as
the red and blue lines in the energycorrelation map in Figure 5.25 (c) show comparable
lengths.

Ekin total (H + H+ + e-)
H2** Q1 (1Sg+)

IR
2w0

H2** Q1 (1Su+)
H2** Q1 (1Sg+)
H2** Q1 (1Su+)

XUV

H2** Q1 (1Sg+)
H2** Q1 (1Su+)
H2** Q1 (1Sg+)

Ip + Id

Figure 5.26: Generation of sidebands by twophoton XUVIR absorption, visible in the

H2∗∗ Q1 states with (1 Σ+
g ) symmetry are populated,
1
+
in contrast to ( Σu ) states in singleXUV photon transitions.
total kinetic energy spectrum. Here,

It is important to mention that the small sideband signal is only obtained within the

0 ± 10 fs,
short sub10 fs

XUVIR overlap region, between

see Figure 5.23 (a).

More insight into the

dynamics therefore requires a

scan, as well as an improved interferometric

stability, during the experiment. This will be subject to future investigations.

5.3.2 Perpendicular transitions in an XUVIR pumpprobe scheme
The delay dependence in parallel and perpendicular transitions can be attributed to dierent processes, a fact that is already illustrated by comparing the delay plots in Figure 5.23
(a) and (b). Another indication for this dierence is given by the lack of sideband signals
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in the perpendicular case, as shown in the total kinetic energy spectra in Figure 5.27.
This applies to both, the low and highKER region which are related to the groundstate

(b)

Counts normalized

Events: 0 – 130
Error: 0 – 11
Events: 0 – 110
Error: 0 – 10

Counts normalized

(a)

Events: 0 – 1840
Error: 0 – 43
Events: 0 – 1780
Error: 0 – 42

Ekin, total [eV]

Ekin, total [eV]

Figure 5.27: Perpendicular transitions: Total kinetic energy for the low and high KER

regions,

5 fs

inside (red) and outside (blue) of the pulseoverlap range and the dierence

of both signals (green). Sideband peaks between the main XUV ionization lines are not
visible neither in (a) the groundstate dissociation range (KER
doublyexcited states (KER

= 0 − 3 eV)

nor in (b) the

= 3 − 20 eV).

dissociation in (a) and the autoionization of doublyexcited states in (b). However, as the
contribution of sidebands in general is rather low, it is not appropriate to consider both
total kinetic energy curves as evidence for a nonexisting sideband generating process in
perpendicular transitions. In particular, Figure 5.27 (b) features comparably broad peaks,
such that small sidebandlike structures could be covered.
A more signicant indication for temporal dynamics is visible in the correlated energy
spectra for dierent delay intervals. In Figure 5.28 (a) and (b) which represent the overlap
and nonoverlapping region of the pulses, respectively, a visible dierence in the yield
appears at low kinetic energies of the electrons and values for the KER of approximately

10 eV.

This region corresponds to directly ionized and dissociating hydrogen molecules

via the (1sσu ), (2pπu ) and (2sσg ) states, and in addition, to late autoionizing events
from doubly excited

Q1 (1 Πu )

states.

However, the aforementioned arguments referred

to processes that involve only single XUV photons.

In order to verify if further energy

regions are relevant concerning XUVIR temporal dynamics, it is important to generate a
subtraction diagram, as shown in Figure 5.28 (c). It can be inferred that IR pulses mostly
transfer

Q1

doubly excited hydrogen molecules nonresonantly to the (1sσu ) where they

dissociate and emit electrons of low energy.
It is clear, the

Q1

states are not sucient to describe the enhanced population in the

alleged (1sσu ) region, as their minimum resulting KER
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whereas the signal

= 6 eV. A similar process can be found in the
Q2 states which are promoted by an IR pulse to the dissociating

covers values down to approximately KER
XUVinduced excitation of

= 10.5 eV,

5.3 Doublyexcited states dynamics explored by an XUVIR pumpprobe scheme
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.28: Perpendicular transitions: Correlated energy diagram for delay ranges of

5 fs

(a) inside and (b) outside of the pulseoverlap area as well as (c) a subtracted plot of

both.

(2pπu ) state.

The dissociation limit of the corresponding PES is

10.2 eV

higher than

the (1sσu ) PES which results in lower kinetic energies of the ions and neutral atoms.
Such events are expected between

4 − 12 eV,

thus covering the lower part of the delay

dependent region in the energy spectrum. In the highenergetic fraction of the structure
(KER

∼ 15 eV),

the decreasing iondetector acceptance reduces the amount of recorded

events, so that the full dynamic range is possibly not visible. In summary, it is possible to
extract the twocolor pumpprobe relevant channels for perpendicular transitions which
are listed in Table 5.2.
State transition

Energy range of

Qn

states

Total energy

Q1 (1 Πu )

−−→

IR

H2+ (1sσu )

28.5 − 37 eV

10.5 − 19 eV

Q2 (1 Πu )

−−→

IR

H2+ (2pπu )

32 − 40 eV

4 − 12 eV

Q2 (1 Πu )

−−→

IR

H2+ (2sσg )

33 − 41 eV

5 − 13 eV

Table 5.2: Overview of the energy range of

Qn (1 Πu )

states in possible perpendicular

transitions, involving an infrared photon (IR). The expected total kinetic energy of the
three particles (H

+,

H

and

e− )

is also presented, in order to provide comparison with the

correlated energy spectrum.

5.3.3 Discussion and outlook
The XUVIR delaydependent measurements on the population of doublyexcited states
have revealed interesting features, such as sideband oscillations in parallel transitions and
the depletion of doublyexcited states in perpendicular transitions.

Q1 (1 Πu )

In particular, for

states this setup allows one to study the dependence of the autoionization time
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from the internuclear distance of the molecule. These states feature very long autoionization times of approximately

100 fs in the FranckCondon region of the H2 , as illustrated in
Q1 (1 Πu ) states with short XUV pulses, the repulsion of

Figure 7.1 (d). After populating

the nuclear fragments leads to larger internuclear distances and the autoionization times
decrease to values of a few femtosecond.

This property can be studied by probing the

doubly excited molecules with short IR pulses in the positive delay range. To date, such
information has been obtained only indirectly by spectroscopic methods, investigating the
uorescence light emission of doubly excited, (neutral and autoionizing) dissociating

H2

molecules [GM+10].
Nevertheless, the experimental conditions have to be improved in order to increase the
cross section for IRprobing of doublyexcited states as in all spectra the dominant signal
is connected to single XUVphoton absorption and only a few events can be related with
high probability to XUV

+

IR absorption.

The following discussion will address a few technical diculties. In general, the eect
of a delayed IR pulse on the decaydynamics of the doublyexcited states is very dicult
to measure and, in comparison to the previously discussed wavepacket dynamics, the
corresponding signal is much lower.

The relatively strong IR dependence of the wave

packet dynamics can be explained by the fact that

98 %

of all events result in bound,

+
but vibrationally excited H2 molecules, of which some are forced to dissociation by an
absorbed IR photon via bondsoftening [Buc+90; GS+95]. These events then provide a
considerable additional signal to the XUV induced fragmentation alone, thus suggesting
a strong IR coupling and a good spatial overlap in the reaction volume of the hydrogen
target. Measuring an XUVIR delay dependence in the energy region of doublyexcited
states is less probable and only small signatures have been observed.
Another technical issue that has been already discussed in section 5.1.2 is the contribution of an infrared prepulse in the KER versus delay spectrum, a circumstance that has to
be considered for any delaydependent analysis. The inuence of the additional substructure only provided a small background signal in the nuclear wavepacket dynamics which
did not compromise the results. This could be veried in a simulation with two overlaid
datasets with the same amount of spectral components.
A third consideration concerning the timedependent measurement arises from the fairly
long delay range of

65 fs

which has been necessary in order to exploit the dynamics in per-

pendicular transitions; however, this reduces the statistics within the overlap region. Furthermore, subcycle structures are washed out, as it is impossible to maintain a longterm
interferometric stability in the highharmonic generation chamber until delaydependent
structures become visible. In a short delay range around the overlap region, for example

10 fs,

it is often possible to compensate small interferometric drifts by means of a post

analysis [Rie12].
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In this work, experiments on one (XUV) and twophoton (XUV

+

IR) induced dissocia-

tive ionization of molecular hydrogen have been analyzed and the results include various
interesting processes and phenomena. It was possible to observe these eects with a high
degree of distinguishability using the technique of coincident threedimensional momentum spectroscopy with a reaction microscope. The measurements have been carried out
with ultrashort, XUVattosecond pulse trains and femtosecond IR pulses. Both, the laser
system and the reaction microscope were implemented in a tabletop setup at the Max
Planckinstitute for nuclear physics in Heidelberg.
The experimental results were classied in four dierent processes, depending on the
light sources (XUV or XUV

+

IR), the energy range of the detected ions and electrons

as well as the corresponding angular distributions which are strictly connected to specic
states and pathways. In addition, it was possible to reconstruct the original orientation of
each molecule with respect to the polarization direction of the laser and, thus, to dierentiate between dierent geometrical congurations. Following these considerations, the
measurements were categorized into four subjects, all presented in chapter 5:

•

XUV

•

XUV

•

XUV

•

XUV

→
+

Groundstate dissociation, section 5.1.1.

→

IR

→
+

Wavepacket dynamics, section 5.1.2.

Doublyexcited states and asymmetry phenomena, section 5.2.

→

IR

Temporal dynamics of doublyexcited states, section 5.3.

The dominant process in the interaction of

H2

molecules with XUV photons from the

HHGlight source is the single ionization which leads to bound and vibrationally excited

H2+

ions in the

(1sσg )

electronic state.

A few (2%) of these molecules are excited to

vibrational continuum states (above the threshold of
energetic

H

18.1 eV)

and fragmentize into low

+ ions, an eect referred to as groundstate dissociation.
atoms and H

By means of a twocolor XUVIR delaydependent measurement it was possible to
analyze the bound

H2+

molecules further. Initially, the absorption of an XUV photon from

an attosecond pulse train leads to an instantaneous and coherent excitation of vibrational
levels which overlap and form a nuclear wave packet.
within the boundaries of the binding

(1sσg )

The motion of this wave packet

potential could be investigated by irradiating

the molecule with short, delayed IR pulses. Thereby, the crucial point was that the yield
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of IRinduced dissociation into
within the potential.

H + H+

depended on the localization of the wavepacket

This nally led to the observation of an oscillation of the nuclear

wave packet as well as a de and rephasing as a function of the XUVIR delay.
measurement covering a delay range of

1200 fs,

the analysis of the wavepacket dynamics

revealed two characteristic time scales, a classical oscillation time of
a revival time

Trev = 305 ± 5 fs.

In a

Tcl = 26.1 ± 1 fs

and

Both values were in excellent agreement with a simulation

where the superposition of beating vibrational levels was considered.
The particularly broad spectral prole of the HHGXUV light was used to resonantly
populate repulsive, doublyexcited

H2

states of the

Q1

and

Q2

series. Energetically, these

states lie above the ionization threshold which gives rise to an autoionization process
where one electron is emitted and the other is transferred to a lower electronic state in

H2+ .

Doublyexcited states play an important role in the dissociative ionization of

H2

as

intermediate transition states since the autoionization happens on the same time scale as
the repulsion of the nuclei. Here, it could be shown that this fast autoionization of the
doublyexcited states induced an oscillating asymmetry in the emission direction of correlated free and bound electrons. However, since the bound electron is conned in the neutral

H

atom, it cannot be measured with the reaction microscope and only the coincident detec-

tion of charged

H+

and

e−

reveals the asymmetry. This form of ionelectron localization

was studied for parallel and perpendicular transitions, allowing to distinguish between
dierent origins of the asymmetry. In the rst case, where the molecular and the light
polarization axes were parallel with respect to each other, the asymmetry corresponded

(1sσu ) state and an indirect tra+
jectory which includes the population of Q1 (Σu ) series, autoionizing to the (1sσg ) level.
to an interference of a direct ionization pathway via the

A semiclassical simulation of the XUV photoninduced dissociative ionization in parallel
transitions perfectly reproduced the asymmetry prole in the correlated ionelectron energy spectrum. For the perpendicular case, the localization was obtained from interfering
pathways, both resulting from a doublyexcited

Q2 (Πu )

state. Here, the asymmetry was

expected and consequently only measured for electrons with a kinetic energy of
as the autoionization to either the

(1sσg )

or

(1sσu )

∼ 7 eV

states led to identical energies of the

particles. In summary, all of these channels were identied by the energy distribution of
coincident charged particles and, in addition, by the angular distributions of the emitted
electrons which can be considered as a ngerprint of involved electron transitions.
The last section of the experimental results reported on the probing of doublyexcited
states with delayed IR pulses. Even though the measured eects were small they allowed
several important conclusions to be drawn.
coupled populated

Q1

In parallel transitions, for instance, the IR

+
(Σ+
u ) symmetry with Q1 (Σg ) states which are not acces+
singleXUV photon absorption. The Q1 (Σg ) states autoionized

levels with

sible in a dipoleallowed

fast due to their short lifetime and provided additional peaks, socalled sidebands, in the
total kinetic energy spectrum of the charged fragments. To the authors' knowledge, this
direct observation of the autoionization of
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Q1 (Σ+
g)

states has been achieved for the rst

time. A dierent IRdelay dependence was measured for perpendicular transitions. Here,
longliving

Q1 (Πu ) states were populated by single XUV photons; however, as they feature

a long lifetime, a considerable contribution led to neutral dissociation. An additional IR
eld nonresonantly ionized these molecules by promoting them onto the

(1sσu ) level, thus

generating nuclei with a high KER and lowenergetic electrons.
The conducted experiments on the double excitation of

H2

molecules revealed interest-

ing processes not only for the single XUVphoton absorption but also for XUVIR delay
dependent studies. Nevertheless, it should be the aim in future experiments on molecular
hydrogen, to improve a few technical and operational aspects in the setup. Some suggestions shall be given in this summary, starting with some experimental ideas:

•

Here, the wavepacket dynamics was observed in a

1200 fs delay range.

An option to

extend the resolution towards rotational states could be established by increasing the
delay range to the maximum possible traverse path of

3 mm,

corresponding to

10 ps.

In such a measurement it would be possible to visualize rovibrational dynamics from
the nuclearwave packet time evolution. Of course, these settings are accompanied
by extremely long recording times, but the laser system is capable of generating a
stable highharmonic yield for more than 150 hours.

•

The implemented measurements on doublyexcited states revealed fast dynamics for
parallel transitions which occur during the temporal overlap region of the pulses.
Therefore, a smaller delay range should be chosen in order to resolve temporal oscillations of the sideband structures in the corresponding energy range, as expected in
[SRM12]. Accordingly, the delay range has to be reduced to approximately

•

5 − 10 fs.

The same measurement can be analyzed in view of IRinduced asymmetry eects
as they are observed in [San+12]; however, the results can be extended to the full
energy range of correlated ions and electrons and distinguished for dierent molecular
orientations.

•

In contrast, the pulse delay settings for perpendicular transitions have to be much
larger, as the autoionization via

Q1

doublyexcited states with

Πu

symmetry exhibit

long autoionization times. In order to probe and observe this, it is recommended to
choose a delay range of at least

•

150 fs.

Rest gas, in particular water molecules that are photofragmentized into

OH +

and

single protons produce a considerable background signal on top of the interesting
events, especially for the perpendicular case. A convenient avoiding could be established by the application of a

D2

gas jet in the reaction microscope.

order to study timedependent autoionization in parallel transitions,

However, in

H2

represents

a more rational target, as the core movement during fragmentation is much faster
at comparable autoionization times. As a consequence, the autoionizing events are
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rather distinguishable from direct dissociation by the kinetic energy of the ions. In
summary,

H2

is should be the target for studies of parallel transitions, whereas

D2

is considerable for perpendicular transitions.
In addition to the experimental ideas on XUVpump IRprobe measurements on molecular hydrogen there are other possibilities to exploit the advantages of the laser and detection
system, involving high photon energies, short pulse durations, high degree of coherence and
fully dierential spectra. These include a decay study of doublyexcited states in homo
and heteronuclear molecules [Luc+12] as well as pumppumpprobe schemes with one
XUV and two IRpulses [NTM12].
Any experimental setup features some limitations and problems which also applies to the
present setup and in particular to the HHG beamline. Regarding the discussed experiments
and the quality of the results, there are several conceptions for technical modications in
order to improve the current settings and to enable more insight into the dynamics of
doublyexcited states in

H2

as well as into electronelectron correlations in other gaseous

species.
For example, the spatial overlap of the XUV and IR laser has not been optimal, even if
the delaydependent results on the wavepacket dynamics suggested the contrary. As the
XUVlight generation and focusing are dicult tasks, it is reasonable for future experiments to revise the IR beam in focal size and position within the reaction volume.
Moreover, measurements with this setup usually proceed for several tens of hours, since
they are based on an eventbyevent recording with a detection rate of approximately

1500 Hz.

Over such long measuring times it is dicult to maintain the interferometric

stability in terms of subcycle resolution. Besides a rather dicult implementation of an
additional, copropagating HeNe laser beam, providing an interferometric reference signal, there are two other options to overcome these obstacles. A simple solution would be
given in agreement to an improved XUVIR overlap in the reaction volume.
simultaneous detection of

2%

H + and

98 %

Then, the

H2+ ions could reveal sideband oscillations

+
in H2 within the temporal overlap region. A temporal drift of such oscillating signals in
+
H2 can be compensated in a post analysis, and applied to the H + events, revealing all
delay dependences in doublyexcited states for parallel transitions. Recently, the necessary
sideband oscillations in

H2+

and

D2+

molecules were presented in [Kel+11] and there exist

examples for other molecular species, such as for

N2

in [Hae+09] and

O2

(not yet published

[Lei11]). Another possibility would be to check the interferometric stability throughout the
measurement by periodically performing IRIR autocorrelations in the reaction microscope
for one traverse path. During that time, the XUV pulses have to be blocked, whereas the
blocking of the XUVgenerating IR beam has to be abrogated. The required implementation is not dicult as the aluminum lter has to be replaced with a antireex coated,

2 µm pellicle, which simply spoken has the opposite ltering properties.

Such an operation

has to be automized in order to be applicable for long measurement times.
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Atomic units
In atomic physics literature it is common to express dimensions in atomic units. Referring
to typical scales in the hydrogen molecule they are dened by setting 4 fundamental constants to unity. These are the electron mass
Planck constant

~

me ,

the elementary charge

e

as well as the

1/(4π0 ). The speed of light however
1/α = 137. The following table [7.1] rep-

and the Coulomb force constant

is not equal to one but instead transforms into

resents some basic dimensions in atomic units together with the corresponding quantity in
the metric SI system and gives associated expressions.

Dimension

Symbol

1 au

Charge

Q

1 au = 1.6022 · 10−19 C

Elementary charge

Mass

m

1 au = 9.1095 · 10−31 kg

e−

Metric SI equivalent

10−18

Information and expressions

mass

me

Time

t

1 au = 24.189 ·

Length

r

1 au = 5.2918 · 10−11 m

e−

Velocity

v

1 au = 2.1877 · 10−6 m/s

αc

Energy

E

1 au = 4.3597 · 10−18 J

Hartree energy

s

10−24 kg m/s

e

~/EH

√

ground state Bohrradius

a0

(EH = 27.211 eV)

Momentum

p

1 au = 1.9929 ·

Ang. mom.

L

1 au = 1.0546 · 10−34 Js

Reduced Planck constant

Elec. eld

E

1 au = 5.1421 · 1011 V/m

EH /(ea0 )

Intensity

I

1 au = 6.4364 · 1015 W/cm2

2 /(~a2 )
EH
0

EH me

Table 7.1: Atomic units related to their metric SI values.

~

In the right column some

common expression are given to calculate the quantities.
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State notation in H2 and H2+
H2 and H2+ are listed. These comprise the
+
H2 and H2 ground states, as well as several singlyexcited and doublyexcited states. The
In Table 7.2 several relevant molecular states of

notation is given for single electrons and the complete molecular orbitals. Note, all listed
states except of the ground states of
into specied fragments.

H2

and

H2+

are not stable and lead to a dissociation

For doubly excited states the probability that autoionization

occurs is high; nevertheless, only neutral fragments are listed here.

Molecule

Molecular states

e−

H2

X 1 Σ+
g

1sσg , 1sσg

1 Σ+ (1)
u

1sσu , 2sσg

H(1sσ) + H ∗ (2pσ)

1Π

u (1)

1sσu , 3dπg

H(1sσ) + H ∗ (2pπ)

1 Σ+ (2)
u

1sσu , 3sσg

H(1sσ) + H ∗ (2sσ)

1 Σ+ (3)
u

1sσu , 4sσg

H(1sσ) + H ∗ (3sσ)

1 Σ+ (4)
u

1sσu , 4dσg

H(1sσ) + H ∗ (3sσ)

1Π

u (1)

2pπu , 2sσg

H ∗ (2pπ) + H ∗ (2sσ)

1Π

u (2)

2pπu , 3sσg

H ∗ (2pπ) + H ∗ (2pσ)

1Π

u (3)

2pπu , 3dσg

H ∗ (2pπ) + H ∗ (3lσ)

1Π

u (4)

2pπu , 4sσg

H ∗ (2pπ) + H ∗ (3lσ)

1Π

u (5)

2pπu , 4dσg

H ∗ (2pπ) + H ∗ (3lσ)

H2∗∗ Q1

H2∗∗ Q2

H2+

states

Dissociation product

2 Σ+
g

1sσg

2 Σ+
u

1sσu (= 2pσu )

H(1sσ) + H +

2Π

u

2pπu

H ∗ (2pπ) + H +

2Π

u

2sσg

H ∗ (2sσ) + H +

2Π

u

3dσg

H ∗ (3dσ) + H +

Table 7.2: Molecular and electronic representation of experimental relevant states. Note

that dissociation channels after autionization of
doublyexcited states
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Qn>2

are not listed.

H2∗∗

are not shown. Furthermore, higher

Dipoleallowed transitions in H2 and H2+
In Table 7.3, possible boundbound singlephoton transitions between two states of dierent symmetries are listed. In particular the rst line represents possible transitions form
the ground state of

H2

to doubly excited

Q1

and

Q2

states. Note, such considerations are

also important for singleIR photon transitions between two
(1sσu ).

Pk

and

P⊥

H2+

levels, such as (1sσg ) and

denote parallel and perpendicular transitions, respectively.

Σ+
g

Σ+
g

Σ−
g

Σ+
u

Σ−
u

Πg

Πu





Pk





P⊥





Pk



P⊥





P⊥





P⊥





Pk

Σ−
g
Σ+
u
Σ−
u
Πg
Πu



Table 7.3: Possible single photoninduced parallel and perpendicular transitions are listed.

Dipoleforbidden transition are not indicated.

Table 7.4 illustrates a few simple calculation rules for molecular symmetries which must
be considered for dipoleallowed transitions.

Λ⊗Λ

g, u ⊗ g, u

+, − ⊗ +, −

Σ⊗Σ = Σ

g ⊗g = g

+⊗+ = +

Σ⊗Π = Π

g ⊗u = u

+⊗− = −

Π ⊗ Π = Σ+− ,∆

u⊗u = g

−⊗− = +

Table 7.4: Changes of total angular momentum component

Λ, g, u

and

+, −

symmetries

in a single photoninduced dipoleallowed transition.

Autoionization times of selected doubly excited H2∗∗ states
Autoionization times

τAI

of the

H2∗∗

states as a function of the internuclear distance are

Q1 and Q2 series. Here, only the lowest energetic state and
1
+
1
+
1
1
( Σg ), ( Σu ), ( Πg ) and ( Πu ) symmetries are considered. In Figure 7.1 (c) and (d) the
shown in Figure 7.1 for the

autoionization times are shown for the doubly excited states that are mostly relevant in
parallel and perpendicular transitions. Note, all curves are adapted from [SM97; SM99b].
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(a1)

Q 1 1 Sg +

(a2)

Q 1 1 Su +

Q1 1 P g
Q1 1 P u

(b1)

Q 2 1 Sg +

(b2)

Q 2 1 Su +
Q2 1 P g

Q2 1 P u

(c)

Q 1 1 Su +

Q 2 1 Su +

(d)

Q1 1P u
Q2 1P u

H2∗∗ states as a fuction of the internuclear
1 +
1 +
distance. (a1 ) linear and (a2 ) logarithmic plot of τAI for the rst Q1 states of ( Σg ), ( Σu ),
1
1
( Πg ), ( Πu ) symmetry. (b1 ) linear and (b2 ) logarithmic plot of τAI for the rst Q2 states
1 +
1 +
1
1
1 +
of ( Σg ), ( Σu ), ( Πg ), ( Πu ) symmetry. (c) τAI of Q1 and Q2 ( Σu ) states, relevant for
1
parallel transition with singleXUV photons. (d) τAI of Q1 and Q2 ( Πu ) states, relevant
Figure 7.1: Autoionization times

τAI

of the

for perpendicular transition with singleXUV photons. The dashedblack lines denote the
FranckCondon region in
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